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Ve\\iT_Se]U^dUT3_]`QbUTd_S_e^dbYUcY^dXUGUcdQ^T
dXUTUfU\_`UT5QcdgXYSXQbUS_]`QSdQ^TUfU^S_TYVYUT
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_bWQ^YcQdY_^c_VSYdYjU^cXQfUcdU``UTY^d_`b_fYTUV__T
Q^TcXU\dUbd_dXU]YWbQ^dg_b[UbcDbeUdXYcXQc^µdbUc_\fUT
dXUYbU]_dY_^Q\TYcdbUccQ^TdXUYbQ^hYUdiRedYVdXUY^dUb`\Qi
_VCdQdUQ^Tc_SYUdiXQT^µdRUU^Y^`\QSUdXY^Wcg_e\TXQfU
RUS_]US_^db_\\QR\U9dYc
Y]`_ccYR\UQd`bUcU^dd_cQi
gXUdXUbdXU\_S[T_g^dXQd
U^Tc_^=Qi$gY\\`UbcYcdY^
c_]U_bRUbU`UQdUTYVdXU
c`bUQT_VS_b_^QfYbec
S_^dY^eUc8_gUfUb
Qcce]Y^Wc_]URbUQ[Y^dXU
`bUcU^d`XQcU_VdXU
\_S[T_g^Q\\CdQdU
7_fUb^]U^dcgY\\RURUddUb
`\QSUTd_XQ^T\UdXYcc_SYQ\
YcceUdXU^Uhd_SSQcY_^
DXUcQ]USQ^XQbT\iRU
cQYTV_bdXUcUS_^Tc_SYQ\
`b_R\U]dXQdcebVQSUTY^dXU
gQ[U_VdXUS_b_^QfYbec
`Q^TU]YS*dXUbYcUY^
S_]]e^Q\dU^cY_^cY^f_\fY^W
=ec\Y]cQ^T_dXUbc
DXUdU^cY_^c
e^T_eRdUT\iXQfUdXUYb
_bYWY^cY^dXUgY\Ve\TUVYQ^SU_V_VVYSYQ\Y^cdbeSdY_^cQ^T
QRTYSQdY_^_VS_]]_^cU^cURidXUDQR\YWXY:Q]QQd
\UQTUbcXY`Y^X_cdY^WQS_^fU^dY_^Y^4U\XYµc>YjQ]eTTY^\Qcd
]_^dXgXUbU\QbWU^e]RUbc_VS_b_^QfYbecY^VUSdUT
V_bUYW^UbcgUbU`bUcU^d9dgQcRQTU^_eWXdXQddXU
S_^fU^dY_^RUSQ]UdXUU`YSU^dbU_VdXUc`bUQT_V
S_b_^QfYbecY^9^TYQGXQdS_]`_e^TUTdXU_VVU^SUgQcdXU
`UbcYcdY^WTUVYQ^SU_VdXUDQR\YWXY]U]RUbc]Q^i_VgX_]
QbUS_^dY^eY^Wd_UfQTUQ\\]UTYSQ\dUcdcQ^T]UbbY\i
c`bUQTY^WdXUY^VUSdY_^d_Q\\dX_cUgX_S_]UY^S_^dQSdgYdX
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dXU´SbY]Uµ_VU^dUbY^W=ec\Y]T_]Y^QdUTj_^UcDXYcXQc
XQ``U^UTY^9^T_bU1X]UTQRQT=_bQTQRQTQ^T
U\cUgXUbU9^QCdQdUceSXQcGUcd2U^WQ\gXUbUYdYc
RU\YUfUTdXU^e]RUbc_VdX_cUgX_QddU^TUTdXUDQR\YWXY
S_^fU^dY_^UhSUUTUT# dXUCdQdUQedX_bYdYUcXQfUVUQbY^W
`_\YdYSQ\Q^T_dXUbbUdbYRedY_^^_dUfU^R_dXUbUTd_\_SQdU
dXU]BU`_bdcY^TYSQdUdXQdQ`QbdVb_]V_bUYW^UbcgX_SQ]U
_^d_ebYcdfYcQcdXUbUgUbUQ^e]RUb_VB_XY^WiQcgX_XQfU
TYcQ``UQbUTY^cYTUWXUdd_cQ^TSQ^µdRUdbQSUTUhSU`dRi
e^TUbdQ[Y^WTbQcdYScdU`cgXYSXY^deb^gY\\dbYWWUbQ`_\YdYSQ\
cd_b]6Y^Q\\idXUbUc`_^cU_V]Q^i=ec\Y]S_]]e^YdYUcd_
c_SYQ\TYcdQ^SY^WXQcRUU^_^U_VgY\Ve\TUVYQ^SUe^\Ucc
S_UbSUTDXYcSbY]Y^Q\RUXQfY_ebXQcZU_`QbTYcUTdXU
^QdY_^Q\UVV_bdcUbY_ec\i
9dYcaeYdUe^TUbcdQ^TQR\UdXQdY^fYUg_VdXYc^_^
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g_e\TXQfURUU^V_bdXU=ec\Y]\UQTUbcXY`QdTYVVUbU^d\UfU\c
d_e^TUbdQ[US_^cSY_ec^UccbQYcY^W`b_WbQ]]UcY^cYTUdXU
S_]]e^Ydi
E^V_bde^QdU\idXYcXQcXQ``U^UTfUbi`QdSXY\i9^cdUQT
dXUQ^dY7_fUb^]U^dVUU\Y^WcdXQdgUbUWU^UbQdUTTebY^WdXU
Q^dY311]_RY\YcQdY_^XQcRUU^Q\\_gUTd_c`Y\\_fUbY^d_dXU
gQbQWQY^cddXUS_b_^QfYbecGXQdYc`QbdYSe\Qb\iWQ\\Y^WYc
dXQdQcUSdY_^_VdXU=ec\Y]]YTT\US\QccUcgX_cX_e\TXQfU
`\QiUTQb_\UY^cUUY^WdXQddXUS_]]e^YdicdQiUTcQVUVb_]
S_b_^QfYbecXQfUY^cdUQTTYbUSdUTdXUYbYbUQddXU
7_fUb^]U^dQ^Tg_bcUdXUYb8Y^Te^UYWXR_ebc±R\Q]Y^W
dXU]V_b9c\Q]_`X_RYQV_bUh`bUccY^WdXUYbQ^WUbQddXU
DQR\YWXYRYW_dbi9^`QbdYSe\QbdXUb_\U_Vc_]U=ec\Y]cY^
]UTYQQ^TQSQTU]YQXQfURUU^QRc_\edU\iTYcWbQSUVe\
8_`UVe\\idXUW\_RQ\S_^SUb^_fUbS_b_^QfYbecgY\\
bUSUTURidXUcUS_^TXQ\V_V" " Q^TdXUV_SecgY\\cXYVdd_
bU`QYbY^WdXUTUfQcdQdUTUS_^_]YUc8_gUfUbdXUdQc[_V
bUS_^cdbeSdY_^YcSUbdQY^d_WUdfYdYQdUTYVdXUS_]]e^Q\
cdbQY^cQbU^µdY]]UTYQdU\iQddU^TUT9RU\YUfUUfUbi9^TYQ^
XQcQ`Qbdd_`\QiY^dXYcc_SYQ\bUS_^SY\YQdY_^ReddXU=ec\Y]
\UQTUbcXY`XQcd_Y^YdYQdUdXU`b_SUccY^cYTUdXUYb_g^
S_]]e^YdYUc9dYcX_`UTdXQdW__TcU^cUgY\\`bUfQY\
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of the biggest cases so
Ileastnfarone26innaval
the armed forces, at
personnel tested
positive for Covid-19 at the
Western Naval Command,
Mumbai. Taking urgent steps to
contain the spread of the pandemic, the Navy along with
other authorities quarantined
the sailors along with INS
Angre, the shore-based naval
establishment where the cases
were detected.
The Army has so far
reported eight cases, including
two doctors and all the affected are now under treatment
and recovering.
Giving details of the cases

?X^]TTa_W^c^

reported from the Navy, which
are the first for the service, officials said on Saturday this
number includes 20 sailors of
INS Angre. Most of these are
asymptomatic and have been
traced to a single sailor who
tested positive on April 7.” INS
Angre is the shore-based logistics and administrative support
establishment of the Western
Naval Command in Mumbai.
All the sailors reside in the
same accommodation block
at INS Angre and all primary
contacts, though asymptomatic, were tested for Covid19, the Navy said. Following
this, entire living block was
immediately put under quarantine and INS Angre too is
under lockdown and all actions

as per established Covid-19
protocol are being taken.
“There are no cases of infection
onboard ships and submarines,” the Navy added.
So far among the three
Services, the Army had reported eight positive cases, of
whom two are doctors and one
nursing assistant. “Four others
are responding well to treatment and we had one case in
Ladakh, he is now coronavirus
free and has rejoined duty,”
Army Chief Gen Manoj
Naravane said on Friday.
Early this month, in a
video message to the rank and
file, Navy Chief Admiral
Karambir Singh said the challenge is not over yet and it is
only going to intensify in days
and weeks ahead and outlined
the priorities one of which
was to ensure that operational
assets, specifically ships and
submarine, remain free from
the virus. “It is a very difficult
task because physical distancing onboard ships and especially submarines are very
tough… but physically we will
maintain the required distance
of six feet,” he had stated.
His exhortation came days
after navies of the US and
France fell prey to the pandemic with their aircraft carriers Roosevelt and Charles De
Gaulle respectively reporting
number of positive cases
among the sailors. While the

French ship reported over
1,000 positive cases, the US aircraft carrier also saw nearly the
same number of such cases. In
fact, the captain of the US warship later resigned.
Meanwhile, the Navy said
in the wake of the cases that
their warships continue to be
mission-deployed in three
dimensions, with all the networks and space assets functioning optimally. The Navy
remains combat-ready, mission-capable and is in full
readiness to partake in the
national mission to fight the
pandemic as well as to provide
support to our friendly-neighbours in the strategically vital
Indian Ocean Region(IOR).
Highlighting some of the
operational deployments, officials said the warships continue to remain on patrol covering a vast oceanic swath from
the Straits of Malacca in the
East to Bab-el-Mandeb in the
West, including undertaking
Operation Sankalp to provide
reassurance and protection to
our merchant vessels and antipiracy patrols in Gulf of Aden.
As regards the cases, they
said the detection of these
Covid-19 cases was a result of
meticulous contact tracing and
aggressive screening/testing
carried out by Western Naval
Command after one sailor tested positive on April 7.
Turn to Page 4
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ndia registered 991 fresh
Ideaths
Covid-19 cases and 43
in 24 hours across the
country taking the total cases
at 15,536 while the death toll
touched 519 late on Saturday
night even as the Government
said the mortality rate due to
Covid-19 is around 3.3 per
cent while the recovery rate is
13.85 per cent.
The total number of confirmed Covid-19 cases
includes 12,746 active cases,
2,271 cured and discharged
cases, and 519 deaths, according to data collected from the
State Governments till 11 pm
on Saturday.
The Union Health
Ministry also added that the
RT-PCR test will be the standard frontline test for Covid19 diagnosis and the rapid
antibody test will be used for
surveillance in hotspots. On
Friday, at least 5 lakh rapid
antibody tests kits arrived here
from two Chinese companies.
Delhi and Rajasthan are
among the States that have
been given the rapid antibody
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he Government on
T
Saturday made its prior
approval mandatory for foreign
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he
Uttar
Pradesh
T
Government’s move to
bring back 8,000 students in
400 buses from Kota in
Rajasthan to the State on
Saturday during the nationwide
lockdown has triggered strong
protest from neighbouring
Bihar.
Bihar Chief Minister Nitish
Kumar termed it as a gross violation of lockdown and said it
is injustice to the migrant
workers who are not allowed to
return to their States. A senior
Bihar Minister asked the
Centre to remove all barriers
imposed to enforce the lockdown.
The UP Government’s
decision to send buses to ferry
students comes after a large
number of stranded students
took to social media requesting
for help. Many shared that
they did not have the money to
even pay their hostel fees as the

BcaP]STSbcdST]cbUa^\:^cPPaaXeTPcP`dPaP]cX]TRT]caTSdaX]VcWT]PcX^]fXST
[^RZS^f]X]?aPhPVaPY^]BPcdaSPh
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lockdown was extended till 3
May. The UP Government’s
decision came days after the
Bihar Government refused to
take its students back.
Citicising the Yogi
Government, Bihar CM said,
“This is injustice as the poor,
migrant labourers are not being
allowed to move in same way.
Students studying in Kota come
from well-to-do families and
most of them live with their
families in Kota. Getting the
students back home during
the lockdown is injustice
towards the labourers. It is
also violation of the lockdown.

When the labourers moved
from Delhi in March that was
also a violation of the lockdown.”
Incidentally, the UP
Government had also sent
hundreds of buses to ferry its
migrant workers to different
parts of the State from Delhi.
According to media
reports, the UP Government
also recently arranged over 20
buses to ferry more than 900
pilgrims from south India back
to their hometowns. They were
stuck in Varanasi since 24
March.
Turn to Page 4

investments from countries
that share land border with
India to curb “opportunistic
takeovers” of domestic firms
following the Covid-19 pandemic, a move which will
restrict FDI from China.
Countries which shares
land borders with India are
China, Bangladesh, Pakistan,
Bhutan, Nepal, Myanmar, and
Afghanistan.
“An entity of a country,
which shares land border with
India or where the beneficial
owner of an investment into
India is situated in or is a citizen of any such country, can
invest only under the
Government route,” according
to a press note issued by the
Department for promotion of
Industry and Internal Trade.
It said that the Government
has amended the FDI policy to
curb “opportunistic takeovers”
of Indian companies on

account
of
Covid-19
pandemic.
It also said that
Government approval will be
mandatory for any transfer of
ownership of any existing or
future FDI in a company in
India, which results in change
in beneficial ownership, falling
under this new restriction.
“In the event of the transfer of ownership of any existing or future FDI in an entity
in India, directly or indirectly,
resulting in the beneficial ownership falling within the restriction or urview of the (amended policy), such subsequent
change in beneficial ownership
will also require government
approval,” ‘it said.
Turn to Page 4
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test kits. The ICMR has recommended the use of antibody rapid testing for Covid19 in high containment zones
as a surveillance tool rather
than an early diagnostic tool.
“After seven days of a person being infected, this antibody test would indicate the
patient’s immunity. If someone
turns out to be positive in this
test, it means they have a
strong immunity to fight the
virus,’’ as per the ICMR.
As many as six States have
recorded 1,000 plus positive
cases with Maharashtra at the
top. The other States are Delhi,
Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu.
Turn to Page 4
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Yd]X^abRP[[TS
New Delhi: The Centre on
group of terrorists on Saturday
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n a major relief for domestic
passengers, the Government
is likely to open up the aviation
sector for public in select
domestic routes in important
metro cities like Mumbai,
Delhi, Kolkata, Chennai, and
Bengaluru.
National carrier Air India
has already started taking
bookings for traveling to select
domestic destinations from
May 4 onwards, a day after the
2nd phase of lockdown is over
and also for international
flights from June 1, according
to sources in the aviation
industry.

I

Saturday granted permission to
the National Highways
Authority of India (NHAI) to
resume toll collection on
national highways from April
20. The move, however, is
being protested by the transport fraternity.
“In view of the relaxation
provided by the Ministry of
Home Affairs for the interstate
and intrastate movement of
trucks and other goods/carrier vehicles, NHAI should take
actions for compliance of the
orders and resume tolling operations from April 20,” the
Ministry of Road Transport
and Highways said.
PNS
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he CRPF has formulated a
T
detailed plan to open up the
functioning of the paramilitary
following relaxations by the
Home Ministry from Monday.
Officers of the rank of second-in-command and above
will be required to have cent
per cent attendance and those
below will have attendance
strength of 33 per cent in order
to maintain social distancing in
the offices to prevent the spread
of coronavirus.
“All are requested to ensure
strict compliance of the measures,” reads an internal letter.

killed three jawans while two
others received bullet injuries
in Ahad Bab area of Sopore in
North Kashmir’s Baramulla
district around 5.35 pm when
these jawans were standing
guard in the area.
Ground reports claimed,
the group of terrorists had laid
an ambush and was observing
the movement of CRPF jawans
before targeting them. Soon
after the attack took place, the
entire area was cordoned off to
track down the footprints of the
terrorists behind the attack.
However, the terrorists
vanished from the deserted
streets or given shelter by their
sympathisers in the area.

BTRdaXch_Tab^]]T[bcP]SVdPaSPcB^_^aTPaTPPUcTacWaTT2A?5 ca^^_TabfTaT
\PachaTSX]PcTaa^aXbcPccPRZX]1PaP\d[[PSXbcaXRc^]BPcdaSPh
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The martyred CRPF
jawans were identified as head
constable Rajeev Sharma from
Bihar, constable CB Bhakare
from Maharashtra and consta-

ble Satyapal Singh Parmar from
Gujarat. The injured were identified as constable/driver Javid
Ahmed Amin and head constable Biswajit Ghosh.
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Q How does it feel to not be working

(due to lockdown)?
One does miss going to the sets and
be in front of the camera. For actors
who are working 24x7, there is so much
to do — read books and watch a few
things. But all said and done, not be able
to go out and meet people and observe
people and life from close quarters takes
its toll after a while. But it means that
one gets to spend time with family,
enjoy and relax. There are ups and
downs.
Q An engineer turned actor. How
did that happen?
I am from a village Salempur in
Bihar. Just like any other middle-class
family, I had to complete my studies and
take up a job. I did all that. But when I
was in college, I realised that I would
not be happy with a regular job. I came
to Mumbai, gave auditions and once I
got work, I quit my job.
Q Was acting on cards?
Not really. It was not in my radar
till I was in college. Before this I had no
clue. Nobody in my family had anything
to do with acting or any art form. It was
all discovered much later.
Q Why did you choose TV to begin
your career?
When I landed in Mumbai, I did a film
Blue Oranges, but probably the time was
not right for that kind of movie. Back
then there were only to mediums —
films and TV. I did get some offers for
films but those didn’t pan out. I come
from Bihar and I needed to survive. I
got an offer from TV and took it up
since I wanted to act and grow.
Q Films or TV, which one is better?
Films are going to be the ultimate
medium because it gives you ample time
to explore and it creates an impact. It
gives you chance to work with the best
in the industry. Film is essentially a
technical platform and it depends on the
director how he edits and shape it.
Theatre is good for an actor since it

connects you with the audience directly.
TV is going downhill now. People
looking for content are moving away
from this medium. It gives you so little
time to produce quality content due to
time constrains. There is no time to
prepare — either for the actor, the writer

or the director. Those who are able to
give good content need to be applauded.
Q What made you take up diverse
roles — historical, mythological and
dramas?
An actor doesn’t want to get
typecast. People tend to this once you

excel in a genre. They want you to keep
doing that. It has been my conscious
decision to do as many different roles
as possible. But this is not always
possible on TV since there are limited
roles that one is offered. However, I
have tried to do different work so I can
keep challenging myself.
Q How has the journey been thus far?
I am happy doing what I am. Life
is about doing more and wanting
more. I want to challenge myself more
and do more and to the best of my
ability. My journey has been like life.
Q You have been in the industry for
so long, what are the lessons it has
taught you?
Like any profession it has its own
challenges. I am not going to define it
as difficult or easy. It is like any other
craft one has to work hard and be good
at it. If one is good at your work, one
will get due.
Q Is there a role that is close to your
heart?
I have not done many shows but
have tried to put life into those roles.
This is not possible if you don’t put
your heart in the character. When I did
Karna for Mahabharat I could plan
much in advance since there are so
many books out there. I had so much
material that I could research and give
shape to this role. I knew how to layer
the character and bring it to fore for
the audience. The role also gave me
instant recognition. Another role was
Arjun in Manmarziyaan, on Star Plus,
even though the show didn’t run for
long.
Q I understand you are into martial
arts. What made you take up
Taekwondo?
I was very much active during my
college days and took up martial arts.
I took it up since I knew that it would
help me since I wanted to act. I also
enjoy doing it and know it would come
in handy while doing action scenes.
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FWX[Tbd_TaWTa^TbWPeTP[fPhbQTT]
caT]SX]VP\^]VbccWTPdSXT]RT]TfPVT
UT\P[Tbd_TaWTa^TbWPeTTPa]TS\dRW
P__aPXbTUa^\eXTfTabX]aTRT]ccX\Tb
RaTPcX]VPWd\^]V^dbUP]QPbTP]SP]TeTa
X]RaTPbX]VST\P]Sc^bTT\^aT^UcWT\X]
PRcX^]1TXc2P_cPX]<PaeT[CWTFPb_
F^]STaF^\P]1[PRZFX]S^f ^a
1Pcf^\P]TPRW^UcWTbTRadbPSTab
_Tab^]XUhPV[^aX^dbbdXcQaX]VX]V^dc
X\\X]T]ccaPXcb^UcWTXaRWPaPRcTab
6PcWTaX]V\^\T]cd\^]8]SXP]CEc^
QTR^\T^]T^UcWTWXVWTbcaPcTSbW^fb^]
2^[^ab8]UX]XchcWT_aT\XTaTbTPb^]^U
1Pcf^\P]WPbTgRT[[TSP\^]VbceXTfTab
QTR^\X]VPUP]UPe^aXcTB_TPZX]V^]
fTPaX]VcWT\PYTbcXRQPcbdXcU^acWTUXabc
cX\TAdQhA^bTbPXS)°8bcX[[aT\T\QTa
_dccX]VXc^]U^acWTUXabccX\TfXcW2^[[TT]
fW^Xb\PV]XUXRT]cPcfWPcbWTS^TbP]SXcb
YdbcP\PVXRP[UTT[X]V8cb]^c[XZTfWT]h^d
SaTbbd_U^a7P[[^fTT]P]Sb^ac^U_dc
b^\TcWX]V^]CWXbcWX]VWPbQTT][XZT
fXcWX]P]X]RW^UXcb[XUTXcYdbcUXcb\T[XZTP
V[^eT±
5dacWTab_TPZX]VPQ^dcUX[\X]VfXcWcWT
QPcf^\P]PccXaTAdQhA^bT\T]cX^]b)
°4eTahbX]V[T_Pac^UXcWPbQTT]STbXV]TSU^a
\hQ^ShB^8UTT[bXc\^eTbfXcW\TP]S8
\^eTfXcWXcP]SXcUTT[b[XZTPbTR^]SbZX]
U^acWT\^bc_PacP]ShTbXcbP]X]RaTSXQ[T
UTT[X]VH^dUTT[cWTcaP]bU^a\PcX^]d][XZT
P]hR^bcd\T8eTTeTa_dc^]X]P]ha^[TX]
\h[XUT8cbYdbceTahSXUUXRd[cc^_TTX]cWPcb
P[[±
FXcWcWTaTb_^]bXQX[XchcWPcR^\TbfXcW
_^acaPhX]VP_WT]^\T]^][XZT1Pcf^\P]^]
cWTbX[eTabRaTT]AdQhA^bTTgRT[bX]
\PaeT[^db[hQaTPcWX]V[XUTX]c^cWT
\PV]XUXRT]cRWPaPRcTa^UcWXb_a^\X]T]c
bd_TaWTa^CWTbc^ah^U1Pcf^\P]R^]cX]dTb
c^d]U^[SfXcWXcb_aT\XTabTPb^]RdaaT]c[h
QTX]VPXaTSX]8]SXPTgR[dbXeT[h^]2^[^ab
8]UX]Xch
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0\XSbccWT]PcX^]fXST[^RZS^f]cWT
RPbc^U2^[^ab³2W^cXBPaaSPPa]XXbS^X]V
cWTXaQTbcc^ZTT_cWTXaUP]bT]cTacPX]TS

FWX[T_aPRcXRX]Vb^RXP[SXbcP]RX]VcWThWPeT
QTT]bWPaX]VcWTXa`dPaP]cX]TSXPaXTb^]PXa
cWa^dVWb\P[[eXV]TccTb1dcVXeT]cWT
[X\XcTSaTb^daRTbcWTPacXbcbPaTbTTZX]V
WT[_Ua^\cWTXaUP\X[h\T\QTabc^WT[_cWT\
RP_cdaTcWTbT`dT]RTbFWX[T0eX]TbW
ATZWX³bfXUTP]SZXSbPaT\PZX]VP[[cWT
PaaP]VT\T]cb=X\aXc:Pda³b\^cWTaXb
[TPa]X]V]dP]RTb^UbW^^cX]VfWX[T[Xcc[T
?PaP\³b_PaT]cbPaTWT[_X]VWX\fXcWWXb
SXP[^VdTb
CP[ZX]VPQ^dcXc0eX]TbWATZWXfW^
_[PhbBPaPQYXcbPhb)°CWTbRT]TbPaTQTX]V
bW^cT]cXaT[hUa^\W^\TP]SWT]RTXcXb[Xcc[T
RWP[[T]VX]Vc^TgTRdcTH^d]TTSc^\PZT
bdaTcWPccWTaTXbSTRT]c[XVWcX]VcWTb_PRT
XbbdXcPQ[TP]ScWTRP\TaPP]V[TXb_aTRXbT
1dc8P\V[PScWPc\hUP\X[hXbbd__^acX]V
\TTb_TRXP[[h\hZXSbfW^PaTTgcaT\T[h
RdaX^dbP]SPaT[TPa]X]VcWTbW^^cX]V
cTRW]X`dTbFWX[T\hfXUTWP]S[TbcWT
RP\TaP\h[Xcc[T\d]RWZX]bT]bdaTcWT
bTcd_XbaTPShFXcWTeTah^]TbX]e^[eT\T]c
cWX]VbPaT`dXcTT]Y^hPQ[T±
=X\aXc:PdafW^_[Phb<TWTabPhb)°8
WPeTVaTPcaTb_TRcU^a^daRaTf^]bTcbfW^
bd__^acdbSPhX]P]SSPh^dcc^QaX]V^dc
cWTQTbcCWXb[^RZS^f]WPb_a^eTSc^QTP
VaTPc[TPa]X]VTg_TaXT]RTU^a\TP]S8WPeT
bcPacTSeP[dX]V[Xcc[TcWX]Vb0bfTPaT
bW^^cX]VUa^\W^\T\h\^cWTaWPbcPZT]
^]\d[cX_[Ta^[Tb*bWTXbWP]S[X]VcWT
RP\TaPWT[_X]VfXcWcWTbTcd_SXaTRcX]V\T
P]SX]P[[cWXbP[b^T]bdaX]VcWPc8P\fT[[
UTSBWTQTT]PVaTPcbd__^acP]SXbP[b^
[TPa]X]Vb^\TcWX]V]TfX]cWT_a^RTbbFT
S^WPeTWXRRd_bQdcc^VTcWTafT\P]PVT
P]Scda]cWX]VbPa^d]S±
4eT]fWT]P_PaccWTPRc^abPaTbcPhX]V
R^]]TRcTSfXcWcWTeXTfTabc^cPZTPfPh
cWTXa`dPaP]cX]TQ[dTb
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0bcWT]PcX^]R^]cX]dTbc^QTd]STaP
[^RZS^f]SdTc^cWT2>E83 (_P]ST\XR
_T^_[TPaT\PZX]V\^bcdbT^UcWTXacX\TPc
W^\TP]Sb_T]SX]VXcX]cWTR^\_P]h^U
cWTXa[^eTS^]Tb0Rc^aEXYPhT]SaP:d\TaXP
_^_d[Pa[hZ]^f]Pb3TeX]=PPVX]1WPVhP
:PITWaTT[P:WT[XbP[b^dbX]VcWXb
^__^acd]XchP]Sb_T]SX]VcX\TfXcWWXb
UP\X[hCWTPRc^aXbTb_TRXP[[hQ^]SX]VfXcW
WXb[Xcc[TSPdVWcTaP]S\PZX]VbdaTcWPcbWT
S^Tb]c\Xbb^dc^]WTabcdSXTbFWX[TWT

bcPhbPcW^\TWTWPb]^fP[b^cda]TSX]c^
WTacdc^a
2^\\T]cX]VUdacWTa^]cWTbP\T
EXYPhT]SaPbPXS)°8WPeT[TPa]cc^cPZTcWX]Vb
X]P_^bXcXeTfPhB^8P\dbX]VcWXb
[^RZS^f]_TaX^SQhWT[_X]V^dc\hfXUTfXcW
WTaRW^aTbP]SWT[_X]V\hSPdVWcTa
:X\PhPfXcWWTabcdSXTbBWTXbP]
TgcaT\T[hb\PacP]SX]cdXcXeTRWX[SP]S8
WPeTcWT\^bcf^]STaUd[cX\TQ^]SX]VfXcW
WTa8WT[_WTaaTPSbc^aXTbUa^\WTaQ^^Zb
fTcaPRTbWP_TbP]STeT]_aPRcXRTfaXcX]V
P]SR^[^daX]V8cbP[^c^UUd]4Pa[XTaSdTc^
\hWTRcXRf^aZX]VW^dab8dbTSc^P[fPhb
UTT[VdX[chcWPc8SXS]cVTc\dRWcX\Tc^
b_T]SfXcWcWT\1dc]^f8P\\PZX]Vd_
U^acWPc[^bccX\T±
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?dYP1P]TaYTTfW^WPbQTT]P_Pac^U

ePaX^dbcT[TeXbX^]bW^fbP]S\^eXTb]TeTa
f^d[SWPeTcW^dVWcX]WTafX[STbcSaTP\b
cWPcWTafTSSX]VfX[[WPeTb^\P]hcfXbcb
P]Scda]bCWTPRcaTbbfW^XbRdaaT]c[h
TbbPhX]VcWTRWPaPRcTa^U<PPEPXbW]^3TeX
X]cWTbW^f9PV9PP]P]X<PPEPXbW]^3TeX
¯:PWP]X<PcPAP]X:XfPbP[[bTcc^cXTcWT
Z]^c^]0_aX[ $
CWT[^RZS^f]WPb]^fQTT]TgcT]STS
cX[[cWT<Ph":d]P[ETa\PP]S?dYP
1P]TaYTTWPS_[P]]TScWTXaSaTP\bX]RT[^]V
QPRZCWTR^d_[TbWPeTQTT]X]P
aT[PcX^]bWX_U^a\^aTcWP] !hTPabP]SQ^cW
cWTXaUP\X[XTbfTaTaTPShc^RT[TQaPcTcWXb
Pdb_XRX^db^RRPbX^]
7^fTeTaVXeT]cWT^]V^X]V]PcX^]fXST
[^RZS^f]cWThWPeTRP]RT[[TSP[[cWTXa
RT[TQaPcX^]bP]SPaTZTT_X]VcWTXaUX]VTab
Ra^bbTSU^aPaTVXbcTaTS\PaaXPVT^]cWTXa
^aXVX]P[fTSSX]VSPcT0[^]VfXcWcWTR^d_[T
cWTXa[^eTS^]TbPaTP[b^SXbP__^X]cTS
:d]P[bPXS)°<h\^cWTafPbeTah
TgRXcTSPQ^dccWTfTSSX]VP]SWPSbW^__TS
U^acWTT]cXaTUP\X[h8STP[[hbWTfP]cb^da
bWPPSXc^QTR^\_[TcTfXcWQP]SQPPYPP]S
QPaPPc<hWTPacQaTPZbc^bTTWTaSaTP\b
]^cVTccX]VUd[UX[[TSQdc8S^]³cfP]cc^fPXc
U^aPUTf\^aT\^]cWb?dYPP]S8PaT
b^d[\PcTbP]S\PaaXPVTXbYdbcPbXV]PcdaT
QdccWTb^^]TaXcWP__T]bcWTQTccTa±
CWXbWXVWe^[cPVTSaP\PfTSSX]VfX[[
WPeTP]bfTabc^P[[WTa`dTbcX^]beTahb^^]

3

Xb]Th 7^cbcPa Xb ]^f
QaX]VX]V cWT f^a[S³b
UPe^daXcT ]dR[TPa UP\X[h
Ua^\ cWT PfPaSfX]]X]V
WXbc^ah\PZX]V bTaXTb CWT
BX\_b^]b c^ 8]SXP 2aTPcTS Qh
RPac^^]Xbc <Pcc 6a^T]X]V CWT
BX\_b^]b \PST Xcb STQdc X]
('(P]SXbcWT[^]VTbcad]]X]V
_aX\TcX\T bRaX_cTS bW^f X] X]
cT[TeXbX^] WXbc^ah fXcW P
R^[[TRcX^]^U^eTa%&$T_Xb^STb
b_P]]X]V "  bTPb^]b ¯ P[[ ^U
fWXRW fX[[ QT PePX[PQ[T ^]
3Xb]Th7^cbcPa?aT\Xd\
CWT[PcTbcP]S" bcbTPb^]
^UcWTXR^]XRbW^fXbTgR[dbXeT[h
PePX[PQ[T^]cWT_[PcU^a\PWTPS

^UXcbCE_aT\XTaTCWT_^_d[Pa
!&UTPcdaTUX[\CWTBX\_b^]b
<^eXT P]ScWTaTRT]c[haT[TPbTS
bW^ac UX[\ <PVVXT BX\_b^] X]
?[PhSPcTfXcW3TbcX]h fX[[P[b^
QTPePX[PQ[T
CWa^dVW cWT hTPab cWT
hT[[^fUP\X[h^UUXeT¯7^\Ta
<PaVT 1Pac ;XbP P]S <PVVXT
WPeT T\TaVTS Pb _^_Rd[cdaT
XR^]b P]S WPeT cPRZ[TS
]d\Ta^dbbdQYTRcbX]cWTXa^f]
Wd\^a^db fPh CWT bTaXTb Xb P
bPcXaXRP[ST_XRcX^]^UPf^aZX]V
R[Pbb [XUT T_Xc^\XbTS Qh cWT
BX\_b^] UP\X[h P]S _Pa^SXTb
TeTahSPhb^RXTchcT[TeXbX^]P]S
cWTWd\P]R^]SXcX^]

ITTCE³b:d\Zd\1WPVhP UP\TBaXcX
9WPXbPUP]^U]^eT[bBWTaTR^\\T]Sb
b^\T\dbcaTPSQ^^Zbc^QTPccWT
2>E83 (Q[dTb)
0R^[[TRcX^]^Ubc^aXTbQhCTS2WXP]V)
CWXbbTaXTbfaXccT]QhCTS2WXP]VXb
QPbTS^]P_a^QPQ[TShbc^_XP]UdcdaT
P]SPbcWThPaT\^bc[hQPbTS^]bRXT]RT
XcXbX]cTaTbcX]Vc^aTPScWTbc^aXTb
CWT6aTPc3TaP]VT\T]cQh0\XcPe
6W^bW) CWXbUP]cPbcXRQ^^Zb_TPZbPQ^dc
R[X\PcTRWP]VTP]ScWT_PacUXRcX^]
[XcTaPcdaT_[PhbX]_^acaPhX]V8cXbPeTah
X]caXVdX]V]^eT[P]SXcWPbPeTahSTcPX[TS
P]P[hbXb^U^daf^a[Sc^SPhP]SW^f
\dRW^UXcXbST_XRcTSX]cWT[XcTaPcdaT
cWPcfTaTPS
C^:X[[P<^RZX]VQXaSQh7Pa_Ta;TT) 8U
P]h^]TWPSc^aTPS^][h^]TQ^^ZX]
cWTXaT]cXaT[XUTXcWPbc^QTcWXb^]T8c
\PZTbTeTah^]TQTccTa
1TR^\X]VQh<XRWT[[T>QP\P) CWT
]^eT[b_TPZbPQ^dc<XRWT[[T>QP\Pb
Y^da]Th
CWT>][hBc^ahQh9d[XP]1Pa]Tb) CWXb
]^eT[XbcWTbc^ah^UPaT[PcX^]bWX_
QTcfTT]P! hTPa^[SQ^hP]SP$
hTPa^[Sf^\P]8cXb]^c\^aT^UP[^eT
bc^ahQdc\^aT[XZTPbc^ahPQ^dcP
bWPaTS\XbRWXTU
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8]VaTSXT]cb)
! !Rd_b^UP[[_da_^bTU[^da
 !Rd_b^UfW^[TfWTPcU[^da
"cPQ[Tb_^^]^UeXcP[fWTPcV[dcT]
!cTPb_^^]^UbP[c
 !Rd_b^UfPa\fPcTaPQ^dc
$STVaTTb5
! #cTPb_^^]^UPRcXeTSahhTPbc
\XgTSfXcW cTPb_^^]^UbdVPa
"cPQ[Tb_^^]^UW^]Th
"cPQ[Tb_^^]^UeTVTcPQ[T^X[
?aT_PaPcX^])
Y 8]Pb\P[[Q^f[^a\TPbdaX]V
Rd_PSScWTfPcTaP]Sb_aX]Z[T
cWTbdVPa^eTacWThTPbcP[[^fXc
c^bXcU^aPUTf\X]dcTbQTU^aTXc
Q[^^\b
Y 8]cWTQ^f[^UPbcP]SX]V
\XgTaPSScWTU[^dafWTPcU[^da
bP[cP]SfWTPcV[dcT]^]RTcWT

hTPbc\XgcdaTXbaTPShPSSXcX]
fXcWcWTSahX]VaTSXT]cbP[^]V
fXcWcWT^X[P]SW^]ThZ]TPS^]
\TSXd\b_TTSU^acWaTTc^UXeT
\X]dcTb^ad]cX[cWT\XgcdaT
R^\Tbc^VTcWTaX]b^\TfWPc
b\^^cWS^dVW
Y ?[PRTcWTS^dVWX]P]^X[TS
Q^f[R^eTaP]SP[[^fXcc^aXbT
b^\TfWTaTfPa\U^a^]Tc^cf^
W^dab^ad]cX[S^dQ[TSX]e^[d\T
Y 3TU[PcTcWTS^dVW_[PRTXc^]P
[XVWc[hU[^daTSbdaUPRTZ]TPSXcX]
P[^PUPQ^dccWTbP\TbXiTPbP(

Qh$X]RW[^PU_P]cWT]_[PRTXcX]
cWT_P][XVWc[hb_aPhP_XTRT^U
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emember our paan-loving Shuklaji
from Office Office? Many of us can
R
never forget the har taale ki chaabi man.
Travel back in time and relive the golden
era of TV. Sony SAB is back with the rerun of its popular show Office Office, a
satirical take on the prevalent corruption
that exists in offices in the country.
With the Coronavirus taking its toll,
with shootings cancelled, many channels
have been left with no option but to retelecast the timeless classics just like
Doordarshan did a few weeks back. The
craze of these shows is such that everyone
is glued to their TV screens, waiting for
their favourite show to give darshan. With
so many iconic shows making a come back,
how could Office Office be left out of the
list.
Sanjay Mishra, who played Shukla in
the series is glad that TV is going back in
time and bringing back the classics. “Indian
TV has never experimented with
contemporary humour. The content that
we are watching is a complete waste. There
is no satire at all. There are a lot of comedy
shows but contemporary humour is
missing. Now that Office Office is back, the
home bound audience will get to see good
content along with humour. What I wish
is that during this lockdown phase,
audience too shall evolve and look for
meaningful and content-oriented shows
instead of the dramas that don’t make sense.
It is relieving to see this happen through
the comeback of our good old shows,”
Mishra, whose film Kaamyaab is all set
to make its appearance on an OTT
platform, says.
The exciting part for Mishra is
that the audience will get to see his
career graph. “Chanakaya is also
back on Doordarshan, so it is an
exciting phase for me wherein the
audience can see my work from
to A to X, won’t say Z because
it is not over yet,” he tells
you.
The reason why
Shuklaji is engraved in
people’s mind is because
people have seen that
characters in real life and that’s
why are able to relate to it. “All of us may
have come across a Shuklaji or Bhatia
or for that matter Pandeyji in our life.
That’s the reason why we can never
forget these characters. The series
definitely went off air but we kept seeing
such characters in real life and that’s why
Shukla can never be forgotten,” he tells
you.
Just like human beings, a character too
evolves with time. But for Shuklaji, this was
not the case. “Actors try and add things in
their characters, however when it comes to
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Shukla there was no scope for
improvisation. Each and every line blended
with the character like butter. The lines
were meant for those characters. It took us
sometime to understand the characters that
we played but the script had everything in
place and all we did was to perform our
heart out infront of the camera. It also gave
me a lot of confidence day by day.
“Also Shukla was not only one
character — sometimes he was an officer
and sometimes a peon. Most of the times
I played it but whenever someone else had
to play that, I was the happiest. However,
every character got equal screen space but
it was just for fun that we used to eagerly
wait ki bhaiyya aaj kaun chaprasi banega,”
he tells you.
Recalling a typical day on the sets,
Mishra tells you that it was unlike the
modern times. “The TV industry works
from 9 am to 9 pm. However, for us it was
different. We didn’t follow the set pattern.
We used to reach the sets by around 11 am
and wrap the shooting by 7 pm. Timings
didn’t matter for us, our focus was to
complete the shot and the day’s work — no
matter how long it take. It was a relaxed
environment. We enjoyed our work and
never took that amount of pressure. It was
like a rehearsal for us and we learnt a lot
from the show. What happens is initially
people scare you a lot in the industry.
Someone or the other will keep asking you
‘dialogue sahi se yaad hai na’ this creates
a lot of pressure, but for Office Office all
actors rehearsed a lot. We finished three
days work in a single day. Dialogues came
out of our mouth automatically, it was like
we were living the characters. Today when
I see other actors working for such long
hours, I feel scared. They wake up early
morning and work till late night.
Sometimes they have to do the same kind
of work for two years with no creativity at
all. But for our show, we had something
different to do every day. I started
enjoying my show so much so that I used
to wait for it to come on TV and I even
felt excited to go on the sets,” Mishra tells
you.
He tells you that on his first day of
the shoot, all the actors went home, but
he decided to stay back. “I remember
on my first day, I completed my shoot
and all the other actors left after
completing theirs, but I stayed back
on the sets. That’s when my director
Rajiv Mehra saw me and he walked
up to me to ask if my shot is left. I
told him that I just wanted to stay
back and watch him work
because I was enjoying every bit
of the process,” Mishra, who
has a few films lined up for the
year tells you.
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n the wake of the Covid-19
outbreak in the country, civic
Iagencies
in the national Capital

have announced a complete
ban on spitting or urinating in
public spaces and said anyone
found violating the directive
will be slapped with a fine of
C1,000.
The New Delhi Municipal
Council (NDMC) and South
Delhi Municipal Corporation
(SDMC), issued similar orders
on Saturday.
In its order, the NDMC
said, "With a view to ensure
strict compliance of the aforesaid directives to contain the
spread of Covid-19, the chairperson, NDMC, is of the opinion that a public notice should
be issued."
The MHA in its order had
said that there should be a strict
ban on sale of liquor, gutka,
tobacco and "spitting should be
strictly prohibited during the
new lockdown period extended up to May 3."
“The SDMC has decided to
impose a fine of Rs 1,000 if anyone caught spitting or urinating in public places. All the
concerned official are instructed to ensure strict compliance
of these directives in all four
zones,” the civic body said in a
statement.
“The powers conferred

he Delhi Police has
T
chargesheeted Sharjeel
Imam for giving seditious

upon Commissioner to impose
and collects the fines from the
violators has also been delegated to all licensing inspector,
public health inspector, sanitary and assistant sanitary
inspector and malaria inspectors to take action and impose
fine against the violators,” it
added.
The civic body further
said that the violators will
challenged on the spot and fine
will be collected on the spot.
“In case the violator does not
have money to pay the fine,
then the municipal officer
shall ensure to obtain the
parentage of violators like
proper address from the identity card (driving licence, adhar
card, or any other identity
document) being carried by
him at that time,” it said,
adding that in case violator
does not have any identity
card, his or her photo will be

taken on mobile phone along
with the parentage disclosed by
him. Efforts will be made to
ask the violator to make the
amount on the spot in any
mode. However, in case the
violator refused to pay the
fine, the concerned official
will initiate the proceedings to
recover the said amount as per
section 455 of the ‘Delhi
Municipal Corporation’(DMC)
act treating non-payment of
fun was dues recoverable while
discharging obligatory function upon the corporation of
clause X of section 42 of the
DMC Act, it added.
The move has come after
the Ministry of Home Affairs
issued fresh directives for the
Covid-19 Management. Under
the consolidated revised guidelines, spitting has been made
punishable with a fine under
Section 51 (b) of the Disaster
Management Act.

speech and abetting riots in
Southeast Delhi's Jamia last year.
Imam was arrested for instigating and abetting the Jamia
riots, due to his seditious speech
delivered on December 13.
According to a senior
police official, on December
15, 2019, serious riots had
broken out in consequence to
the protest march organised by
Jamia students against Citizen
Amendment Act (CAA) in
the area of New Friends
Colony and Jamia.
"The mob indulged in large
scale rioting, stone pelting and
arson, and in the process
destroyed many public and private properties. Cases of rioting,
arson and damage to public
properties were registered in
both the police stations. Many
policemen and public persons
were injured in the riots. A case
under relevant sections of
Indian Penal Code (IPC) was
registered at New friends
Colony police station," said the
senior police official.
"Shargil Immam was arrested for instigating and abetting
the Jamia riots, due to his seditious speech delivered on

December 13. During investigation, on the basis of evidences
collected, sections 124 A IPC
and 153 A IPC ( Sedition and
promoting enemity between
classes) were invoked in the
case. In this case first
chargesheet was filed against the
rioters," he said.
Imam was arrested from
Bihar's Jehanabad on January
28. He came into limelight after
a video showed him making
controversial comments before
a gathering at Aligarh Muslim
University, following which he
was booked under sedition
charges.
Police in Manipur and
Arunachal Pradesh had also
lodged FIRs against the JNU
scholar over his speech in which
he threatened to "cut off" Assam
and the rest of the northeast
from the country.
"A
supplementary
chargesheet in continuation of
the earlier chargesheet has now
been filed in the Saket court,"
said the senior police official
adding that further investigation
is going on.

/LJKWUDLQJXVW\ /RFNGRZQYLRODWLRQODQGV
ZLQGVPDNHFLW\ SHRSOHEHKLQGEDUVLQ1RLGD
ZHDWKHUSOHDVDQW
New Delhi: Light rain and
high-velocity winds barrelling
through the national capital
made way for pleasant weather on Saturday, the India
Meteorological Department
said.
The city recorded a maximum of 37.3 degrees Celsius,
normal for this time of the year,
and a minimum of 22.6 degrees
Celsius.
The weather station at
Palam recorded a maximum of
38.4 degrees Celsius, the highest in the city.
Humidity levels oscillated
between 36 and 58 per cent.
Some areas in Delhi

received heavy showers.
According to the Central
Pollution Control Board, the
city's air quality index recorded at 4pm was 98, which falls
in the satisfactory category.
The weatherman predicted
a partly cloudy sky and thundery development on Sunday.
The maximum and minimum temperatures are expected to settle at 37 and 22 degrees
Celsius, respectively.
PTI

Noida (UP): Thirty-four people were arrested and 237 vehicle owners penalised across
Noida and Greater Noida on
Saturday for allegedly defying
restrictions imposed due to
the COVID-19 lockdown,
police said.
Gautam Buddh Nagar is
among the districts in Uttar
Pradesh where coronavirus
hotspots (areas that have
recorded multiple COVID-19
positive cases) have been completely sealed off, while restrictions under CrPC section 144
are also in place.
"Eleven FIRs were registered on Saturday for lockdown
violations and 34 people arrested. A total of 776 vehicles
were checked across 200 barrier

points in the district and challans issued to 237 of them,
while 10 others was impounded," the police said in a statement.
The FIRs were registered
under IPC section 188 (disobedience to order duly promulgated by public servant)
over violation of prohibitory
orders put in place under CrPC
Section 144, which bars teh
assembly of four or more persons, they said.
The Gautam Buddh Nagar
police has already extended the
restrictions imposed under
CrPC Section 144 till May 3,
covering the duration of the
country-wide lockdown as
announced by the central government.

All public events, including
religious or political congregations, cultural or sports meets,
protest marches and processions will remain banned till
May 3 and action will be taken
against violators under IPC
section 188, officials said.
According to official figures, around 2,507 people have
been arrested for violating
lockdown restrictions since
March 25 in Gautam Buddh
Nagar.
Over three dozen localities
have been completely sealed
off across Noida and Greater
Noida due to the COVID-19
outbreak, and so far, 95 positive cases of coronavirus
recorded in the district,
according to officials.
PTI

52-year-old doctor allegedly committed suicide on
Saturday morning by hanging
himself in his house in south
Delhi's Neb Sarai area. Police
have also recovered a suicide
note in which the the victim
had blamed Deoli MLA and
one of his accomplices for
compelling him to take the
extreme step.
Police said that the victim
has been identified as Rajendra
Singh, a resident of Durga Vihar.
According to police, they
received information regarding
the incident on Saturday at 6.17
am. "The deceased had alleged-

ly hanged himself with the
help of a rope. Around 5.30 am,
a tenant noticed the deceased
and informed the family members. The body was sent to the
All India Institute of Medical
Sciences (AIIMS) for the postmortem examination," police
said. "The son of the deceased
told police that his father used
to run a clinic in the locality
and was also in the business of
water supply with Delhi Jal
Board since 2007," they said.
"On his complaint, a case of
extortion, forcing to commit
suicide and threat for life has
been registered against local
MLA Prakash Jarwal of the
Aam Admi Party (AAP), his

associate Kapil Nagar and others at Neb Sarai police station
and investigation has been
taken up", said a senior police
official adding no arrest has
been made so far.
However, AAP MLA
denied all the allegations and
said that I have full faith in the
judiciary and I am ready to
face any investigation. I would
only like to say that there have
been attempts to trap me in
the past and similar attempts
are being made now too. Just
like I have proved myself innocent in the past and I will do
so now too. I am ready to
cooperate with police in any
kind of investigation.
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New Delhi: The Delhi High
Court has dismissed a plea
filed by a physically-challenged
man seeking interim bail in a
drug possession case on the
ground that he is suffering
from diabetes and high blood
pressure, and there is a risk of
contracting coronavirus in
prison.
Justice Rajnish Bhatnagar,
who conducted the hearing
through video-conferencing,
perused the health status report
of the accused which showed
that his condition and vitals are
stable. Regular treatment from
jail doctors and the RML
Hospital was being provided,
and he was being given the prescribed medicines.
The differently-abled man,

who is facing prosecution for
allegedly possessing 3.5 kg charas, sought interim bail for 45
days on the ground that he is
suffering from diabetes and
high blood pressure, and there
is a risk of contracting coronavirus in jail. The court dismissed the plea saying no
ground for interim bail was
made out.
As per the high powered
committee, the undertrials who
are facing trial for offences of
rape, gangrape, acid attack, for
intermediary/large quantity
recovery under the narcotics
law, foreign nationals, corruption and terror activities should
not be released while de-congesting jails to contain the
spread of coronavirus.
PTI

New Delhi: Delhi police has
seized 600 litres of adulterated
ghee packed in containers of
a popular dairy brand in
Northwest district, officials
said on Saturday.
On a tip-off, the police
intercepted a vehicle in
Mangolpuri area on the intervening night of Tuesday and
Wednesday, a senior police
officer said, adding that the driver was not carrying invoice of
the consignment.
During checking, 15 cartons of adulterated ghee were
recovered, the officer said.
The vehicle and the consignment were seized and a
case was registered at the
Mangolpuri police station,
they said.
PTI
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New Delhi: Roshina Gautam, a
71-year-old resident of Greater
Kailash, was on Saturday serenaded on her birthday – by the
police.
They came into the colony
with sirens blaring and then proceeded to play music outside her
home, much to her surprise.
She isn't the only one.
Hoping to infuse some cheer in
the lockdown to stem the spread
of Covid-19, police officials are
wishing residents on their birthdays and anniversaries in the
south Delhi locality.
Gautam said she was really
surprised when the cops landed up.
"Around 12, I got a call from
the police and they reached my
society around 1.30 pm. Initially,
the sound of the sirens scared us

as we thought somebody had
tested positive for coronavirus.
"Later, policemen came in
front of my house and called my
name. They played beautiful
music and wished me on my
71st birthday. They also gifted
me a plant," she said.
Gautam, too, did her bit by
baking a cake for them and
thanking them for the gesture.
“I am a member of the GK
residents association and they
might have got information
about my birthday from there,”
she said.
Police personnel also landed up outside the home of
Greater Kailash residents Rajat
and Vartika Juneja on their
25th wedding anniversary.
"I am on the group of GK
residents. A friend of mine,

who was also in the group,
informed the SHO of Greater
Kailash about my marriage
anniversary. The SHO, along
with five-six other policemen,
came around 1 pm.
“They did not enter the
house and maintained social distancing. They placed a prerecorded message that was very
nice and gifted us a plant,”
Varika said.
Jairam and Varsha Tekwani
said a friend informed the police
about their wedding anniversary.
"We have a resident group in
which the SHO is also there.
They ask about birthdays,
anniversaries and other celebrations daily. My friend told
them about my anniversary,”
Jairam said.
"They called me around

12.30 pm and said that they
want to come and wish me.
They were at my place within
half an hour. It is my 24th
anniversary and they played a
pre-recorded message on a
speaker. They maintained
social distancing and were
wearing masks. Everyone in the
area appreciated their move,"
Jairam said.
Greater Kailash Station
House Office Som Nath Paruthi
said police officials have several WhatsApp groups with residents, including senior citizens.
"We have a list of senior citizens and their dates of birth.
During the lockdown, people
are inside their houses. Through
these initiatives, we cheer them
and celebrate their special day,”
he said.
PTI
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ver 25 pets have been
abandoned by their ownO
ers since the lockdown began

n order to ensure enough
availability of food grains for
IPublic
Distribution system
(PDS), Indian Railways loaded
4.2 million food grains during
the lockdown period between
25th March and 17th April
which is double the amount
transported last year.
Indian Railways making all
efforts to ensure that farm products like food grains are picked
up on time and also to ensure
uninterrupted supply chain, the
ministry said in a statement,
adding that to ensure that
kitchens of all Indian homes
continue to run normally, on
17th of April, 83 rakes in 3601
wagons of food grains were
loaded (One wagon contains 5860 ton consignment).
“The loading, transporta-

tion and unloading of these
essential commodities has been
in progress in full swing during
the lockdown period. Close
association is being maintained
with Ministry of Agriculture for
food grains loading,” it said.
It may be noted that CONCOR is also working with
NAFED to ensure transpiration
of pulses in a big way.
The ministry said that
Indian Railways has also identified 65 routes for parcel special
trains since the start of the
lockdown for perishable com-

modities including fruits, vegetables, milk and dairy products
and seeds for agriculture purpose.
“Till 17th April, 66 routes
have been notified and time
tabled trains are being run on
these routes. Trains are being
run even on those routes where
demand is less, so that no part
of the country remains unconnected. Trains have been given
en-route stoppages at all feasible
locations, so that maximum
possible clearance of parcels
may be done,” it added.
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in the national Capital.
The major cause of concern is pets being abandoned
due to fear of contagion
amongst pet owners. Such cases
have increased to misconceptions revolving around the
transmission of the disease, or
a lack of funds or medical
resources to treat sick pets.
These animals are being taken
of by self help groups and non
governmental organisations
(NGOs) for treatment at animal hospital run by the
Friendicoes SECA in Jangpura
where they are provided ample
food, rest and treatment for
injuries or infections.
According to SECA, an
NGO, In these tough times,
when stray animals on the

streets are in need of help
more than ever, we ensure that
food and emergency care reach
as many animals as possible.
“Ever since the nationwide
lockdown was announced on
the 24th of March, a group of
dedicated caregivers from
Friendicoes SECA (Society for
the Eradication of Cruelty to

Animals) have been preparing
massive quantities of fresh
food to feed over a thousand
stray dogs and cats on the
street.” “Usually, the animals
rely on easily available food
from concerned citizens or
leftovers from neighbourhood
markets, restaurants and food
stalls, but the sudden and

absolute isolation has left a
large number of dogs and cats
starving, thirsty and utterly
lonely.”
SECA is preparing over
500 kilograms of food daily for
them with 4 ambulances covering the areas of Netaji Nagar,
Kidwai Nagar, Sarojini Nagar,
Chankyapuri, JLN stadium,
Soochna Bhawan, Vinobapuri,
Srinivaspuri, Hari Nagar,
Ashram, Siddharth Extension,
Delhi Jal Board, Bhagwan
Nagar, Vidyut Vihar, Sarai Kale
Khan Bus terminal, Bhairon
Mandir, Pragati Mandir and
towards ITO as well as the
Saket-Qutub Institutional area.
Dr
Prabhakaran,
Veterinar y Officer at
Friendicoes SECA, said, “We
are treating over 35 cases a day.
In these tough times, people are
abandoning their sick pets.
Our staff is working 24x7 on an
emergency basis putting their

own lives at risk. Keeping with
health and safety guidelines, all
staff members have access to
gloves, face masks, alcohol
based hand sanitizers and other
necessary equipment to stay
safe.”
Geeta Seshamani, Vice
President of Friendicoes SECA,
said, “We are trying to cover as
many areas as possible, but of
course, it is in no way enough.
Thousands of animals are still
going hungry or sick on the
streets and every day we wonder if we have done enough.
Please don’t start abandoning
your pets due to the fear of contagion. There is no direct evidence proving that pets playing
a role in transmitting this
infection. Human to human
transmission is still one of the
key infection source of
COVID-19 and we must continue to take preventive measures against this outbreak.”
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Noida: Three more people —
one in Noida and two in Greater
Noida — tested positive for
Covid-19 on Saturday, taking the
tally in Uttar Pradesh’s Gautam
Buddh Nagar district to 95, officials here said.
Two other patients, who
were undergoing treatment for
the disease, were discharged
after being cured, they said.
“Three new cases have been
detected. A 70-year-old woman
from sector 15A in Noida and a
39-year-old man and a 35-yearold woman from Acchar village
in Greater Noida have tested positive for the coronavirus,” District
Surveillance Officer Sunil
Dohare said. The administration
has temporarily sealed the posh
sector 15A till May 3, strictly
restricting movement of people
into and out of the residential
area. The elderly woman is a resident of Delhi and was visiting
her son, Dohare said, adding she
was tested in a private lab.
“Eighty-two reports have
been received in the last 24
hours, of which 79 resulted in
negative and three positive. Total
cumulative positive cases of
coronavirus in Gautam Buddh

Nagar so far is 95,” the surveillance officer said in a statement.
The officer said so far, 34
patients have been cured and discharged from hospitals in the district, leaving 61 cases of Covid19 active. According to the
Health Department, 2,005 samples were taken for Covid-19 test
till Saturday. Currently, 1,119
people across Noida and Greater
Noida are under surveillance,
while 500 are in institutional
quarantine, the department said.
On cluster containment
activity, the officials said 4,212
teams were deployed for gathering information and raising
awareness in a concerted doorto-door campaign.
These teams have visited
4,15,369 houses so far and
screened 12,24,278 people. They
have identified 1,045 people
who had travelled abroad in
recent months. All travellers
have been put under surveillance, the officials added.
Meanwhile, the district
administration has temporarily
sealed the posh sector 15A in
Noida till May 3, in compliance
with protocols in a bid to contain the spread of the virus,

Deputy Collector Rajiv Rai said.
During the period, entering
or exiting the sector will remain
banned, except in emergency
cases, for which residents can
inform the Health Department’s
control room on 8076623612 or
6396776904 or contact the chief
medical officer, he said in an
order. Similarly, Acchar village
and a private firm in Greater
Noida’s Kasna industrial area —
where one of the two new
patients worked — have been
sealed until further orders,
Deputy Collector Prasun
Dwivedi said.
Violation of sealing orders
will invite legal action, the
administration warned.
Gautam Buddh Nagar,
adjoining Delhi, in western UP
is among the districts worst-hit
by coronavirus in the state but
has a better recovery record,
according to statistics. Uttar
Pradesh has so far recorded 974
positive cases, with Agra (199)
and Lucknow (163) on the top
two positions, followed by
Gautam Buddh Nagar (95), the
statistics released by the state
Government on Saturday
showed.
PTI
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Ludhiana/Chandigarh: The 52year-old Ludhiana assistant
commissioner of police, who
was undergoing treatment for
Covid-19 at a private hospital,
died on Saturday.
ACP (North) Anil Kohli
breathed his last at the SPS
Hospital, Ludhiana, Civil
Surgeon Rajesh Bagga said.
On Friday, the Punjab government had given its go-ahead
to the hospital to conduct plasma therapy on the police officer.
Punjab Chief Minister
Amarinder Singh announced
C50 lakh ex gratia to the next of
kin of the deceased. He said a
similar amount will be paid to
the family of any officer who dies
in the line of duty due to Covid.
“Sad News ACP Anil Kohli
passed away. Died of #COVID19. Was admitted in SPS
Hospital Ludhiana,” Ludhiana
district public relations office
tweeted. The officer had tested
positive for coronavirus on April
12. His wife, a security guard and
a station house officer tested
positive on Friday.
The Mohali district admin-

istration on Saturday morning
sent a fully-recovered coronavirus patient to the hospital to
use his plasma for treating ACP
Kohli. “District Administration
Mohali is dispatching one young
fully recovered/ cured COVID19 patient to SPS/Apollo
Hospital Ludhiana.
His plasma may be used to
try and cure the other COVID19 positive patients by plasma
therapy,” Punjab’s Special Chief
Secretary KBS Sidhu tweeted.
The Chief Minister and
Punjab DGP Dinkar Gupta condoled the death of the police officer. “Sad to share that we had lost
Gurmail Singh Kanungo yesterday & ACP Anil Kohli in
Ludhiana to #Covid19 today. In
this moment of crisis, losing our
Corona Warriors is a big loss for
the State. I join their families in
this time of grief. Rest assured
Punjab will stand by them,”
Amarinder Singh said on Twitter.
“Our brother officer Anil
Kohli, ACP Ludhiana, lost his
battle against #COVID-19 today
afternoon. Anil served Punjab
Police and the people of Punjab
for over 30 years. May his soul
RIP! Our prayers are with his
family, relatives and all those
worked with him,” the DGP
tweeted.
PTI
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axals set on fire seven
vehicles and machines
N
engaged in road construction
work at three places on Friday
evening in Chhattisgarh’’s
Rajnandgaon district, police
said.The incident took place
under Kohka police station
limits and around a dozen
Naxals were involved in the
raids at the three places, an official said.
“Around a dozen ultras
stormed the construction site
between Pugda-Karvetola villages and burnt a mixture
machine, a motorcycle and a
tractor. They then set on fire
two trucks and a excavator at
Sambalpur village and another excavator at Gattegahan village,” he said.
Posters at the site have
accused the road contractor of
making poor quality roads and
asked them to pay heed to villagers or face consequences, the
official said, adding that, unlike
earlier, the Naxal posters did
not speak of opposition to
road works in the region.
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Beijing: Three lakh more
A 73-year-old man in the AIIMS for the infection,
d^fXX]VUUfcZ_X]`T\U`h_ Raipur:
Rapid Antibody Test kits being
has become the oldest person another official said.
With the latest such case,
used for quick detection of the
from Chhattisgarh to have
COVID-19 have been dispatched to India from Chinese
city of Guangzhou, the Indian
envoy said on Saturday.
About three lakh Rapid
Antibody Test kits were airlifted to Rajasthan and Tamil
Nadu from the Chinese city of
Guangzhou,
Indian
Ambassador to China Vikram
Misri said.
“Nearly 3 Lakh Rapid
Antibody Tests have just been
airlifted by @airindiain from
#Guangzhou | Supplies are

headed to Rajasthan and Tamil
Nadu. Great work on ground
by
our
team
at
@cgiguangzhou” Misri tweeted.
This is in addition to 6.50
lakh Antibody Tests and RNA
Extraction Kits sent from here.
India is procuring the
medical supplies from China in
recent weeks to ensure availability of adequate supplies.

Chandigarh: The Haryana
Police on Saturday seized over
12,000 bottles of liquor from two
trucks in Jhajjar and Kaithal districts when these were being
smuggled during the ongoing
lockdown to combat the coronavirus outbreak.
In Jhajjar, police had
received a tip-off that liquor was
being smuggled in a truck under
the guise of essential food items.
When the truck reached a
check barrier in Jhajjar district,
the police team signalled it to

stop, but the driver stopped the
vehicle ahead and escaped while
a youth who was also in the
truck was apprehended, a police
department spokesperson said.
During search of the truck,
11,424 bottles kept in 952 cartons were found concealed
beneath 41 onion bags, he said.
“The truck bearing a sticker of essential supplies was
being used in the smuggling of
liquor. While the youth was
detained, the truck was
impounded,” he said.
PTI

recovered from Covid- 19 disease and discharged from hospital here, officials said on
Saturday.
The septuagenarian from
Katghora town in Korba district has been discharged from
the All India Institute of
Medical Sciences (AIIMS),
Raipur, after his two consecutive tests for coronavirus infection came out negative, said
PRO SS Sharma.
He returned to his home,
ten days after he was admitted
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All these sailors continue to
remain asymptomatic and are
being monitored at INHS Asvini,
under the care of the best medical professionals.
Since the sailor was tested
positive for Covid-19, the entire
premises of the unit have been
sealed off. Containment zones
and buffer areas have been designated and frequent disinfection
continues to be carried out as per
protocol to contain spread by
breaking the chain of transmission.
All other areas within naval
premises have been under strict
lockdown and stringent quarantine and safety protocols have

been enforced for personnel and
their families, with door-to-door

screening being undertaken for
identification of cases, if any.

All missions for coastal and
offshore security continue as
before. Operational units are
being maintained in readiness by
following a 14-day quarantine
routine to meet immediate contingencies, including assistance to
civil authorities and friendly maritime neighbours.
Several quarantine facilities
have been set up in naval premises at Mumbai, Goa, Kochi and
Visakhapatnam for use by our
countrymen. Last week, a batch of
44 piilgrims from the Union
Territories of Ladakh and Jammu
& Kashmir who were quarantined
at the naval facility in Mumbai
after returning f rom Iran,
returned to their homes fully

the number of the people
recovered from Covid-19 disease in the state has reached
25. Of the total 36 Covid-19
cases, 11 are active patients,
they said.
“Low viral load in him,
early detection and timely
treatment ensured his speedy
recovery,” Sharma said.
He said eleven Covid-19
active cases are undergoing
treatment in the AIIMS at
present and they are responding well to medication. PTI
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Mumbai: Defence Public Sector
Undertaking (DPSU) Bharat
Electronic Limited (BEL) on the
directions of Ministry of Health
and Family Welfare has taken up
manufacture and supply of 30,000
ventilators within two months for
Intensive Care Units (ICU) in the
country, the Defence Ministry said
on Saturday. In addition another
DPSU, Bharat Dynamics Limited
(BDL) is also developing a ventilator which is to be tested soon.
satisfied with the care and comfort they received from the Indian
Navy. Naval aircraft have undertaken many missions flying supplies and personnel aiding State
Governments.
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According to sources,the decision
would restrict foreign investments from
China amid fears that companies in the
neighbouring country might make
takeover bids at a time when domestic
firms are battling lockdown imposed to
contain rapid spread of coronavirus.
Currently such a norm was there for
investments coming from Pakistan. A
company can invest in India, subject to
the FDI policy except in those sectors/activities which are prohibited.
“Further, a citizen of Pakistan or an entity incorporated in Pakistan can invest,
only under the Government route, in
sectors/activities other than defence,
space, atomic energy and sectors/activities prohibited for foreign investment,”
it added.
Commenting on this, Nangia
Andersen LLP Director Sandeep
Jhunjhunwala said Chinese tech investors
have put an estimated USD 4 billion of
greenfield investments into Indian startups, as per the estimates of India-China
Economic and Cultural council.
“‘Such is their pace that over the last
few years, 18 out of India’s 30 unicorns
are Chinese-funded. Overall, time is
right for India to safeguard longer-term
considerations and protect its technology ecosystem by blocking hostile deals
and effectively dealing with the looming
challenge posed by Chinese tech companies,” he said adding SEBI had earlier sought details from custodians regarding investments coming from China into
Indian stock markets.
PwC India Partner (Tax and
Regulatory) Vikram Doshi, said,
“COVID-19 will impact several busi-

nesses, especially ones that are highly
leveraged. It will open up takeover
opportunities in many sectors.”
He added that this press note is an
attempt to place a check and give the government an opportunity to review such
takeovers and investments coming into
India from specific jurisdictions.
According to the DPIIT data, India
received FDI from China worth USD
2.34 billion (Rs 14.846 crore) between
April 2000 and December 2019. During
the same period, India has attracted Rs
48 lakh from Bangladesh, Rs 18.18
crore from Nepal, Rs 35.78 crore from
Myanmar, and Rs 16.42 crore from
Afghanistan. There are no investments
from Pakistan and Bhutan.
Chinese central bank - Peoples Bank
of China - has recently hiked its stake in
mortgage lender HDFC Ltd to 1.01 per
cent. Although FDI is allowed through
automatic route in most of the sectors,
certain areas such as defence, telecom,
media, pharmaceuticals and insurance,
government approval is required for foreign investors.
Under government route, foreign
investor has to take prior approval of
respective ministr y/department.
Through automatic approval route, the
investor just has to inform the RBI after
the investment is made.
There are nine sectors where FDI is
prohibited and that includes lottery
business, gambling and betting, chit
funds, Nidhi company, real estate business, and manufacturing of cigars, cheroots, cigarillos and cigarettes using
tobacco. During April-December 201920, FDI into India increased by 10 per
cent to USD 36.77 billion.
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Bengaluru: The call of duty during the unprecedented time of
nationwide lockdown due to
coronavirus has made a deputy
superintendent of police in
Karnataka postpone her marriage.
M J Pruthvi, posted at
Malavalli in Mandya district,
was supposed to get married to
Dyamappa on April 5 at
Dharwad and she had applied to
go on leave during March end.
However, with the disease
spreading from March 15 she
realised that any kind of gathering was not advisable.
Further, lockdown was
effected across the country.
“It was then we decided not
to hold the marriage,” Pruthvi

told PTI. Another reason behind
postponing the marriage was
that her presence was essential
in Malavalli.
“Being the DySP of
Malavalli, my presence here was
very much important.Malavalli
is declared as a hotspot now. It
is in the red zone.
There are already 11 cases
identified here,” the police officer said.
Mandya Lok Sabha member
Sumalatha Ambareesh took to
twitter to praise Pruthvi.
“It is a matter of honour that
the such an officer who is bold,
competent, sincere and a rolemodel for the society is serving
in Mandya district as the DySP,”
Sumalatha tweeted.
PTI
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Palanpur (Guj): A labourer
from Madhya Pradesh who was
apparently depressed because of
the lockdown and yearning to
return home chopped off his
tongue at a temple in Gujarat’s
Banaskantha district on
Saturday, police said.
While some reports claimed
that it was a “sacrifice” to appease
the goddess, police did not confirm them.
Vivek Sharma (24), a native
of Morena district of Madhya
Pradesh who worked as a sculptor, was found lying unconscious
and covered in blood at the temple of Nadeshwari Mataji at
Nadeshwari village in Sui Gam
tehsil on Saturday.
“We found him holding his
chopped tongue in his hand and
rushed him to Sui Gam hospital,” said police sub inspector H
D Parmar.
The temple where the incident took place is looked after by
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Nitish said the Yogi Adityanath
Government’s decision would not
just defeat the purpose of the lockdown and need for social distancing
but could also make it look like States
are facilitating students yet “making
excuses” about being unable to bring
back migrant workers.
Senior Bihar Minister Ashok
Chouidhary said, “When you have
decided to defeat the concept of lockdown, then remove all barriers and
stop doing pick and choose. Let
everyone come back.”
The Bihar Government had earlier this week lodged a protest with
the Centre over the Kota administration issuing passes to students of
various coaching centres and their
parents for returning to their home
States.
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the Border Security Force, while
Sharma worked at another temple which is 14 km away.
As per the preliminary
inquiry, Sharma had become
extremely homesick, and was
restless ever since lockdown
was imposed for containing
coronavirus, banning inter-district or inter-state movement.
A local BSF official said
Sharma might have thought of
offering his tongue by way of
sacrifice to the goddess so that
circumstances changed and he
could return home.
However, police said they
can not ascertain what exactly
happened until he recovers and
his statement is recorded. PTI

Recently, Bihar Chief secretary
Deepak Kumar had written a letter
to the Union Home Secretary and
Rajasthan Chief Secretary, for violation of lockdown by granting passes to private vehicles to ferry students
back to Bihar.
In a letter to Union Home
Secretary Ajay Bhalla, Bihar Chief
Secretary Deepak Kumar had on
Monday said, “Such movement from
Kota is not at all advisable in the present scenario. In Bihar, we are now
medically examining the returning
students as well as their guardians
accompanying them, and instructions are being issued to quarantine
them.”
Earlier also Nitish had raised his
objection, pertaining to violation of
lockdown when Yogi and Delhi CM
Arvind Kejriwal had arranged buses
for migrant labourers and dumped
them on the borders of Bihar, two
days after the Prime Minister had
announced for nationwide lockdown
on March 23.
Welcoming the Yogi Government
decision, BSP supremo Mayawati
said similar steps should be taken to
facilitate the return of migrant labour
families to the State.
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Maharashtra topped the charts
with 3,648 cases and 211 deaths followed by Delhi with 1,707 coronavirus
cases and 42 deaths.
Madhya Pradesh is third on the
list with 1,402 Covid-19 cases and 69
deaths, followed by Gujarat which has
1,376 cases and 53 deaths. Rajasthan
and Tamil Nadu occupy fifth and sixth
spots.
Lav Agarwal, Joint Secretary
Health Ministry said at a Press briefing here that 83 per cent cases had comorbidities like hypertension, diabetes
and cardio-vascular diseases while
75.3 per cent people who succumbed
to the viral infection are above 60
years.
He said giving details on the age
profile of the deceased: “14.4 per cent
people are in 0 to 45 years age group;
10.3 per cent people are in 45-60 years
age group; 33.1 per cent are in the 6075 years age group; and 42.2 per cent
are from 75 years and above age
group.” “If lockdown and social distancing norms are not followed, then
the entire country would have to face
the consequences,” said Agarwal
adding that in the last 24 hours, the
country saw 991 fresh Covid-19 cases
and 43 deaths. Maharashtra, Delhi and
Tamil Nadu have reported the high-

est number of cases.
He also added that 47 districts in
23 States have shown positive trends
in the fight against coronavirus outbreak in the country. “One district
each in Puducherry and Karnataka
has not reported any positive coronavirus case yet along with 22 new districts, split across various States, have
also not reported new cases in the last
14 days,” added Agarwal. This
includes Lakhisarai, Gopalganj,
Bhagalpur in Bihar, Dholpur &
Udaipur in Rajasthan, Pulwama in
J&K, Thoubal in Manipur,
Chitradurga in Karnataka. Hoshiarpur
in Punjab. Rohtak and Charkhi Dadri
in Haryana and Lohit in Arunachal
Pradesh.
The official said that 4,291 coronavirus cases are epidemiologically
linked to the Nizamuddin Markaz
event held mid-march this year.
“These cases are spread across 23
States and Union Territories, which
include most of the high degree burden cases -- Tamil Nadu has 84 per
cent cases, Delhi 63 per cent and
Assam 91 per cent, Uttar Pradesh 61
per cent and Andaman & Nicobar 83
per cent.
Nearly 40,000 people related to
Delhi’s Nizamuddin event have
already been quarantined.
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s India eyes gains from
China’s losses post-Covid19, Madhya Pradesh, Odisha and
the Tuticorin Port Trust have
geared up to set up Renewable
Energy
Equipment
Manufacturing Parks (REMP) to
accommodate companies shifting their base from the
dragon nation.
Their move comes after the
Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy (MNRE) wrote to various States and port authorities to
identify land parcels of 50-500
acres for setting up the REMPs
citing it as “an opportune time
for India to bring policy changes
to facilitate and catalyse manufacturing in India”.
Maintaining that it’s time for
India to bring policy changes for
facilitating manufacturing in
India, the MNRE said it has
already set up RE Industry
Facilitation & Promotion Board
to facilitate investment. The
ministry has also got in touch
with trade commissioners / representatives of various countries inviting them to invest in
this promising sector in India.
Recently, Transport Minister
Nitin Gadkari too had asked his
Ministry officials to gear up for
gaining from companies shifting
out of China.
MNRE Secretary Anad
Kumar sought collaboration and
investment by US firms as he
addressed the US India Strategic
Partnership Forum earlier this
week through a webinar.
Many companies have
already started shifting China
prior to the coronavirus outbreak

A

due to the rising input costs and
the US-China trade war. Jaguar
Land Rover has started shifting
to the UK from China while
Samsung electronics decided to
shift its production of premium
flagship phones to Vietnam. If
Japan has earmarked $2.2 billion
of its record economic stimulus
package to help its manufacturers shift production out of China
as the coronavirus disrupts supply chains, Wistron Corp, one of
Apple’s manufacturing partners,
is keen to shift some plants to
India.
The Government last month
notified three schemes with
incentives totalling Rs 48,000
crore to boost mobile phone
manufacturing in the country
and the dominant productionlinked incentive (PLI) scheme
has the lion’s share of close to
?41,000 crore with sops to be
spread over three years. The aim
is to attract top smartphone
players like Apple, Samsung,
Oppo and Vivo to set up their
entire value chain in India, and
make the country their export
hub.
According to ASSOCHAM,
a large number of engineering
exports from India can fill up the
market vacated by China.
“The three power and
renewable energy sector nonbanking financial companies,
namely, Power Finance
Corporation Ltd, REC and
Indian Renewable Energy
Development Agency (IREDA),
have reduced their repayment
charges to 2 per cent to enhance
funds availability for new projects. Moreover, IREDA has
brought out a scheme for project

specific funding to promote
renewable energy manufacturing
in India,” the Ministry said.
“These hubs will manufacture equipment such as silicon
ingots and wafers, solar cells and
modules, wind equipment and
ancillary items like back sheet,
glass, steel frames, inverters,
batteries, among others,” the
MNRE said.
India has around 10 GW of
wind equipment manufacturing
capacity. It imports about 85 per
cent of its solar cells and modules requirement. To incentivise
domestic manufacturing, the
Centre has announced provisions to enable levy of basic customs duty on import of solar cells
and modules.
Earlier, the Yogi Adityanath
government has also asked
bureaucrats to chalk out a special package to be offered to
multinational companies which
are looking to shift their manufacturing basis and units out of
China. Gujarat is also eyeing on
the investment from Japan.
According to Chinese
Customs data, the trade between
China and India fell 12.4 % yearon-year to $12 billion in the first
two months amid the coronavirus outbreak.
China is the third-largest
trade partner for India when it
comes to exports with a total
trade value over $16.3 billion in
2018. The massive MSME sector in India also relies heavily on
Chinese imports due to low
manufacturing cost in mainland
China and the high demand for
products, especially consumer
electronics, in the domestic
market.
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he Centre on Saturday granted permission to the
T
National Highways Authority of
India (NHAI) to resume toll collection on National Highways
from April 20. The transport fraternity is, however, protesting
against the move.
"In view of the relaxation
provided by the Ministry of
Home Affairs for the interstate
and intrastate movement of all
trucks and other goods/carrier
vehicles, NHAI should take
actions necessary for compliance
of the orders of Home Ministry
of Home and tolling operations
be resumed w.e.f. 20th of April
2020,” the Ministry of Road
Transport and Highways said in
a letter to NHAI.
The Government had on
March 25 announced temporarily suspending toll collection on national highways to
ease emergency services in view
of the coronavirus outbreak.
Replying to a letter from the
road-making agency, the ministry said the NHAI in letters
dated April 11 and 14 has highlighted reasons for resuming the
collection of user fee on national highways, saying that the
Ministry of Home Affairs has
allowed a lot of activities with
effect from April 20, including
commercial and private establishments and construction
activities.
It has been further highlighted that user fee collection
contributes to the government

exchequer and also provides
financial strength to NHAI in
terms of budgetary support," the
letter mentioned.
However, transporters' apex
body All India Motor Transport
Congress has opposed the move.
"This is undeserving. On
one hand the Government want
the continuity of essential supplies and which our fraternity is
doing against all odds and at
even loss, in service of the
nation and another hand they
will now tax us when the business is already at bottoms," said
AIMTC president Kuktaran
Atwal. AIMTC represents about
95 lakh truckers and transport
entities.
"The entire transport fraternity is financially broke and
does not have finance for operations and bringing back drivers either, which is another
big challenge. Yet the government instead of extending this
sector a helping hand by giving a bare minimum rescue
package, submitted by AIMTC,
it is burdening it with toll
charges that account for 20
percent of the operating costs,"
Atwal said.
Earlier, the road transport
and highways ministry had
advised the NHAI to follow the
Home Ministry's guidelines
about toll plaza operations following the lockdown. The prevailing condition may be treated as "Force Majeure" of concession or contract agreement in
terms of the Finance Ministry, it
had said.
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he Drug Controller
T
General of India (DCGI)
has given nod to the Indian
Council of Medical Research’s
(ICMR) proposal for the clinical trial of plasma therapy to
treat critically-ill Covid-19
patients.

After developing the proposal for the trial, the ICMR
had sought DCGI permission
and submitted a list of institutes, which have shown an
interest in the trial.
The Plasma therapy treatment involves blood transfusion from a patient who has
recovered from Covid-19.
Hospitals in New Delhi and
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he Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR)
T
on Saturday said that research
is underway to study the side
effects of hydroxychloroquine
(HCQ).
The move follows criticism that HCQ has been
endorsed by the ICMR without studying its serious side
effects for asymptomatic
health-care workers treating
patients with suspected or
confirmed COVID-19, and
for asymptomatic household
contacts of confirmed cases.
Dr
Raman
R
Gangakhedkar,
senior
Scientist of the Epidemiology
and Communicable DiseasesI (ECD-I) of the ICMR, said
it has conducted cohort study
and no trial study yet, as evidence base to conduct the
trial is not available.
The ICMR has recommended chemoprophylaxis
with HCQ for asymptomatic
health-care workers treating
patients with suspected or
confirmed COVID-19, and
for asymptomatic household
contacts of confirmed cases.
The ICMR document
states “its use in prophylaxis
is derived from available evidence of benefit as treatment
and supported by preclinical
data”.
However, a team of scientists in their review published in the recent issue of
The Lancet Infectious
Medicine said that although
some in-vitro evidence supports the antiviral activity of
hydroxychloroquine and its
precursor chloroquine, “there
is no peer-reviewed publication that evaluates either drug
for exposure prophylaxis of
SARS-CoV-2 infection.”
Even for treatment of
diagnosed cases, only one
small study reported faster
nasopharyngeal viral clearance, with no data for clinical
improvement. This evidence,
or the lack thereof, hardly jus-

tifies state-endorsed, widespread use of hydroxychloroquine for prophylaxis, said Dr
Pranav Ish (Department of
Pulmonar y Medicine),
Vardhaman Mahavir Medical
College and Safdarjung
Hospital, and Sahaj Rathi
(Community Medicine),
Ashwani Kalantri and
Shriprakash Kalantri both
from Department of
Community Medicine,
Mahatma Gandhi Institute
of Medical Sciences,
Sevagram.
They said they were
deeply concerned that in this
environment of global panic,
an endorsement by the highest scientific body of India
will create an overly optimistic
perception of the effectiveness
of HCQ among the public.
“The drug is untested,
the benefits unknown, and
the risks not negligible, especially at this scale of use.
Moreover, the safety of these
immunomodulators in people
at risk of a severe viral illness
has never been evaluated,”
they said adding that a blanket recommendation for
chemoprophylaxis in the
absence of credible evidence
might be contentious to say
the least.
If hydroxychloroquine is
to be used, a clear informed
choice needs to be offered to
every contact, explaining the
scarcity of evidence for its efficacy and its potential risks.
Additionally, all outcome
events should be recorded.

Mumbai have already used
this therapy to treat severely ill
patients, which has aided their
recovery.
Now with the DCGI giving
green signal to its proposal, the
ICMR will officially start clinical trials. If shown to be effective, the therapy can be a
breather for severely ill patients
until a vaccine hits the market.
Plasma Therapy is an ageold therapy that is used to treat
infections, especially viral
infections. In the therapy, the
antibodies of the person who

has recovered from the virus
are taken and transfused into
the critically-ill person to help
boost his/ her immune system.
Generally, when a person
gets infected, it takes about 57 days for the anti-bodies to
kick in and help the person
fight the virus.
However, in case of critically ill patients, by that time,
they may get sicker.
However, the plasma therapy will not be used for all
patients. It will be used to treat
only the critically-ill patients,

who are on ventilator support.
It will not be used for mild or
asymptomatic cases. Several
countries have conducted limited trials using plasma therapy and have found it to be successful. Due to the absence of
any potential drug or vaccine,
many countries including the
US and China have started
clinical trials to test plasma
therapy on COVID-19
patients.
A group of Chinese
researchers had recently published a study, in which they

reported that plasma therapy
could be a promising rescue
option for severely ill COVID19 patients.
According to researchers,
plasma therapy was used to
treat 10 severely critical adult
patients in Wuhan in China.
The result showed that
infusion of the plasma was
well-tolerated and it could significantly increase or maintain
the neutralizing antibodies at
a high level, resulting in
patients showing improvement
in their symptoms.
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JP president JP Nadda on
Saturday described as “
B
very unfortunate” that the

taking note of his warning and
amending the foreign direct
investment (FDI) policy to
check opportunistic takeovers of
Indian companies amid the
coronavirus pandemic.
"I thank the government for
taking note of my warning and
amending the FDI norms to
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TMC Government in West
Bengal was “creating difficulties” in the way of BJP workers
who are “serving” people affected by pandemic Coronavirus.
Besides the West Bengal
Government, the BJP President
also charged the Congressled-Rajasthan Government too
of creating problems for BJP
workers who are helping people in the time of crisis.

Nadda who was interacting
with the State presidents from
West Bengal, Rajasthan,
Karnataka and Maharashtra
through videoconferencing
expressed happiness over the
“service” rendered by the party
workers in these state in view
of the spread of Coronavirus
pandemic.
He said even in this hour
of crisis, the West Bengal
Government was playing politics and putting hurdles before
the BJP workers who are carrying out ‘seva’ towards those
suffering , in one way or the
other, by the pandemic.
BJP President said party
workers should render service
despite discrimination and
politicking by West Bengal and
Rajasthan Governments.
He appealed to BJP workers that they should not stepback and continue to work to
mitigate the suffering of people.
Party General Secretary B
L Santosh was present during
the meeting.
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ormer Congress chief Rahul
F
Gandhi on Saturday thanked
the Central Government for
make it mandatory for government approval in some specific cases," Rahul tweeted.
Rahul had last week
expressed concerns on the issue.
"The massive economic slowdown has weakened many
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New Delh: A plea has been filed
in the Supreme Court seeking
direction to authorities to allow
migrant workers across the
country to return home after
conducting necessary COVID19 tests and also arrange their
safe travel by providing necessary transportation.
The plea said that in wake
of the extension of the nationwide lockdown, the migrant
workers who are among the
worst affected category of people must be allowed to go back
to their homes after being tested for COVID-19.
The plea filed by Jagdeep S
Chhokar, former director incharge of Indian Institute of
Management, Ahmedabad, and
Gaurav Jain, a lawyer, said those
migrant workers who test negative for COVID-19 must not be
forcefully kept in shelters or
away from their homes and
families against their wishes.
"In view of the facts and circumstances, it is submitted by
the petitioners herein that, now,
when the second period of
nationwide lockdown has been
announced for a period of April
15 to May 3, the state authorities must arrange for the safe

travel of those migrant workers
who wish to go back to their
native villages and hometowns
in other states," the plea said.
The petition, settled by
advocate Prashant Bhushan,
said there is a large number of
migrant workers who wish to go
back to their native villages, and
this was evident from the sudden rush in the wake of the initial 21-days national lockdown
announced on March 24, that
led to uncontrollable chaos at
various bus terminals.
"It is submitted that recently there have been media reports
which show that migrant workers are protesting on streets in
some places due to non-payment of their wages and
demanding to return to their
native villages. It is further submitted that there have been various media reports which show
that the migrant workers are
being harassed by the local residents and even beaten in some
cases," it said.
The petition said that
although the national lockdown has been necessitated
because of the unprecedented
pandemic of COVID-19.
PTI

Indian corporates making them
attractive targets for takeovers.
The government must not allow
foreign interests to take control
of any Indian corporate at this
time of national crisis," he had
tweeted on April 12 two days
before Prime Minister Narendra
Modi had announced extension
of Corona related lockdown.
Rahul's tweet was connected to Chinese central bank’s
move to raise it’s stake to 1 percent in HDFC.
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he Congress on Saturday
formed a consultative
T
group on COVID-19 under the
leadership of former Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh.
The consultative group will
meet virtually every day to
deliberate on matters of current
concern and formulate views
on them.
A communication from
AICC general secretary said the
other members of the 11-member group include former party
chief Rahul Gandhi, former
Union Finance Minister P
Chidamabaram, Rajya Sabha
member Jairam Ramesh, Lok
Sabha member Manish Tewari,
party general secretary K.C.
Venugopal, party's Data and
Technology wing chief Praveen
Chakravarty, Supriya Shrinate
and professor Gourav Vallabh.
Party's chief spokesman
Randeep Surjewala will be its

convenor.
The Congress on April 10
had formulated a "Corona
Action Strategy" across states to
utilise its cadre and organisations to combat COVID-19 on
a "war footing", with party
chief Sonia Gandhi stressing on
ramping up testing to deal
with the pandemic.
Sonia has been conducting
discussions at regular intervals
over video conferencing with
all Congress ruled state Chief
Ministers and also Pradesh
Congress Committee (PCC)
presidents to devise a comprehensive strategy to combat and
contain the virus.
Ever since the lockdown
began, Congress leaders,
including Sonia, Rahul,
Priyanka have been writing
letters to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and the Union
government either drawing his
attention to certain aspects or
coming up with their own
suggestions.
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he CRPF has formulated a
detailed plan to open up
T
the functioning of Force following relaxations by Home
Ministr y from Monday.
Officers of the rank of secondin-command and above will be
required to have cent per cent
attendance and those below
will have attendance strength of
33 per cent in order to maintain social distancing in the
offices to prevent the spread of
Coronavirus.
"Attendance of Deputy
Secretary i.e. 2IC (second-incommand) in CRPF and above
will be 100 %. Remaining officers & staff attendance will be
upto 33 % of strength.
However, below the level of
Deputy Secy in the divisions,
Divisional heads will call thre
officers /staff as per requirement within the overall capping. All are requested to
ensure strict compliance of the
measures in true spirit," reads
an internal letter circulated
across all the formations of the
CRPF.
With a strength of 3.25
lakh, the Central Reserve Police
Force (CRPF) is the biggest

paramilitary force in the world
and is the lead Central Force
counter-terrorism, anti-insurgency and anti-Naxal operations in the country.
According to the Union
Home Ministry guidelines,
selected additional activities
have been allowed to be undertaken with effect from April
20and CAPFs are among the
list of those offices which can
function without any restrictions provided that strict adherence to the norm of social distancing.
"Since GOs (Gazetted
Officers) are having their separate chambers in the office ,
they will attend their office. The
Ministerial staff as well as executive NGOs (non-Gazetted
officers) engaged in office for
administrative job should
attend office taking into consideration the availability of
office space, distance between
duty desks, urgency to dispose
off the work etc but keeping the
aspect of maintaining social
distancing in mind at all times,"
reads another circular of the
CRPF.
Those who commute
through public transport and
do not possess personal vehi-

cle, they may not be able to
attend the office in the absence
of public transport. A decision
may be taken that they may be
exempted from attending office
or arrangementfor their transport will be required to be
made by asking them to avail
CRPF buses on its existing
routes or tweaking them slightly, if feasible, reads the order.
However, the CRPF buses
will be required to carry only
30 to 40 per cent of their carrying capacity so that social distancing is maintained.
The onus of calling working staff in various offices of the
CRPF will be on the Head of
Departments/Office and they
will be free to use their discretion to depute adequate number of working staff/manpower to dispose off correspondence of an urgent nature by
drawing duty rosters.
"As regard maintenance of
ops (operational) strength,
since out force remained
deployed for various operational duties across the country , their deployment will
remain same without any
restrictions subject to maintenance of the spirit of social distancing," added the order.
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olitics has taken the centre stage
in Tamil Nadu as the Opposition
P
has questioned the ruling AIADMK
over the procurement of rapid test kits
from China for testing the coronavirus. MK Stalin the Leader of the
Opposition told a media meet on
Saturday that Chief Minister Edappadi
Palaniswami should come clean on
the whole deal which is worth hundreds of crores rupees.
Saturday saw the number of persons tested for coronavirus in Tamil
Nadu reaching 1,372. “Today 49 persons were tested positive making the

total number of patients diagnosed
with COVID-17 disease reached 1,
372,” said Dr C Vijaya Basker, Minister
for Health, while briefing the media
late Saturday evening.
He said the day saw 82 persons
getting discharged from various
hospitals in the State. “Till date 365
persons have been cured and discharged from the State’s hospitals,”
said Dr Baskar. He also said that 31
laboratories were working roundthe-clock for testing coronavirus.
The health minister said the State
has received 36,000 rapid test kits
which would help increase the number of tests a laboratory could do. The

death tally in Tamil Nadu due to the
pandemic remained 15 on Saturday.
The State government is expected to take a decision on Monday
whether to allow some of the industrial units to open the shutters. A high
power committee chaired by the
State’s Finance Secretary would submit its findings and recommendations
to Chief Minister Edappadi
Palaniswami on Monday. The committee has been asked to formulate
guidelines for a phased exit from the
regulations imposed during COVID
19 lockdown.
Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises units in Tamil Nadu (the
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he total number of confirmed coronavirus cases in
T
Gujarat increased to 1,275 on
Saturday, after the State witnessed 176 new infections, the
highest jump in 12 hours.
Till Friday evening, there
were 1,099 confirmed coronavirus cases in the state.
Of the 176 positive new
cases, Ahmedabad reported
143; Surat 13; Vadodara 13;
Rajkot and Bhavnagar two
each; and Anand Bharuch and
Panchmahals one each.
Now inching towards the
thousand mark with a total 143
positive cases found on
Saturday
morning,

Ahmedabad continued to lead
the state in terms of infections
at 765, followed by Surat 156,
Vadodara 152, Rajkot 30,
Bhavnagar 28, Anand 27,
Bharuch 22, Gandhinagar 17,
Patan 15, Narmada 11,
Banaskantha 9, Panchmahals 8,
Chotta Udepur 6, Kutch, Botad
and Mehsana with 4 each,
Porbandar, Kheda and Dahod
with 3 each, Gir-Somnath 2
and Jamnagar, Morbi,
Sabarkantha, Mahisagar and
Aravalli
with
one
each.
“Out of the total 1,136
active cases, the condition of
1,129 is stable while seven still
are on ventilator, their condition being critical,” said Jayanti

Ravi, the principal secretary,
Health and family welfare
Department, Gujarat.
There were seven new
Covid-19
deaths
on
Saturday, taking the total toll to
48.
Of the seven, four were
female victims with comorbid
conditions like hypertension,
kidney as well as mental ailments.
Of the 48 deaths, 25 were
reported in Ahmedabad, followed by 7 in Vadodara, 6 in
Surat and 3 in Bhavnagar.
Two patients after treatment were discharged on
Friday. A total of 88 positive
patients have been discharged
so far after treatment.

nnouncing certain relaxations in
the lockdown in some parts of
the State, Maharashtra Chief
Minister Uddhav Thackeray said
here on Saturday that after April 20,
his Government –even while adhering to th basic terms and conditions
laid down in the guidelines —
would permit such industrial and
business activities that would kickstart the grounded economy in the
State.
“While adhering to the terms
and conditions mandated in the
lockdown guidelines and taking
adequate care, we would like to kickstart industrial and business activities in some areas of the State so that
we can set the wheels of grounded
economy into motion,” the chief
minister said.
The Chief Minister came out
with an announcement to this effect
a day after the Maharashtra
Government released Consolidated
Revised guidelines for the extended
lockdown period, the Chief Minister
said that in areas excluding the containment zones.
“To mitigate hardship to the
public, select additional activities
have been allowed which will come
into effect from April 20. These limited exemptions will be opera-

A

tionalised by district administrations
based on strict compliance to the
exiting guidelines” the revised guidelines stated.
“Also while allowing these select
activities, district administrations
shall also ensure all preparatory
arrangements with regard to the
Standard Operating Procedures
(SOPs) for all social distancing in
offices, workplaces, factories and
establishments, as also other sectoral
requirements are in place,” the
revised guidelines said.
Among the activities that have
been permitted under the consolidated revised guidelines from April
20 will include: all health services –
including hospitals, nursing homes,
clinics, telemedicine facilities, dispensaries, clinics, pharmacies and all
kinds of shops, agricultural related
activities, MNREGA works, public
utilities, movement, loading/unloading of cargo (inter-intra state) an
supply of essential goods.
As far as the industries/ industrial establishments — both government and private — is concerned on which it is laying emphasis, the state government will permit activities in industries operating
in rural areas – outside the municipal corporation and municipalities,
manufacturing and other industrial establishments with access control

sector in Tamil Nadu.
“This package is meant for Banks
and other financial undertakings
such as NABARD, SIDBI and public
sector Banks which will be used only
for re-financing by the Banks and
other undertakings and the benefit
will not reach directly the MSME
units,” said Kanakambaran in a letter
to Chief Minister Palaniswami.
He said in the letter that the loan
repayment period should be extended to 60 months and the interest rate
be brought down to 7 per cent.
“Moreover MSME units should get
all kind of loans at subsidised interest rates,” said Kanakambaran.

Bengaluru: The South Western
Railway (SWR) zone’s Hubballi
workshop has produced a contactless doctors’ cubicle to treat
Covid-19 patients without
direct contact, an official said
on Saturday.
“SWR Hubballi workshop
has come out with an innovative idea by creating contactless
cubicles so that Doctors checking suspected Covid patients do
not have direct physical contact
with patients,” a SWR
spokesperson said in a statement. Looking like a telephone
booth of yesteryears, the trans-

parent cubicle will enable a
doctor to put his hands out
through two flexible glove-like
protrusions to reach the
patient.
According to the railway
zone, after each test, the gloves
will be changed and the interior and the exterior of the cubicle sanitized. “In spite of protocol as per medical guidelines
being maintained in hospitals,
doctors testing persons who
might have been infected with
the virus are prone to catch the
virus,”
said
the
spokesperson.
IANS
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amping up the medical facilities to combat coroanvirus
R
in Maharashtra, the Maha Vikas
Aghadi (MVA) Government
has declared 55 hospitals as the
designated special Covid-19
hospitals with a total capacity of
6,660 beds.
Announcing this, State
Health Minister Rajesh Tope
said here on Saturday: “To prevent spread of the corornavirus,
we first declared 31 of our
Government hospitals as designated Covid-19 hospitals.
Later the state heath department
declared eight more hospitals as
designated Covid-19 hospitals,
the state medical education
department notified 17 more
hospitals as designated hospitals.
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mainstay of the State’s economy) is in
doldrums because of the unexpected
lockdown. “This sector should be
totally exempted from repaying the
loans they have availed at least for two
years. We are dependent on major
corporates for our survival. The three
months moratorium announced by
the Centre for repayment of loans is
insufficient and it will not help the
sector,” K V Kanakambaram, former
president, Tamil Nadu Small and
Tiny Industries Association (TANSTIA) told The Pioneer.
The Rs One lakh crore package
announced by the RBI Governor on
Friday will not help the ailing MSME
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in SEZs and Export Oriented Units
(EOUs and industrial estates and
industrial townships.
Manufacturing units of essential
goods, including drugs, pharmaceuticals, medical devices, their raw
materials, agricultural and horticultural produce, manufacturing of
IT hardwares, manufacturing of
package material, making of brick
kilns, construction of roads, irrigation projects, buildings and all kinds
of industrial projects including
MSMEs in rural areas and construction of renewable energy projects would be permitted
In a related development, the
chief minister said: “As per the
extended lockdown announced by
the Centre till May 3, we will have
to strictly abide by the guidelines.
There would not be any relaxations
in the norms like social distancing,
maintaining cleanliness and compulsion on wearing masks,” he said
“The State Government will
not allow crowds for any reason. No
permission will be given for religious
functions, all kinds of meetings, conferences and games and gathering of
people at places of worship,” Uddhav
said.
The Chief Minister, however,
said that essential services and supply of essential commodities would
continue uninterrupted.

Together, we have designated
Covid-19 hospitals in the state”.
“After we declared 55 hospitals as designated Covid-19
hsopitals, the capacity of beds
for Coronavirus patients has
increased from the earlier 2305
to 6660. The State Health and
Medical Education departments
have issued notifications declaring 55 hospitals as the designated Covid-19 hospitals,” Tope
said.
“Since both the Health and
Medical Education departments
have issued separate guidelines,
it will be mandatory for these
designated hospitals to treat
suspected and positive
Coronavirus patients as per the
guidelines issued by both the
Centre and the state government,” the minister added.

Bengaluru: Karnataka registered its youngest and 14th
Covid death in the passing
away of a middle-aged person,
a 42-year-old man, even as positive cases rose by 25, raising
the State’s tally to 384, an official said on Saturday.
“Positive case 374, a 42year-old male patient, contact
of cases 306 and 308, died on
Thursday due to cardiac arrest
and (Covid) sample confirmed
positive on Saturday,” said a
health official.
The deceased man was
from Vijayapura, 526 km
northwest of Bengaluru. Until
now, all Covid deaths in
Karnataka were above 55.
Meanwhile, 25 new cases
emerged in the past 24 hours.
“As of 5 p.m. Saturday,
cumulatively 384 positive cases

have been confirmed in the
state, it includes 14 deaths and
104 discharges,a said the official. In the past five hours, discharges rose by 8 from 92 to
104. Excluding 104 discharges
and 14 deaths, 263 Covid
patients, including a pregnant
woman are isolated at designated hospitals across the state,
except three in ICU.
Among the new cases,
Mysuru and Bagalkot accounted for seven each, Bengaluru
Urban, 3, Vijayapura and
Kalaburagi, 2 each, and Gadag,
Belagavi, Mandya and
Dharwad one each.
Interestingly, among the
places with high case-load,
Bagalkote, Ballari, Belagavi,
Bidar, Mandya and Vijayapura
are yet to see a discharge.
In 19 hours from Friday

evening 5 p.m. to Saturday
noon, 12 new cases surfaced,
followed by 13 more in the next
five hours, totalling 25 in the
last 24 hours.
Among the 25 new Covid
patients, 20 are male and five
female -- including a 16-yearold boy.
Of the new cases, 23 are
primary or secondary contacts
of earlier cases while a 65-yearold man from Mysuru and a
47-year-old man from
Bagalkote are suffering from
Severe Acute Respiratory
Infection (SARI) and Influenza
Like Illness (ILI) respectively.
As many as five secondary
contacts of an earlier case,
Mysuru pharmaceutical company employee, have tested
positive in the past 24
hours.
IANS
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aharashtra continued to be in the
grip of coronavirus on Saturday, as
M
11 more persons succumbed to the pan-

former BJP MLA from old
A
city area of Jammu along
with deputy Mayor and local
corporator of Jammu Municipal
Corporation were booked by
the local police authorities for
violating social distancing
norms at the time of distribution of free ration in Raghunath
bazaar area of Jammu on
Saturday.
Meanwhile, no fresh case of
coronavirus was detected in
Jammu region for the fourth
day in succession while 13 new
cases of Covid-19 were detected across Kashmir valley, taking the total tally to 341 in
Jammu & Kashmir.
According to reports, during day time former BJP MLA,
who represented Jammu city
along with his supporters and
accompanied by Deputy Mayor
and local JMC corporator were
found violating social distancing norms by the duty
Magistrate on ground zero i.
When these leaders were
requested to observe the social
distancing they started arguing

with the officials on duty
prompting them to file a written complaint following which
a FIR no 24 /20 u/s
188,353,269,270 was registered
in Police station Jammu city
against Dy Mayor Purnima
sharma, ex MLA Rajesh Gupta,
Corporator Sandhya Gupta and
others for flouting the laws
and putting the life of general
public on risk during distribution of ration near Hari Theatre.
Late Friday night, Jammu
police had also registered a
FIR NO 109/2020 under section 188 IPC and 3 of Epidemic
Diseases Act against a prominent hotelier from Srinagar for
violating lockdown conditions
and fleeing from red-zone area
in Bhatindi to Srinagar. Official
sources said, the businessmen,
who enjoyed clout, managed to
gave a slip to local police from
red zone area of Bhatindi in
Jammu before surfacing outside
his home on Zakoora area of
Srinagar. He was subjected to
thorough medical screening
and put under home quarantine
for 14 day period as per the
guidelines.
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demic taking the total number of deaths
to 211 and 328 others tested positive for
Covid.
On a day when the total infected
cases in the State cases rose from 3,320
to 3,648, the pandemic claimed eleven
lives. Of the total deaths, Mumbai
accounted for five deaths, while there
were four deaths in Pune. Aurangabad
and Thane reported one death each.
Of those dead, there were six men
and five women. While five of them
were aged over 60 years, the remaining
six were in the age group of 40 to 60
years. “Out of the 11 deceased, 82 per
cent had had high-risk co-morbidities
such as diabetes, hypertension, asthma
and heart disease,” a state health medical bulletin said.
“The death toll among Covid-19
patients has now gone up to 211. A death
reported on April 11 by the
Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation
(BMC) has now been to be Covid negative as now informed by the BMC.
Therefore, this has been eliminated
from the total death count,” the bulletin
said.
With fresh infected cases, the total
number of infected cases in Mumbai

rose to 2268, while the state health
authorities pegged the total number of
deaths at 126. Similarly, the total number of infected cases in Pune Municipal
Corporation climbed to 528, while the
number of deaths went up 49.
Meanwhile, the state health bulletin
said: “Out of 67,468 laboratory samples
tested so far, 63,476 have been found to
be negative, while 3648 samples have
tested positive for coronavirus until
today”.
The State health authorities said that
they were implementing the cluster containment action plan in places where
clusters of patients have been found in
the state.
“There are 344 active containment
zones in the state currently. Total 5994
surveillance squads worked today across
the state and surveillance of over 23 lakh
population was done,” the bulletin said.
“As many as 365 patients have been
discharged till date after full recovery.
2. Currently, 82,299 people are in home
quarantine and 6999 people are in
institutional quarantine,” the bulletin
added.
Meanwhile, the BMC said as many
as 302 patients have tested positive in
Thyrocare, Metro Labs and suburban
labs between April 12 and 15. “These
cases have been added progressive
report as per the last report received
today.
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According to the ED WRQQHRLOVHHGVVRIDU
ugitive dubious diaman- chargesheet, huge sums of
Kota Division was stopped
Ftaire Nirav Modi’s brother money were transferred to the
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offered to cooperate in the
probe and distanced himself
from his brother’s actions in the
scam.
The ED and CBI have
already
chargesheeted
Antwerp-based Neeshal along
with Nirav, their uncle Mehul
Choksi and others in the PNB
credit fraud case.
In his apparent bid to clear
himself of the criminality in the
money laundering case,
Neeshal has also appended a
forensic audit conducted by a
Belgium-based auditing firm
certifying that all transactions
of Firestar Diamond BVBA
were authentic, genuine and
with legitimate documentary
evidence such as invoices and
shipping consignment documents. In its chargesheet filed
in May 2018, the ED had
named the firm Firestar
Diamond involved in money
laundering for Nirav Modi.
Neeshal was a director in the
chargesheeted firm.
The ED had also stated in
the chargesheet that Neeshal
was involved in the appointment of dummy partners and
was a signatory or a beneficiar y in some Dubai-based
dummy companies between

Neeshal claimed that he was
willing to fully cooperate with
the investigation and hoped
that the agency will respond
positively to his offer. He also
urged the agency to meet him
in Antwerp to clarify any
doubts regarding the investigation.
He also dissociated from
his brother Nirav saying he has
nothing to do with the criminal activities of Nirav or his
transactions relating to the
Letters of Undertaking (LoUs)
under probe by the CBI and the
ED.
Agency officials, however,
termed Neeshal’s attempts as a
gimmick to seek leniency in the
light of the pending extradition
proceedings against him. Nirav
is undergoing custody in
London and is also facing
extradition proceedings at the
behest of the investigating
agencies probing the PNB
scam.
They said all the accused
have already been chargehseeted in the case and attachments
to the tune of C3,000 crore have
been made in the case following through investigation and
Neeshal’s attempts to turn
approver may not be tenable.

30,000 tonnes of oilseeds from
farmers worth C785 crore during the ongoing marketing season of rabi (winter) crops.
State-owned
Food
Corporation of India (FCI)
and cooperative NAFED procured pulses and oilseeds at the
minimum support price
(MSP), on behalf of the government.
“As on 16th April 2020, a
quantity of 1,33,987.65 tonnes
of pulses and 29,264.17 tonnes
of oilseeds was procured by
NAFED/FCI valued at C 784.77
crores through which 1,14,338
farmers have been benefited,”
an official statement said.
During the lockdown period 97,337.35 tonnes of rabi
pulses and oilseeds have been
procured under the price support scheme (PSS).
“Procurement of notified
commodities at minimum support price (MSP) from the
farmers in several states in the
rabi 2020-21 (marketing season) has started. Farmers are
being given timely marketing
support in the time of lockdown,” the statement
said.
In Rajasthan, procurement of pulses and oilseeds in

ers under the PSS scheme is
currently in progress in
Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh,
Telangana,
Rajasthan,
Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh
and Haryana.
Toor is being procured
from farmers by NAFED at
MSP under the price stabilisation fund (PSF) scheme and
also for the buffer stock of pulses.
Toor procurement under
PSS/PSF kharif (summer sown)
2019-20 marketing season is
also underway in Maharashtra,
Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, Andhra
Pradesh and Karnataka and
Telangana.
Total procurement of toor
(arhar) during kharif marketing season 2019-20 is 5,32,849
tonnes, out of which 29,328.62
tonnes of toor has been procured since the lockdown period.
Procurement of mustard
seeds and gram has started in
Har yana in 163 centres.
Limited numbers of farmers are
being called everyday to maintain social distancing. About
27,276.77 tonnes of mustard
seed has been procured from
about 10,111 farmers in the
first two days.

ed 49 new positive cases, said
Health
Minister
C.
Vijayabaskar.
He said that the state had
adopted a multi-pronged
action — creation of awareness
about the virus, sanitisation,
monitoring through different
control rooms, forming several task forces, containment
plan, quick identification of primary and secondary contacts,
proper clinical management
and testing of samples— in
containing the virus spread as
well as the mortality rate.
Speaking to reporters here,
Vijayabaskar said the total
corona cases reported in the
state had risen to 1,372 now
whereas those cured totalled
365. A total of 15 persons had
died of Covid-19.
“The mortality rate due to
Covid-19 in Tamil Nadu is only
1.1 per cent,” Vijayabaskar
added.He said that the state is
auditing protocols followed in
the case of dead persons.
Tamil Nadu has set up 31
corona test labs -- 21 government and 10 private.
On Saturday, the government started using the rapid
test kits as per the central government guidelines.
IANS
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oronavirus deaths have
surged past 1,50,000 worldC
wide with nearly a quarter of
them in the United States,
where President Donald
Trump lent his support to protesters rallying against lockdown orders.
A total of 1,57,669 deaths
have been reported among the
2,287,369 cases.
Evidence is mounting that
social distancing successfully
slowed the pandemic after
more than half of humanity —
4.5 billion people — were confined to their homes.
Governments around the
world are now grappling with
when and how to ease lockdowns that have crippled the
global economy, even as the
Covid-19 death toll climbs further in hard-hit countries.
The United States accounts
for nearly a third of the 2.25
million coronavirus infections
reported globally. It has also
recorded over 37,000 deaths,
more than any other nation,
followed by Italy, Spain and
France which have all been ravaged by their own outbreaks.
Many countries are testing
only the most serious cases and
the number of confirmed global cases is likely only a fraction
of the true total.
Virtually no corner of the
world has been left untouched,
with deaths in Africa passing
1,000. Nigeria announced the
death of President Muhammadu
Buhari’s top aide on Saturday, the
highest-profile person to succumb to the virus in Africa’s
most populous nation.
Meanwhile, many of the
world’s 260 million Orthodox
Christians are preparing to
mark Easter without attending
church services. The Russian
Orthodox Church has asked
the faithful to celebrate at
home, even though many
places or worship will remain
open. Services in Turkey will be
closed to the public and broadcast on the internet.
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In Zimbabwe, celebrations
and mass rallies to mark the
country’s 40th anniversary of
independence from British
colonial rule were cancelled.
China sharply raised its
death toll to 4,636 on Friday
after adding another 1,290
fatalities for the city of Wuhan,
where the respiratory disease
first emerged late last year.
Trump, who has angrily
shot back at claims he reacted
too slowly to the virus threat,
has accused Beijing of downplaying the impact of the virus
within its borders.
“It is far higher than that
and far higher than the US, not
even close!” he tweeted.

Trump did not offer evidence to back the claim, but
pressure has mounted in recent
days on Beijing to come clean
over its handling of the initial
outbreak.
Leaders in France and
Britain have also questioned
China’s management of the
crisis but Beijing hit back, saying it had not concealed information about the illness.
Signs that the outbreak
could be easing in parts of
Europe prompted Switzerland,
Denmark and Finland to begin
reopening shops and schools
this week.
Germany’s health minister
said Friday that the virus was

“under control after 3,400
deaths in his country, which is
now beginning the delicate
task of lifting some restrictions
without triggering a secondary
outbreak.
Some small shops will be
allowed to reopen Monday,
and some children will return
to school within weeks.
Parts of Italy also began
emerging from lockdown, with
Venice residents strolling
around quiet canals.
But Spain, where the death
toll topped 20,000 on Saturday,
has extended its strict lockdown, while Japan, Britain and
Mexico have all expanded their
current movement restrictions.

Signs of the economic carnage wrought by the pandemic are mounting, with China
reporting its first contraction in
GDP since at least the early
1990s after several decades of
breakneck growth.
The Trump administration pledged another $19 billion in relief for farmers reeling from a massive jolt to the
agricultural markets with
schools and restaurants shuttered across the country.
African state leaders and
global financial bodies warned
Friday that the continent needed tens of billions of dollars in
additional funds to fight the
outbreak.

ussia is trying again to win
UN General Assembly
R
approval for a resolution on the
coronavirus pandemic, dropping a call to end unilateral
sanctions without UN Security
Council approval but still calling for an end to protectionist
practices.
The 193-member world
body has until noon EDT on
Wednesday to consider the
revised Russian draft resolution, which is called a
“Declaration of solidarity of the
United Nations in the face of
the challenges posed by the
coronavirus disease.”
The General Assembly
instituted new voting rules
because it isn’t holding meet-
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orth Korea on Saturday
he
World
Health
N
said it has released all for- TOrganization (WHO) said
eign nationals from coron- many countries would likely
avirus quarantine while it continues to strengthen anti-virus
efforts. The official Korean
Central News Agency also said
Saturday authorities released all
citizens who had been quarantined in the provinces of
South Phyongan and North
Hwanghae, which are near
capital Pyongyang, and the
city of Rason at a tri-point bordering China and Russia.
The report didn’t specify
how many people remained
under the country’s 30-day
quarantine. Figures from previous state media reports suggest the North would have
released close to 10,000 people
over the past weeks.
The North had initially
placed 380 foreigners under
quarantine. The North in
March arranged a special government flight to fly out dozens
of diplomats to Vladivostok,
Russia.
The KCNA says officials
are continuing to strengthen
“medical monitoring” of its
citizens while ensuring normal
activity for those released from
quarantine.
The North has said there
hasn’t been a single virus case
on its territory, but the claim is
questioned by many outside
experts.

follow China in revising up
their death counts once they
start getting the coronavirus
crisis under control.
Wuhan, the Covid-19 epicentre, admitted missteps in
tallying its death toll, abruptly
raising the city’s count by 50 per
cent — following growing
world doubts about Chinese
transparency over the outbreak. The WHO said Wuhan
had been overwhelmed by the
virus, which emerged in the
city in December, and the
authorities had been too
swamped to ensure every death
and infection was properly
recorded.
Authorities in Wuhan initially tried to cover up the outbreak, punishing doctors who
had raised the alarm online,
and there have been questions
about the government’s recording of infections as it repeatedly
changed its counting criteria at
the peak of the crisis.
“This is something that is
a challenge in an ongoing outbreak: to identify all of your
cases and all of your deaths,”
Maria van Kerkhove, the
WHO’s COVID-19 technical
lead, told a virtual press conference in Geneva.
“I would anticipate that
many countries are going to be
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in a similar situation where they
will have to go back and review
records and look to see: did we
capture all of them?”
She said the Wuhan

authorities had now reviewed
their databases and crosschecked for discrepancies.
Wuhan added 1,290 deaths
to its number of deaths, raising

the total to 3,869, and added a
further 325 cases, bringing the
number of infections to 50,333.
Van Kerkhove said that
because Wuhan’s healthcare
system was swamped, some
patients died at home; others
were in makeshift facilities;
and that medics, focused on
treating patients, therefore did
not do the paperwork on time.
Michael Ryan, the WHO’s
emergencies director, added:
“All countries will face this”.
But he urged nations to
produce precise data as early as
possible, “because that
keeps us on top of what the
impact is, and allows us to project forward in a much more
accurate way.”

ings as a result of the pandemic. Normally, assembly resolutions are adopted by majority
votes or by consensus, but now
if a single country objects a resolution is defeated.
The original Russian draft
resolution, which was co-sponsored by Central African
Republic, Cuba, Nicaragua and
Venezuela, failed to win
apporoval on April 2.
Diplomats said the European

Union, United Kingdom,
United States and Ukraine
objected to it.
The revised Russian draft
resolution, which was sent to
member states Friday by
General Assembly President
Tijjani Muhammad-Bande, significantly increases the number
of co-sponsors to about 30,
drops a call to end trade wars,
and adds a number of new provisions.
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he US must take urgent
additional steps to preT
vent tens of millions of middle-class Americans hit by the
COVID-19 pandemic from
plunging into poverty, an independent UN human rights
expert has said.
UN Special Rapporteur
on extreme poverty and
human
rights
Philip
Alston has warned that significant portions of America
will soon face destitution
unless Congress takes “farreaching” actions.
“Low-income and poor
people face far higher risks
from the coronavirus due to
chronic neglect and discrimination, and a muddled, corporate-driven, federal response
[that] has failed them,” said Mr
Alston, who made a fact-finding visit to the US in 2017.
He painted a grim picture
of record layoffs, a weak safe-

ty net, and a government
“focusing primarily on businesses and the well-off ”.
On March 27, President
Donald Trump signed into law
a historic USD 2 trillion emergency relief package which
made its way through
Congress, to provide stopgap
funding for workers, small
businesses and industry,
impacted by the need to lockdown much of the country to
halt the transmission of the
Covid-19.
The US must take urgent
additional steps to prevent
tens of millions of middle-class
Americans hit by the
Covid-19 pandemic from
being “plunged into poverty”,
he said.
Over a four-week period,
more than 22 million people
have filed for unemployment
and US Federal Reserve economists reportedly project up to
47 million job losses through
the summer.
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epal, which for decades has
been a magnet for adventurers,
N
thrill-seekers and mountain lovers,
is now a preferred destination for
some foreign tourists seeking protection from the deadly coronavirus
that has been wreaking havoc across
the globe.
Five foreign tourists, including
an Indian doctor, have been staying
together like a family at a guest house
in the picturesque tourist hub of
Pokhara in Western Nepal for more
than three weeks as the Himalayan
nation is going through a lockdown.
They were visiting the country
when the lockdown was announced
on March 24 and since then have
been staying at Pushkar Guest House
in Lakeside of Pokhara Municipality.

Talking to Nepali language
online newsportal Setopati, Indian
national Dr Akash Yadav says he is
spending one of the “happiest
moments” of his life in Pokhara during the lockdown.
Yadav, who recently joined
Apollo Hospital after completing
the MBBS and wanted to do Masters
of Surgery at a medical college in
Nepal, says he enjoys the company
of other foreign travellers and feels
safe in the country.
Originally from Gorakhpur,
Yadav had moved to Hyderabad
and arrived in Nepal just before the
outbreak of the coronavirus for his
admission either at Manipal Medical
College in Pokhara or Institute of
Medicine in Kathmandu.
Migyul is a French photographer and painter, who left his country

two years ago, reached Pokhara just
before lockdown after completing
trekking near the Everest Basecamp.
He met Nata, a woman from
Oman, in Kathmandu after returning from the trekking and the two
made a plan to visit Pokhara together. The lockdown was imposed just
before they were about to embark on
another trekking journey to the
Annapurna Basecamp from Pokhara.
Now, they are waiting for the lockdonwn to end to start their journey.
The two are planning to visit India
after life returns to normal.
Another tourist Kiran, from
Scotland, UK, had arrived in
Nepal on March 1 on a six-week visit
and reached Pokhara last month for
a trip.
He thinks Nepal is more safe
than the UK during the coronavirus

pandemic. Dyamino, who is from
Italy, does not want to go back even
after the lockdown ends as he feels
the country has been devastated by
the pandemic.
The tourists are staying like a
family and the guesthouse owner has
waived their expanses for one week
due to the lockdown imposed in
response to contain the coronavirus,
leaving many tourists stranded.
Nepal on Tuesday extended the
nationwide lockdown until April 27
as part of measures to stem the
spread of the coronavirus in the
country.
The number of infected persons
in Nepal jumped to 30 after 14 more
people, including 12 Indians, tested
positive for the coronavirus on
Friday. The country has not recorded a single death so far.
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he coronavirus brings with
it forced isolation: Family
T
members can’t visit hospitalized
patients. Nursing homes bar
their doors to outsiders. People
with mild cases or who have
been in contact with infected
persons must stay in quarantine.
Cristina Settembrese
spends her days caring for
COVID-19 patients in a hospital ward, and when she goes
home, her personal isolation
begins by her own choice.
The 54-year-old has been a
nurse since she was 18. Two
months ago, the infectious dis-

ease ward where she works at
San Paolo Hospital in Milan
started treating only COVID19 patients. Suddenly, she had
to learn how to operate
machines she likens to “helmets” to help patients breathe.
She studied the operating
instructions at home in a kind
of self-taught cram course.
While patients with coronavirus often experience mild
or moderate symptoms, possible complications like pneumonia can put their lives at risk.
Two days after Italy’s first
confirmed case in late
February, Settembrese sent her
24-year-old daughter, Rebecca,
from their home in the Milan

suburb of Basiglio to live with
her sister. The nurse was worried she might inadvertently
infect her daughter.
She chats with Rebecca,
who leans over a first-floor balcony, whenever Settembrese can
pass by. A single parent, her only
companion now in her apartment is her chihuahua, Pepe,
who gets bundled in a faux leopard-skin coat for a walk.
On her way to the hospital
eight kilometers (five miles)
away, Settembrese stops at her
parents’ bakery. From the sidewalk, Settembrese waves to her
mother with a rubber-gloved
hand. Her mother makes treats
for her co-workers, among them

a casatiello, a kind of braided
bread studded with eggs and
salami that’s a specialty of her
parents’ native Naples.
Walking Pepe and chatting
with fellow dog owners at a safe
distance “is my only social life,”
Settembrese says. The northern
region of Lombardy is the area
of Italy with the country’s most
cases and deaths.
But Settembrese speaks of
her new family — her patients
and colleagues — with whom
she has forged bonds in these
past fraught weeks.
The patients “live their life
alone. Sometimes they die
alone,’’ Settembrese says.
Before she leaves work for

the night, she reviews with her
colleagues how the patients
are faring. Not just how well
they are breathing but whether
they feel angry or distraught
because relatives have died
from COVID-19.
Once off-duty, the nurses
call each other to ask how their
patients are doing.
“We feel a little like we’re
their family,” Settembrese says.
“They are patients who enter
into your soul.”
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akistan Prime Minister
Imran Khan said on
P
Saturday that his government
took timely action, including
an early lockdown, to contain
the spread of coronavirus, even
as the country reported 622
fresh cases taking the total
number of COVID-19 patients
to 7,638.

“The
government
enforced a lockdown in March
when there were only a few
cases. We also started screening people at airports and pilgrims returning through land
borders,” Khan said while
addressing the media in
Islamabad.
He, however, warned that
numbers could increase by the
middle of next month to pose

a challenge for the
Government.
“Our initial projections
said that we would have 50,000
cases by April 25. Thankfully
that’s not the case. Our new
projections suggest that we
will have 12,000 to 15,000
coronavirus
patients.
The pressure we expected earlier can now be felt next
month,” Khan said.

ens of thousands of people
T
attended the funeral of a
top Islamic cleric in Bangladesh
on Saturday, defying a nationwide lockdown in the wake of
the coronavirus outbreak that
has killed 84 patients and
infected 2,144 others.
Mawlana Jubayer Ahmed
Ansari, 55, who was the nayebe-ameer (deputy) of Bangladesh
Khelafat Majlish, died at Bertala

village in Sarail upazila on Friday
night. His funeral was held at a
local madrasa, which thousands
of people from different areas,
including Dhaka, attended,
flouting government directives
and risking their lives, the Dhaka
Tribune reported.
“About 50,000 people
attended his funeral on
Saturday morning, defying the
government’s strict social distancing rule,” the paper said,
citing locals. The incident took

place just days after the government announced that the
entire country was at risk of
succumbing to the Covid-19
pandemic, which has killed
more than 154,800 people
worldwide. The huge gathering
at the funeral drew criticism
from locals as well as citizens
from different parts of the
country through social media.
“The funeral was arranged
at a time when the government
has prohibited gatherings to

ensure social distancing in
order to curb coronavirus
transmission,” said Al Mamun
Sarkar, member of the district’s coronavirus control and
prevention committee.
The district’s Civil Surgeon
Dr Ekram Ullah said: “It is my
beyond imagination how a
large number of people could
take part in the funeral when
people have been told to say
prayers inside their homes,
and not go to mosques, to con-

tain the pandemic.”
When asked, a local police
officer said, “We did not think
the gathering would be this big.
Police could not do anything as
the situation was out of
control because of the massive
gathering.”
Additional Superintendent
of Police Md Alamgir Hossain
said they had asked the madrasa
authorities to maintain social distancing and ensure all preventative steps during the funeral.
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he coronavirus lockdown
has massively disrupted
T
India’s supply chain, Niti Aayog
CEO Amitabh Kant said on
Saturday. Speaking at a virtual
session on ‘Covid-19 & The
Future of Work’, Kant further
said the pandemic has created
a unique challenge, which is
complex and unpredictable.
“We are passing through a
very turbulent time. Our supply chain will get massively disrupted,” he said. India is on a
40-day lockdown till May 3 to
contain the spread of the coronavirus. Also participating in
the session, World Bank
Country Director (India)
Junaid Kamal Ahmad said for

developing countries, it is
important that the state
changes the way it works.
Ayushman Bharat scheme was
a great step but in the coming
years, it is imperative to ensure
India goes beyond it, he added.
Te am le as e C hair man
Manish Sabharwal said, “Work
from home has provided continuity but also has to ensure
productivity. In the long run,
we have to ensure that remote
working is beneficial for all.”
NASSCOM president
Debjani Gosh said the Covid-19
pandemic will change work
spaces forever, give a huge boost
to the gig economy and ensure
a better balance in the workspace, ensuring more participation of the female workforce.

3RVWDOHPSOR\HHV
WRJHWCODNK
FRPSHQVDWLRQLQFDVH
WKH\VXFFXPEWRYLUXV
New Delhi: All postal employees, including Gramin Dak
Sevaks, will get C10 lakh compensation in case they succumb
to Covid-19, the Government
said on Saturday. The postal
services come under essential
services and apart from regular services, the post offices are
also delivering food packets,
rations and essential medicines, among others, across
the country by liasioning.
“In the context of Covid-19
situation, it has been decided to
extend payment of compensation of C10 lakh to all postal
employees, including Gramin
Dak Sevaks (GDS), succumbing to the disease while brought
on duty,” the Ministry of
Communications said. PTI
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abour Minister Santosh
Gangawar has asked
L
States/UTs to designate nodal

officers to coordinate with the
20 control rooms set up by the
ministry to mitigate workers’
problems amid the coronavirus
lockdown. Gangawar shot off a
letter to states after it emerged
that more than two-thirds of
the complaints received by the
control rooms pertained to
States/Union Territories.
The labour ministry has set
up 20 control rooms pan-India
to address wage-related grievances and to mitigate problems
faced by migrant workers amid
the lockdown.
These workers grievance

redressal centres were set up
after Prime Minister Narendra
Modi had announced extension of the nationwide lockdown till May 3, with conditional relaxations from April 20
in some areas.
“Labour Minister Santosh
Gangwar has requested various
State/UT Governments to designate a nodal officer from
Labour Department to coordinate with Control Rooms set
up by Union Government for
addressing issues of the
labour/workers in the country
in view the lockdown
announced to combat Covid19 pandemic,” a ministry statement said. In the letter shot off
by Gangwar on Friday to the
labour ministers of states/UTs,

:DOPDUW)OLSNDUWSOHGJHCFURUH
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n a bid to support Indias fight
against COVID-19, retail
giant Walmart, Flipkart and the
Walmart Foundation on
Saturday announced to provide
C46 crore worth help that will
focus on personal protective
equipment (PPEs) including
N95 masks and medical gowns
for medical staff, and other
necessities for vulnerable communities.
Walmart and ecommerce
player Flipkart will spend C38.3
crore to bring in-kind donations into India to help with the
front-line response efforts. The
companies will focus on providing PPE, such as N95 masks
and medical gowns, for distribution by non-government
organizations (NGOs) to public healthcare workers, it said in
a statement,
In addition, the Walmart
Foundation is donating C7.7
crore to non-profits Goonj and
Srijan which are to be used to
support the procurement of

I

essential relief materials, such
as food, medicine, and hygiene
items, for distribution by the
organizations to support farmers, rural communities, and the
micro-businesses.
“Our customers and associates in India have been deeply
impacted by Covid-19 and our
hearts continue to be with
them,”
said
Kathleen
McLaughlin, executive vice
president and chief sustainability officer for Walmart and
president of the Walmart
Foundation.
“In times like these, we all
need to come together to support our communities and the
efforts of healthcare workers,
NGOs and government organizations. We are grateful to all
those providing relief in India
and we want to help,”
McLaughlin added.
Walmart and Flipkart have
already secured 3,00,000 N95
masks and 10 lakh medical
gowns, and will continue to
leverage their global supply
chains to source these critical
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he board of India’s largest
private sector lender HDFC
T
Bank on Saturday decided on
the best suited candidates to
succeed its Chief Executive
Officer and Managing Director
Aditya Puri, whose names
would be submitted to the RBI.
Puri has been the head of
the bank since its incorporation
25 years ago and has led it to
be the largest and most valuable
bank, on the back of a strict
hold over asset quality.
It is one of the most coveted jobs in the sector and all the
watchers are keenly awaiting
who will be the chosen
appointee. HDFC Bank board
had appointed a search committee and also engaged external headhunters to help it find

the candidate.
“The Board of Directors of
the bank has today (Saturday)
finalised the names of three
candidates, in the order of preference, for the position of the
managing director and chief
executive officer (MD & CEO)
of the bank,” the bank informed
the bourses in a statutory filing.
The intimation did not
elaborate on who the three are.
A media report in the run up
to the board meet on Saturday
had said that the names of
Sashidhar Jagdishan, Kaizad
Bharucha and Sunil Garg are
the ones who have made the
cut. Jagdishan and Bharucha
are the internal candidates and
have been serving the bank for
many years each, while Garg is
working with American bank
Citi at present.

necessities for medical workers
who stand at the frontline of
the fight against the Covid-19
outbreak in India.
“The emergency relief
efforts we are announcing
today underscore our commitment to continuing to work
with the private and public sector in India to respond to this
unprecedented challenge,” said
Kalyan Krishnamurthy, CEO,
Flipkart Group.
While keeping supply lines
open to ensure that Indian
consumers have access to
essential daily necessities,
Walmart and Flipkart are also
taking important steps to help
protect public health and the
safety of customers and associates as the Covid-19 situation
continues to evolve.
These efforts include
enhanced hygiene practices
across the supply chain and
delivery network, insurance
and health benefits for workers,
contactless deliveries where
possible and supporting cashless payments.

+\XQGDLMRLQVKDQGV
ZLWK)UHQFKILUP
$LU/LTXLGHIRU
YHQWLODWRUSURGXFWLRQ
New Delhi: Hyundai Motor
India on Saturday said it has
tied up with French company
Air Liquide Medical Systems
(ALMS) for production and
supply of ventilators in Tamil
Nadu and other states.
France-based ALMS is present in India through a subsidiary which is based out of
Chennai. As part of the partnership, Hyundai and ALMS
are looking to produce 1,000
ventilators in the first phase,
and to scale up subsequently.
ALMS India Managing
Director Anil Kumar said the
company has initiated a prompt
response towards the fight
against Covid-19 in support of
the Government.
PTI

he said, “The coordinated
efforts of Central and State
Governments are required in
order to resolve the grievances
of the workers.”
Initially, the control rooms
were concerned with wage related grievances related to central
sphere and issues of migrant
Labour, the Ministry said.
However, it has been observed
that out of a total 2,100 grievances received in the 20 control
rooms till Friday, 1,400 pertain
to
various
State/UT
Governments, it stated.
Labour being a concurrent
subject, it is important that
proper coordination is established with various State/UT
governments to resolve the
grievances, the Minster said.
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as transportation utility
GAIL proposed to roll out
G
graded measures from April 20
to kick start work on crucial
infrastructure projects to
enable expansion of the gas
based economy.
The company said in a
statement that it is in readiness
to resume construction of various hydrocarbon infrastructure projects of national importance, post lifting of the Covid19 led lockdown.
In this regard, the company along with its Subsidiary

and JV companies has chalked
out catch-up plans for various
locations and work fronts to
ensure timely completion and
avoid any slippages.
Graded measures in the
short to medium term shall be
rolled out starting from April
20, 2020 with the support of
local administrative authorities
across the States.
The Company has in the
meanwhile facilitated arrangements for continued stay of the
migrant labourers working at
various sites/camps during the
lockdown period for ensuring
safety of all concerned.
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he world economy, already
“sluggish” before the coroT
navirus outbreak, is now bound
to suffer a “severe recession” in
2020, IMF chief Kristalina
Georgieva has warned and said
the current crisis posed “daunting challenges” for policymakers in many emerging markets
and developing economies.
Addressing
the
Development Committee
Meeting during the annual
Spring Meeting of the
International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and the World Bank, the
IMF Managing Director said a
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ountries have taken fiscal
measures and central
C
banks together injected a
whopping $14 trillion as part of
their efforts to mitigate the
challenges posed by the novel
coronavirus pandemic, the
International Monetary Fund
has said.
Observing that the coronavirus disease has presented all
with significant and potentially daunting challenges, Lesetja
Kganyago, chairman for the
International Monetary and
Financial Committee (IMFC),
said the international community was far from declaring victory on the outcomes or the
outlook.
“The IMF’s policy tracker
shows that fiscal measures so
far have amounted to about $8
trillion and liquidity injections
by central banks amounting to
over $6 trillion,” Kganyago told
reporters during a news conference on Friday.

large global contraction in the
first half of this year was
inevitable. She said the coronavirus pandemic hit the world
economy when it was already
in a fragile state as it was
weighed down by trade disputes, policy uncertainty and
geopolitical tensions. “The
global coronavirus outbreak is
a crisis that is like no other and
poses daunting challenges for
policymakers in many emerging market and developing
economies (EMDEs), especially where the pandemic
encounters weak public health
systems, capacity constraints,
and limited policy space to mitigate the outbreak’s repercussions,” Georgieva said.
She said that the world
economy was in a “sluggish”
recovery before the coronavirus outbreak, warning that
it is now bound to suffer a
“severe recession” in 2020.
She said the medium
termed projections were clouded by uncertainities.
“Medium-term projections
are clouded by uncertainty
regarding the pandemic’s magnitude and speed of propagation, as well as the longer-term

impact of measures to contain
the outbreak, such as travel
bans and social distancing,” she
said. However, most EMDEs
are already suffering from disruptions to global value chains,
lower foreign direct investment, capital outflows, tighter
financing conditions, lower
tourism and remittances
receipts, and price pressures for
some critical imports such as
foods and medicines, she said.
“The world economy was
in a sluggish recovery before
the coronavirus outbreak…
and is now bound to suffer a
severe recession in 2020,”
Georgieva added.
According to Johns
Hopkins University data, the
number of confirmed coronavirus cases surpassed two million globally and 1,44,000 people have died so far. The US is
the worst hit with more than
7,00,000 Covid-19 cases and
35,000 deaths. Rising malnutrition is expected as 368.5 million children across 143 countries who normally rely on
school meals for a reliable
source of daily nutrition must
now look to other sources, the
IMF official said.
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he year 2020 started on a low key
but it had many good movies in
store for the audience and the
industry was looking for an
excellent run. While movies like
Tanhaji, Baaghi 3 and Shubh Mangal Zyada
Saavdhan that did good business, it was films
like Angrezi Medium, Radhe, Laxmmi Bomb
and Sooryavanshi that the audience was
looking forward to. Then there was complete
lockdown. While Angrezi Medium has
since then been released on a OTT platform,
the release dates of the other films hang in
balance since there is no clarity when theatres will open.
According to producer Ajay Rai of JAR
Pictures which has films like Gangs of
Wasseypur and Luv Shuv Tey Chicken
Khurana to its credit says that the biggest
problem is the uncertainty when work will
start and the fear associated with working
in close proximity.
“Given the fear factor, it will take time
for films to get back on track, he says. “There
is so much fear and people are not going to
throng theatres. Therefore, digital space is
doing well for itself. This is the right time
to look at such platforms to release movies.
For a producer who has spent a year or so
on a project, he needs to cover his cost. He
may not be looking at a large profit margin.
An OTT platform is an option. A movie in
a hall is watched by five lakh people, on the
OTT it is 50 lakh or even more. It is a winwin for small movies. For big budget
movies it is a different ballgame,” Rai says.
The impact of the present lockdown is
going to be felt till the end of the year.
“Movies that were probably going for shoot
in June-July will get pushed four-five
months down the line. Also, producers are
not going to put in C200 crore in a project
for now. They will wait and watch the situation,” Rai tells you.
Ram Kamal Mukherjee, who co-produced his first TV series Bin Kuch Kahe and
directed a 45-minute feature — A Tribute
To Rituparno Ghosh: Seasons Greetings
says: “These are tough times for everyone.
Our industry can’t work from home. It
involves a very outdoor kind of work.
Making cinema is a collective effort, we are
definitely affected as are the daily wagers. But
there are many actors who are helping to tie
them over these testing times.”
The problem will be when things open.
While the Government has pushed the taxes
forward, the issues will be when the indus-

T

try is asked to pay past dues. “Given that we
have not earned a rupee, how will we pay
these taxes with backlogs,” Mukherjee says.
For independent filmmakers like myself,
it is a blessing that there are OTT platforms.
But it is a sad situation for big filmmakers.
“They are the kind of people who are sitting in a loop. They don’t know when their
movies will release and if they release will
people come to watch them as and when
theatres open. Will people have enough
money to watch movies if they have not been
paid,” Mukherjee tells you.
Director Aditya Kripalani, who debuted
with Tikli and his Laxmmi Bomb that was
slated to release in May tells you that for writers like himself, the lockdown has not
impacted him professionally he had taken
a break to write around this time. “For other
directors, they can’t shoot nor can they edit
since they need a studio. All post-shoot work
has to be done at home if possible. All that
can be done is prep for the film. People who
were in the before a film are in a good place
since one can coordinate via video chats. But
if one was shooting or is in post shoot production, those would be the people who
would find it tough going,” Kripalani says.
He is at present writing a film about a lady
cinematographer.
He feels lucky that he is not in the same
boat as others. Usually, he gets down to
shooting every February. “This quarantine
poses no difficulty for me. But yes, we just
finished the shoot for a film two months
back and it is in post-production stage. Till
we lock the edit, we are in a good place. But
after that, we will need to colour grade and
will need a studio,” Kripalani says.
Like every other producer and director,
the most important question to tackle
would be way ahead once shoots start. “How
do you ensure the safety of the actors? All
the crew goes back home at the end of the
day. Even if we go for outstation shoots, one
has to get everyone tested for COVID-19.
The crew has to stay in a hotel where they
will come in contact with hotel staff who will
go back home and may bring back the virus.
The only way to control would be to hire a
place and run it to ensure safety,” Kripalani
tells you.
More than the logistics that surround
the shooting, Kripalani opines will be the
logistics for the people to go theatres. “The
theatre industry is hit the hardest. People will
need to have the confidence to sit in a hall
and not be bothered by a cough or a sneeze.

Resuming shooting and watching a film in
a hall will take a long time,” Kripalani says.
Kamal Gainchandani, CEO, PVR
Pictures tell you that it is a crisis that no one
expected when 2020 began. “We had not
anticipated this when the year began. The
Government has acted in a decisive and
timely manner and kept the numbers low.
Now that the lockdown has been extended
to May 3, 2020, we are hoping that cinemas,
malls and public places will open by end
May or beginning of June. We understand
that customers will not go from total social
distancing to zero social distancing immediately. There will be a transitionary phase.
We as exhibitors will have to reassure our
customers, make them feel safe and work
extra hard to maintain hygiene and other
aspects of social distancing,” Gainchandani
says.
He tells you that PVRs have always
maintained a high level of hygiene, safety
and security. They will just have to work
extra hard to maintain social distancing by
advising their staff to maintain the distance
with not just customers but with their colleagues too. “We will have to augment our
efforts. We will advise our team and staff to
maintain social distancing. People have more
or less maintained social distancing by being
at home during the lockdown. They understand the importance of doing the same. We
also believe that people also have out-ofhome need for entertainment in their lives
and are itching to go out. Our natural grain
is to be social. People would like to go out
and yet be safe. We will be able to deliver
on this and come out with proper measures
in place as per Government guidelines,”
Gainchandani assures.
Things are no different for regional
films. They could be worse off since many
are made on smaller budget as compared to
Bollywood. Co-producer Akshay
Bardapurkar, whose Marathi venture AB
Aani CD stars Amitabh Bachchan, tells you
that the movie was set to release in over 100
cinemas across the State when cinemas shut.
“I sold the rights of the movie on an OTT
platform and it slated to release on May 7.
We had hoped that the cinemas would open
as well but this is not going to happen.
People’s health is more important. Hence
OTT is the way forward,” Bardapurkar says.
The problem that he sees that since people have got used to home entertainment,
it will take them time to visit cinemas. “It
will not before Diwali that people will feel
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safe enough. Take the example of James
Bond’s No Time to Die. Its release has been
postponed to November. This will hamper
regional cinema financially. While there is
hunger for content, people no longer want
to binge watch,” Bardapurkar tells you.
It is not just the OTT platforms that the
filmmakers will be looking at. “The regional film industry will now look at satellite
space. Or they might split between OTT and
satellite to recover their cost. This is going
to be the new order for small regional film
industry. Another option could be pay per
click for movies to be released for international market. However, this is not likely to
work for big budget films. Also, many films
are made for big screen. One will lose out
on experiential viewing. Can one really enjoy
watching Bahubali on mobiles,” he asks?
Bardapurkar will now look for options that
will protect him including his next big project Chandramukhi.
Siddharth P Malhotra, director of films
like Hichki tells you that it is not just going
to be a changed Bollywood but every one
of us would have changed post opening of
the lockdown.
“It is will be pre-COVID-19 and post.
The amount of introspection that we are
doing, we will not be the same. Every person will evolve. But people will continue to
want entertainment and shootings will
start. But in a more controlled way. This is
the right time for producers and creators to
create content so that when there is need to
fire, there is no lack of ammunition,”
Malhotra says.
He describes a typical day on the sets.
People spit and leave chewing gum all over
the place. There is no concept of social distancing. They touch every equipment with
no gloves. Nobody wears masks. Food is
cooked in a certain way. “All this will change.
The 100-men crew will be reduced. Only
those will be allowed who are needed. This
will continue till there is a cure out there.
Even if there are no more cases, anyone can
get it again and become patient zero and the
cycle will start again. There has to be cure
out there for the fear to go down and things
to normalise. We are looking at very strict
guidelines when shoots start,” Malhotra tells
you. He also says that it will be tough to convince distributors to buy the movie.
What he doesn’t see is a problem when
it comes to movies to be released at the international market which can happen a few
months down the line. One is told that while

international market gives a certain revenue
but the majority. One can stagger one’s
release.
Then there is the whole challenge of
completing movies that were being shot in
foreign locations. A large number of foreign
countries offer huge subsidies for films to
be shot at various locations in their countries. Producer Ravi Bhagchandka says it
might be difficult, if not impossible, for some
time to come.
“I find it very hard to imagine that any
producer would invest in taking a crew
abroad when there are likely to be major
impediments to travelling internationally.
Not just that, the fear of the virus still being
active in different parts of the world is a concern that most producers are likely to have
till a cure is found for the Coronavirus,”
Bhagchandka says. During the making of the
documentary, Sachin: A Billion Dreams, he
had travelled the world to put the film
together. He was also mulling foreign
locales for a number of his projects that are
in the development stage. It has been put on
hold. Bhagchandka is at present, developing the Hindi adaptation to George
McCutcheon’s 1902 book, Brewster’s Millions.
Pradeep Kumar of Shaika Films, who
made his debut as a film producer with
Bamfaad, starring Paresh Rawal’s son,
Aditya Rawal tells you that in order to
understand there is need to look at things
from three points.
“The entertainment industry is divided into three – TV, films and digital space.
Films and theatres are hit the hardest. People
will be scared to go and watch a film in theatres even if they open. I don’t’ think that
makers will release films before September
or October. In all this mess, the people most
impacted are daily wagers,” Kumar says. He
along with his wife are producers of Choti
Sarrdaarni on Colors as well.
He tells you that show makers depend
on the broadcasters who in turn depend on
sponsors. Since the GDP has been affected,
companies will need to revisit their budget.
“If they were paying C100, now they will give
C50. Coronavirus has changed the world.
The lockdown has affected the globe. We
don’t know where we will stand once the
lockdown opens. There will be almost no
takers for films for the time being. However,
TV and digital space will limp back since
the audience for these two will remain. Even
at home, people will want entertainment,”
Kumar says.
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aT[TPbTbWPeTQTT]_^bc_^]TSX]STUX]XcT[hPb
]^Q^ShZ]^fbfWT]RX]T\PbfX[[^_T]FWT]
cWT[^RZS^f]^_T]b^]TS^Tb]³cZ]^fXU
RX]T\PbfX[[^_T]bX\d[cP]T^db[h°BTR^]S
TeT]XUcWTRX]T\Pb^_T]fX[[_T^_[TWPeTcWT
b_T]SX]V_^fTaCWXaSfX[[cW^bTfW^WPeTcWT
b_T]SX]V_^fTaWPeTP]daVTc^V^c^_dQ[XR
_[PRTb4eTahcWX]VXb_^X]cX]Vc^PVaX\
_XRcdaT±=PWcPbPhb
7TcT[[bh^dcWPcTeTah^]TXbQ[TTSX]V
\^]Th8]cTaTbcXb\^d]cX]VPcfWPcTeTabcPVT
cWTUX[\XbPc¯fWTcWTaXcfPb(_TaRT]c
R^\_[TcT^aTeT] _TaRT]cR^\_[TcTP]S
fWTcWTaXcfPbSdTc^aT[TPbTX]<PaRWT]S^a
cWTR^\X]V\^]cWb¯cWTbc^ahXbcWTbP\T
PRa^bbcWTQ^PaSFWX[TB^^ahPeP]bWXWPS
bcPacTSXcb_a^\^cX^]bcWTbXcdPcX^]U^acWXb

C

\^eXTXb]^SXUUTaT]c[XZTXcXbU^aAPSWT
;Pg\\X1^\Q^a 2^^[XT=^ CWTaTPaT[^bbTb
_X[X]Vd_U^aTPRWP]STeTah_a^SdRTa
°5^a\^eXTbcWPcWPSaT[TPbTSYdbcQTU^aT
cWTRX]T\PbfTaT[^RZTS[XZT1PPVWX" P]S
0]VaTiX<TSXd\cWThPaT]^cV^X]Vc^aTeXeT
TeT]PUcTacWTRX]T\Pb^_T]>[SXbV^]TFWT]
cWTRX]T\Pb^_T]_T^_[TfX[[QT[^^ZX]VU^a
]TfR^]cT]c0c[TPbc1PPVWX" WPSPR^d_[T
fTTZb^Uad]P]SSXSQdbX]Tbb0bUPaPb
d]aT[TPbTSUX[\bPaTR^]RTa]TScW^bTfW^RP]
PUU^aSc^V^c^PcWTPcaTfX[[V^P]SbTTcWT\
CWXbXbQTRPdbT_T^_[TPaTQ^aTSc^STPcWCWTh
f^d[SQT[^^ZX]VU^a^dcX]Vb1dccWTUTPafX[[
QTcWTaTP]SfX[[^][hSXbbX_PcT^]W^fUPbc
8]SXPXb2^a^]PeXadbUaTTCWTaTPaTRWP]RTb
cWPccWTUTPaXbV^X]Vc^[PbcU^a\^]cWbCWXbXb
QTRPdbT]^Q^ShWPbP\PVXRfP]Sc^\PZTcWT
R^d]cah2>E83 (UaTT±=PWcPbPhb
7T^_X]TbcWPc\PY^aXch^UcWTX]Sdbcah
_[PhTabPaT]^c[^^ZX]VPccTRW]^[^Vhc^cWa^f
d_Pb^[dcX^][XZTcWT_Ph_Ta[X]ZP]S_T^_[T
fPcRWX]VP\^eXTPcW^\TCWXbfX[[aT`dXaTP
R^\_[TcT\X]SbTcRWP]VTfWXRW1^[[hf^^SXb
]^c_aT_PaTSU^a
°CWTfW^[TcWX]VPQ^dcfPcRWX]VP\^eXT

X]PcWTPcaTXbcWTTg_TaXT]RTcWPcR^\TbfXcWXc
QXV_a^SdRTab4eT]XUQXV_a^SdRTabVTc\^]Th
Ua^\P]>CC_[PcU^a\fX[[cWThfP]cc^bT[[.8
¯fPcRWX]VPUX[\P[^]VfXcW_T^_[Th^dS^]³c
Z]^f2^[[TRcXeTeXTfX]VVXeTbh^dPZXRZ
S^]³ccWX]Zb^=^QXVUX[\_a^SdRTaXbQaPeT
4eTah^]Tf^d[SfPcRWUX[\b^]cWT>CC
T]^dVWc^bPh)²>Z8P\fX[[X]Vc^bT[[^]P]
>CC_[PcU^a\C^S^b^\TP]bc^UPRTaTP[Xch
_[PcU^a\^aCEPbcWThaT[TPbTPUcTaTXVWcc^ 
fTTZbbX]RTbPcT[[XcTP]SSXVXcP[aXVWcbPaTb^[S
fWXRWXbbRPah±=PWcPbPhb
CPaP]0SPabWZ]^f]U^aVXeX]VcaPST
1dcSTb_XcTcWXb_T^_[Tb_T]S
cX\TbcWT\^]Thc^bTTXc
UXVdaTbP]SQ^g^UUXRTd_SPcTbbPhbcWPccWT
X]PcWTPcaTQaPeX]VcWT
hTPa!!WPb]^cbcPacTS^]PV^^S]^cT°8]
cWTUXabc`dPacTaCP]WPYX fPbPd]XeTabP[WXc
caPUUXRbcP]SX]VX]P`dTdTc^
QdhcWTcXRZTcP]SVTccX]V
CWT]cWTaTfTaT\^eXTb[XZTCWP__PSBWdQW
<P]VP[IhPSPBPPeSWP] P]S1PPVWX"SXS
X]bXST¯U^acWT\^eXT
Tg_TaXT]RTC^bT[[P
fT[[X]cWTX]cTaX^aQdcad]fPbRdc
UX[\[XZT
bW^acSdTc^2>E83 (CWTUXabc
`dPacTafPb]^cV^^ST]^dVWCWT
B^^ahP]eP]bWX ^a
APSWT^a;Pg\\X
bTR^]S`dPacTabcPacTS^]P
SXbPbca^db]^cTFT[^bc^]
1^\Q^]>CC
_[PcU^a\
W^[XSPhbf^a[SfXSTCWTPcaTbPaT
aT`dXaTbP
bWdcPRa^bbcWTV[^QTCWXbXbc^
\h\T\^ahcWTUXabccX\T
\X]SbTc
RWP]VTP]S
cWPccWTV[^QP[Q^g^UUXRT
]^Q^ShfP]cb
XbiTa^CWTaTfTaT
\P]hUX[\b_[P]]TSc^
c^S^cWPcX]cWXbbcPVT
B\P[[_a^SdRTab\Ph
QTaT[TPbTSP]SfT[^bc
bTTXcPbP6^SbT]c
^dc^]cWXb_TaX^SCWXb
:^\P[=PWcPP]SCPaP]0SPabW
Xb]^cPV^^SbXV]±
^__^acd]XchQdc]^c

0SPabWbPhb
7TcT[[bh^dcWPcXcXbc^^TPa[hc^R^\\T]c
^]cWT]d\QTabfWT]XcR^\Tbc^cWT[^bbcWT
X]SdbcahWPbbdUUTaTSbX]RTcWTaTXb]^RTacPX]ch
fWT]cWTcWTPcaTbfX[[^_T]QdcWTTbcX\PcTbXc
f^d[SQTc^cWTcd]T^UC Ra^aT_[db
7TcT[[bh^dcWPc^]RTcWT[^RZS^f]Xb
^eTa_T^_[TfX[[VTcQPRZc^f^aZCWThfX[[
WPeTQX[[bc^_Ph¯aT]cZXSb³UTTP]S\TSXRP[
QX[[b8]bdRWPbRT]PaX^T]cTacPX]\T]cfX[[]^c
UTPcdaTX]cWTXa\X]SPccWPc_^X]c8]bdRWP
bRT]PaX^RX]T\PV^X]VfX[[QTPWPQXccWPcfX[[
WPeTc^QTRd[cXePcTSPVPX]FWT].FTS^]³c
Z]^ffWT]cWTcWTPcaTbfX[[^_T]7PeX]VbPXS
cWXbfWT]TeTacWT6^eTa]\T]cSTRXSTbc^^_T]
cWT\P[^c^U_aPRcXRTbfX[[WPeTc^QT_dcX]
_[PRT
°5Xabcb^RXP[SXbcP]RX]VfWX[TQdhX]VcXRZTc
fWX[TT]cTaX]VcWTWP[[bP]SbXccX]VX]bXSTFX[[
cWTaTQTP[cTa]PcTbXccX]VPaaP]VT\T]c.B^RXP[
SXbcP]RX]VfWX[TVTccX]V^dcfX[[WPeTc^QT
S^]TCWT]SdaX]VcWTX]cTa\XbbX^]FX[[cWTaT
QTb^RXP[SXbcP]RX]VfWX[TQdhX]V_^_R^a]^aP
Rd_^UR^UUTT.B^RXP[SXbcP]RX]VfWX[TdbX]VcWT
fPbWa^^\BTR^]S^]RTcWT\^eXTXb^eTafX[[
cWTPcaTb]TTSc^QTbP]XcXbTS.CWXaSfWXRWXb

U^acWT_a^SdRcX^]W^dbTbfWT]cWThaTbd\T
bW^^cX]V0[^c^UUX[\bPaTWP[US^]TCWTh
]TTSc^QTR^\_[TcTS0cP]hVXeT]cX\TSdaX]V
PbW^^ccWTaTPaT  !$_T^_[TFX[[b^RXP[
SXbcP]RX]VQT_aPRcXRTSfWTcWTaXcXbCE^a
UX[\b±0SPabWPbZb7TcT[[bh^dcWPcXcXbV^X]V
c^QT12P]S02¯1TU^aT2^a^]PP]S0UcTa
2^a^]P
°2^a^]PWPbRWP]VTScWTf^a[S0[b^^]T
RP]³cTg_TRcQXVQdSVTcUX[\bc^aT[TPbTYdbc
QTRPdbTcWTPcaTbWPeT^_T]TSX]8]SXP7P[UcWT
cX\TbdRWUX[\baT[TPbTbX\d[cP]T^db[hX]cWT
X]cTa]PcX^]P[\PaZTcCX[[bdRWcX\TcWPc
]^a\P[RhaTcda]bc^cWTDBcWTD:=Tf
ITP[P]S0dbcaP[XPP]S<XSS[TTPbcP]S_T^_[T
PaTaTPShc^V^P]SfPcRWUX[\b8S^]³cbTTP]h
QXVUX[\\PZTafP]cX]Vc^aT[TPbTWXb^aWTa
\^eXT±0SPabWbPhb
7TS^Tb]³ccWX]ZcWPc>CC_[PcU^a\bPaT
V^X]Vc^QTcWT]TgcQXVcWX]V°0UTfUX[\b
WTaTP]ScWTaT\Ph[^^ZPcSXVXcP[b_PRTCWXb
\PhQTcadTU^acW^bTUX[\bcWPcWPeTUTfTa
bcPZT1dcU^aQXVVTa_[PhTabXcfX[[P[fPhbQT
cWTPcaXRP[CWXbXbQTRPdbTXcXb^]cWTQPbXb^U
cWXbcWPcfX[[cT[[h^dfWTaTh^dbcP]S^]cWT
SXVXcP[_[PcU^a\±0SPabWbPhb

b_^ac 
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DHONI ARGUABLY GREATEST CAPTAIN EVER: KP
²1^f[X]Vc^_[PhTab
[XZT<B3VXeTbh^d
X\_^acP]cX]bXVWc³

<BA^WXcY^X]cQTbc8?;bZX__Tab

=4F34;78) On the 13th anniversary of

VIVO IPL, Chennai Super Kings captain Mahendra Singh Dhoni and his
Mumbai Indians counterpart Rohit
Sharma were declared joint Greatest of
All Time (GOATs) captains of the IPL,
whilst AB de Villiers emerged as the
GOAT in the batsmen category and
Lasith Malinga took away the title in
the bowlers category. Shane Watson,
one of CSK’s vital cog in the wheel, won
the battle among the all-rounders.
Royal Challengers Bangalore and
Team India captain Virat Kohli was
voted the IPL’s greatest Indian batsman
for being the highest scorer in the history of the tournament with 5412 runs
in 177 matches at a staggering average
of 37.84.

=4F 34;78) New Zealand all-rounder

<B 3W^]XRT[TQaPcTbfXcWHdeaPYBX]VWP]S7PaQWPYP]BX]VWPUcTaVdXSX]V8]SXPc^! F2 fX]
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ormer England batsman Kevin
Pietersen says two-time World Cupwinning skipper Mahendra Singh
Dhoni is arguably the greatest captain ever.
When asked, Pietersen said it would
be difficult to argue against Dhoni’s greatness.

F
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“It will be very difficult just with the
weight of expectation to go against MS
Dhoni because of what everybody expects
from him, how he has to live his life and
what he has been through captaining India
and then captaining the CSK,” Pietersen,
who played 104 Tests, told Star Sports.
India tasted huge success under
Dhoni, winning the 2007 World T20 and

Corey Anderson said that bowling to big
players like MS Dhoni gives important
insight into how to bowl to others.
Anderson said that Dhoni is one of
the best finishers in the game and whenever he was bowling to him in the Indian
Premier League playing for Royal
Challengers Bangalore, he would have
senior players in his ears all the time.
“He is one of the greats of the game,
one of the best finishers in the world.
Very difficult to bowl to him. I had Virat
Kohli at long on, AB de Villiers at long
off. They were continuously running in
to say what do we do, what was I thinking, what should I do,” Anderson said
in a live chat with Sportstar’s Instagram.
“Even their thoughts were like ‘if you
bowl here, he will hit you for a six’ and
‘if you bowl there, he will hit you for a
six’. You can subdue the moment. You
know that you aren’t the first one, he has
done it to every bowler in the world at
some point of time,” he added.
Anderson was to be part of the 2020
IPL as part of the broadcasting team after
going unsold in the auctions.
“Once you bowl to those guys, it
gives you a massive insight to bowl to
others. You gain confidence once you
bowl to these bigger guys like Dhoni. At
times, it is demoralising but it can make
you a better cricketer,” he said. IANS

the 2011 World Cup at home.
India also won the 2013 Champions
Trophy under the Jharkhand dasher, who
has not played any international cricket
since India’s semi final exit from the ODI
World Cup last July.

Dhoni, who has also been leading IPL
franchise Chennai Super Kings, has been
a successful captain there also, winning the
cash-rich T20 league thrice in 2010, 2011
and 2018.
Meanwhile, former India batsman
Gautam Gambhir, who led Kolkata Knight
Riders to two IPL titles in 2012 and 2014,
believes that the franchise could have
added another one or two titles if they had
got swashbuckling West Indian allrounder Andre Russell earlier than it did.
Russell, known for hitting towering
sixes, was the player of the series in 2019,
when Mumbai Indians clinched their
fourth title.
“Imagine (Andre) Russell going for
C50 Lakhs to KKR and Pawan Negi for C8
crore to (Delhi) Daredevils. I probably
wished that he would have been there for
7 years when I was playing we would have
certainly won one or two more,” said the
former left-handed batsman.
Russell made his IPL debut with
Delhi Daredevils in 2012. But sparse

The jury was split right down the
middle to make their pick on the greatest ever captain. While Dhoni shouldered the responsibility of taking the
#YellowArmy to 10 playoffs out of the
11 seasons, Rohit proved to be the most
successful captain pocketing 4 titles in
7 seasons for Mumbai Indians.
In the coach’s category, the calm
and composed Stephen Fleming (CSK)
emerged the winner as he pipped
Trevor Bayliss of KKR by a small margin.
The list was picked by Star Sports’
expert jury, comprising 50 members
which included 20 former cricketers,
10 senior sports journalists, 10 statisticians and analysts (10), on Cricket
Connected.
PNS
chances and injuries restricted his number of games to a handful for the first two
editions.
Before 2014 edition, he was roped in
by KKR. But he could feature in only a
couple of games in that season. However,
the tide changed for good in 2015 and
it saw Russell score 326 runs at an
astounding strike-rate of 192. He also
starred with the ball and picked up 14
wickets.
The 2016 edition saw him perform
predominantly with the ball as he picked
15 wickets besides scoring 188 runs.
KKR made it to the play-offs but failed
to make it to the finale.
After serving a one-year ban, the
West Indies all-rounder ended up with
13 wickets and more than 300 runs in the
2018 season. In the last season, Russell
scored a massive tally of 510 runs
besides picking up 11 wickets.
In total, Russell has so far played 64
IPL matches in which he has scored
1,400 runs and picked up 55 wickets.

Carey not sure of IPL happening this year FX[[RWTaXbW! %8?;fX]U^aaTbc^U\h[XUT)FPa]Ta
?C8Q <4;1>DA=4

lex Carey was eagerly waiting to share the Delhi
Capitals dugout alongside the
great Ricky Ponting but the
Australian wicket-keeper now
feels he is unlikely to get the
opportunity this year with the
IPL indefinitely postponed.
Carey, who was scheduled
to make his IPL debut with the
Ponting-coached Delhi outfit,
said only time will tell whether
the T20 World Cup and the IPL
can happen this year.

A

“At this stage it’s looking
likely that (IPL) might not go
ahead,” Carey was quoted as saying by Cricket Australia.
“It would be nice to be in
Delhi playing cricket — it was
my first time selected to be part
of the IPL. I’m still really positive.
“I’m sure the world will
move in the way we want it to,
and there’s still that hope later in
the season the IPL will go ahead
and the (men’s T20) World Cup
(scheduled for Australia), but
we’ll wait and see,” he added.

=4F34;78) Australia opener
David Warner has rated the
2016 Indian Premier League
title triumph with Sunrisers
Hyderabad as one of the best
memories of his career.
“My IPL favourite memory would be when we won
the IPL in 2016. We had a
very good tournament the
whole way through. The best
thing was we won a lot of
close games which really built
great momentum and great
belief within the team.

“It was fantastic. That’s
one thing that I will always
cherish for the rest of my life.

Cricket can wait, lives are at stake: Bhajji

80=BQ :>;:0C0

e it closed door
matches or the currently postponed Indian
Premier League, cricket
should be the farthest
thing from everyone’s
minds amid the COVID19 global crisis, feels ace
India
off-spinner
Harbhajan Singh.
“See cricket is the last
thing on my mind at the
moment. I am not even
thinking about it,”
Harbhajan said.
“It is not necessary to
hold a cricket match. I
don’t think anyone should
think about sports and
cricket at this hour. These
are small things. Lives are
at stake...understand that,”
said the 39-year old offspinner.
“Yes cricket has given
us everything. Whatever I
am today is because of
cricket. But this is not the
time to discuss cricket. I

BaX]PcWSXS]´cVTc
cWTRaTSXcWT
STbTaeTS)?^[[^RZ
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avagal Srinath spearheaded India’s pace
attack in the 90s with aplomb but former
JSouth
African seamer Shaun Pollock
believes the Indian never got the credit he
deserved.
Srinath played 67 Tests and 229 ODIs
between 1991 and 2003, taking 236 and 315
wickets respectively.
“I thought India’s Javagal Srinath didn’t get the credit he deserved,” Pollock said
during a Sky Sports podcast discussion with
former West Indies fast bowler Michael
Holding and England’s Stuart Broad.
“In my era, you had great combinations
like Wasim Akram and Waqar Younis for
Pakistan and Curtly Ambrose and Courtney
Walsh for West Indies. Australia had Glenn
McGrath and Brett Lee. You now have James
Anderson and Stuart Broad in this era.”
Pollock, who snapped over 400 Test
wickets and amassed more than 3,700 Test
runs in 108 Tests, said one bowler who left
an indelible mark on him early in his career
was West Indian pace great Malcom
Marshall.
“(Malcom) Marshall was next level and
I was lucky enough to meet him early in my
career as it made me think about fast bowling in a completely different way,” he said.
However, since his retirement in 2008,
Pollock has been most impressed by his fellow countryman Dale Steyn, who had overtaken him as South Africa’s leading wicket
taker in Tests in December, 2018.
“But since I’ve stopped playing, l cannot have enough respect for (Dale) Steyn.
His ability to shape the ball upfront at high
speed and then come back later and reverse
it,” he said.
“He cranked it up on flat wickets and
had such a good action and variations. He
is something special and his stats back it up.”

7PaQWPYP]BX]VWQ^f[bSdaX]V2B: ]TcbbTbbX^]

would like to talk about
how we can help people,”
said India’s third highest
wicket-taker in Test cricket.
There are doubts over
whether the T20 World
Cup, to be held in
Australia in October this
year, would take place or
not. Harbhajan said, keeping the situation in mind,
a World Cup or an IPL
can wait for a year.

?C85X[T?XRcdaT

“One IPL, one World
Cup...what difference will
it make if it does not happen this year? But if these
things go on, our lives will
be finished.
“I know I am not in
my 20s anymore but even
if I was...I would have said
the same thing,” said the
103-Test veteran who has
also played 236 ODIs and
28 T20s in a career spanning almost two decades.

Caribbean
Premier League (CPL) CEO
Pete Russell expects the T20
league to take place as scheduled in September and hopes
the BCCI figures out “its
own window” for the IPL
which has been indefinitely
postponed.
There is a possibility that
the BCCI organises the IPL in
September or October and
that might require rescheduling the Asia Cup and T20
World Cup.
The CPL is scheduled to
run from August 19 to
September 26 and can clash
with the IPL.
“We wouldn’t go up
against it. While I know the
BCCI is all-powerful in these
things, there has to be some
sensible consideration around
what players and other
leagues are doing,” Russell told
ESPNcricinfo.
“I think IPL would want

all the West Indian players to
be playing in their tournament — it wouldn’t make
sense for them to play at the
same time as CPL when a lot
of their stars are playing with
us. That would defeat the
objective. I don’t think they
need to do that, either. They
can figure out their own window, for sure.”
The COVID-19 cases in
the Caribbean have not been

?C8Q :>;:0C0

ormer New Zealand captain Brendon
F
McCullum says his sizzling 73-ball 158,
which set the ball rolling for IPL in its very
first game 12 years ago, changed his life forever.
On April 18 in 2008, McCullum got the
inaugural IPL off to a scintillating start for
Kolkata Knight Riders against Royal
Challengers Bangalore.
“That night, my life changed completely in the space of those three hours or actually, even an hour and a half. You talk about
sliding doors, and moments in your careers
and in lives,” McCullum told kkr.in.
McCullum has now reunited with the
Knight Riders as their coach.
Recalling the time when he was a 26-yearold dazzler, McCullum wondered, “Why was
I the one who got that opportunity to be able
to go and face (the) first (delivery) with Sourav
Ganguly? How did I get a chance to play in
the first game, have the first opportunity to
bat in such a huge tournament for world cricket?
“How was I even able to grab that
opportunity? How much luck did I have along
the way? Honestly, I don’t know the answers
to any of these, but what I do know is that it
changed my life forever.”
His score has been battered only once in
11 seasons so far, by Chris Gayle.
McCullum also recalled his then captain
and opening partner Ganguly’s reaction to his
incredible innings.
“Dada said, ‘Your life is changed forever,’ and I didn’t quite know what he meant at
the time, but (in hindsight), I 100 percent
agree with him,” McCullum said.
“Shah Rukh (Khan, the KKR co-owner),
in the months which followed or the days and
the weeks and the months which followed, he
said, ‘you’ll always be with the Knight
Riders.’”
McCullum said he never thought he
would be able to pull off an innings like that.
“I couldn’t have done it without my teammates, that’s 100 percent sure,” he said. “It was
just a surreal moment in time where you just
look back and say, ‘How lucky was I?’”

;>=3>=) Moeen Ali says he is ready

teammate and limited-overs vice captain Rohit Sharma as
a pure batsman. In an
Instagram Live chat with former pacer Irfan Pathan, Shami
said that Rohit is “a package.”
“I feel he is a package —
to learn and to show what is
cricket. He is a pure batsman.
If he is batting, you will get to
learn a lot,” said Shami.
He said that bowlers get to
learn from bowling to Rohit.
“He (Rohit) will hit bowlers,
and you get to learn. If you are
a batsman, you get to see how
much time he has to play a
shot. You will also see how to bat in different conditions.
He is a next level batsman. He is the best package,” he said.
Pathan said that he feels while watching Rohit play
that he is not a cricketer but “a poet.”
“Sometimes, while I am commentating and watching
Rohit Sharma play, I feel he is not a cricketer, but a poet.
He bats as smooth as butter, like a poem. The bowlers don’t
even realise that he is slamming, and he keeps on slamming,” he said.
Rohit is ranked second to Indian captain Virat Kohli
in the ODI rankings and broke the record for most runs
in a single World Cup last year.
IANS
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“For us it was about
backing ourselves, our skills.
Bangalore were good at chasing but we felt as a team our
best attribute was defending.
We had a great bowling attack
led by Buvi and I felt that was
the best way forward.
“My heart was in my
mouth when they were 1 for
145 or so off 10 overs. They
were really flying and then we
got a couple of quick big
wickets and it lifted our spirits,” he recollected.
PTI
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=4F 34;78) Indian fast bowler Mohd Shami hailed his
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It was a great memory and
one of the best,” Warner said
in a video message posted by

the franchise on its official
Twitter handle.
Warner was the captain
when Sunrisers won their
maiden IPL title in 2016,
defeating RCB by eight runs.
“We came up against
Bangalore in Bangalore in the
finals, we knew how good
they were. We knew how well
Virat Kohli was going, that
year he scored 960 odd runs
and was the highest run-scorer. Chris Gayle, AB de Villiers
made a great great team.”
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as alarming as in the US and
Europe with the death toll yet
to reach double figures in the
six countries that host the
CPL.
“It’s good that the
Caribbean has locked down
early, and it hasn’t been hit in
the same way as the UK, for
example. We’re looking at
different permutations in
terms of what could or couldn’t happen, but the lucky
thing is that we’ve got a bit of
time — we don’t have to
force a decision,” Russell said.
“I don’t think there’s any
question that we’ll be able to
play it. We’re only going to
play if it’s safe to do so, but
we’ve been approached by a
lot of the countries who want
it to happen. The reason (for
that) is that it’s a big sporting
event, and it could act as a
sign or a marker that the
Caribbean is open for business again,” he said.
PTI
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missed Rahul Dravid in Test
cricket, but for former England
spinner Graeme Swann, Dravid
was the best player he had
seen. In fact, having played
against the former India skipper in county cricket, Swann
said that he felt like a rookie in
front of The Wall.
“Rahul Dravid was a big
one for me. I bowled against
him in Kent, and he was unbelievable. I have never seen a better player in my life. He would
never get out in a county game,
and that’s Rahul Dravid, one of
the best in the world, and he
made me feel like an 11-yearold spinner,” Swann told a Sky
Sport podcast.
“I got him out, admittedly
it was a great ball, but it would
not have got Rahul Dravid out
usually.” In his 163 Test matches for India, Dravid scored
13,265 runs at an average of
over 52.
IANS

to return to Test action for England
after a self-imposed exile from the redball game despite having been made
to feel like “a scapegoat” in the past.
All-rounder Moeen missed the
Test matches during England’s winter
tours of New Zealand and South
Africa after taking a spell away from
the longest format of the game.
The 32-year-old, who continued
to play limited overs matches for
England, has been reflecting on his
absence and suggested he would be
willing to return to Tests if selected
when cricket eventually resumes.
“I think I’d probably be ready (to
play Test cricket) now, to be honest.
Clearly I would have to be playing well
and win a spot back on merit,” Moeen
told the Guardian.
“But in terms of being available —
and obviously I’m speaking hypothetically — if there was a Test match
tomorrow and I got the call, I’d say yes.”
“We’re all missing cricket right
now and coronavirus makes you
realise what you love. It could take out
the whole summer and that would be
a big thing.”
Moeen was dropped after the first

<^TT]0[XSdaX]V4]V[P]ScaPX]X]VbTbbX^] 0?

Test against Australia last year and
admitted to feeling like a scapegoat.
“When you find yourself surrounded by a few negative comments, somehow it’s all you can focus
on. You have to be mentally stronger
and filter more of it out,” Moeen said.
“It’s almost been a case of forgiving anyone who has ever said anything
I didn’t like and now looking to start
afresh when we get back playing.
“I may have felt a scapegoat at
times in the past but I’m over it now.
It’s time to move on.”
AFP
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respective homes amid a
nationwide lockdown to contain the coronavirus pandemic, Bengal cricketers will take
one-on-one online sessions
from their batting consultant
VVS Laxman to “rectify the
mistakes” that they committed during the Ranji Trophy
season.
Bengal had reached the
Ranji Trophy final after 13
years but their dream to lift the
title for the first time since
1989-90 remained unfulfilled
following a top-order batting
failure, which saw Saurashtra
claim their maiden crown on
the basis of first innings lead.
“I spoke to our batting
consultant VVS Laxman
today. We will share the
footages and clippings from
the video analyst and there
will be one-on-one sessions on
how to improve further,” CAB

president Avishek Dalmiya
said.
“Focus will also be given
especially to the top-order
batsmen so that performance
can be better next season.”
Avishek said Bengal video
analyst Gautam Sarkar has
already started preparing the
video footages of the last season and the online sessions
with Laxman will start in a few

days’ time.
Saurashtra had amassed
425 in their first innings after
electing to bat in the Ranji
Trophy final. In reply, Bengal
were 35/2 at one stage before
being bundled out for 381,
handing a title-deciding first
innings lead to Saurashtra.
Opener Abhimanyu
Easwaran, who had two double centuries to his credit in
2018-19, was a big let down
for Bengal as he could manage just 258 runs from 17
innings at an average of 17.20.
Experienced Sudip
Chatterjee also had a lacklustre outing with 170 runs from
six innings (at 34.00).
Everytime the top-order
failed, it was the individual
brilliance of Anustup
Majumdar (704 runs with
two centuries and three halfcenturies) that carried Bengal
batting forward.
PTI
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Remaining I-League matches cancelled, Bagan champions
?C8Q =4F34;78

he remaining 28 matches of
the I-League will be cancelled due to the coronavirus-forced lockdown and
Mohun Bagan will be officially
declared as the champions, the
committee running the league
decided on Saturday.
The I-League panel, which
met via a video conference, made
the recommendation to the All
India Football Federation’s executive committee not to resume the
I-League in view of the nationwide lockdown, which will remain
in force till May 3.
It will now just be a formality for the AIFF executive committee to endorse the recommendation of the I-League committee.
“The committee recommended that the 2019-20 season be
deemed to be concluded. That
Mohun Bagan be declared as the
Hero I-League champion for the
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ootball matches and other sports events in
Spain will take place in empty venues at least
F
until the end of the summer, mayor of Madrid
said on Saturday.
José Luis Martínez-Almeida told the Onda
Cero radio station that the coronavirus pandemic likely “won’t be under control” by then for
events with big crowds to resume normally.
“In the spring and summer there won’t be any
events with crowds in Spain, and possibly not in
the fall either,” Martínez-Almeida said.
“Because obviously the situation will not be
fully under control. We will have to change our
habits and behaviors even after being allowed to
go back on to the streets.”
Spain has been one of the hardest-hit countries with more than 190,000 confirmed cases of
COVID-19, only behind the United States. More
than 20,000 have died in the European nation.
The Spanish league is not expecting to
resume at least until the end of May. It is working on several scenarios, including playing without fans through the fall.
“Football matches without fans in the summer is a possibility, as long as health and safety
conditions are observed,” Martínez-Almeida
said.
The football federation said this week that if
the league can’t resume it will use the current
standings to decide the four clubs to play in the
Champions League, which would mean giving the
spots to Barcelona, Real Madrid, Sevilla and Real
Sociedad.
The league has said the total losses for not finishing the season because of the pandemic
could reach nearly 1 billion euros. ($1.1 billion).
The losses if the league resumes with matches in
empty stadiums would be about 300 million euros
($325 million), and if it restarts with fans it would
be nearly 150 million euros ($163 million).
Martínez-Almeida also said it was a “mistake”
for Atlético Madrid fans to play its Champions
League game against Liverpool. Nearly 3,000
Atlético fans attended the game on March 11, just
days before the Spanish government declared a
state of emergency and established lockdown
measures that are expected to remain in place at
least until April 26.

2019-20 season as they stand
atop current standings in the
Hero I-League until the point of
suspension on March 14, 2020,”
the AIFF said in a statement.
Mohun Bagan have already
clinched the title with four rounds
left to be played with 39 points
from 16 matches before the AIFF
suspended the I-League on March
14 on the directives of the government.
There was a three-way race
among East Bengal, Minerva
Punjab (both on 23 points from
16 matches) and Real Kashmir (22
points from 15 matches) for the
runners-up slot before the ILeague was suspended.
“Mohun Bagan with 39 points
from 16 matches enjoy a point dif-
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he Italian football federation (FIGC) said on Friday
that club matches should
resume “in late May, early
June”, saying those advocating
cancellation of the season “do
not like football, or Italians”.
The president of the FIGC,
Gabriele Gravina, said it would
take three weeks to prepare
after the end of the coronavirus
lockdown in the country, currently scheduled for May 4.
“So at the end of May, early
June, we can start,” he told
Italian radio on Friday.
“Those who talk today
about cancelling the season do
not like football or Italians,
because they take away hope
for the future and for recovery,”
Gravina said.
“There will be a monitoring period to guarantee the that
all those taking part are free of
the virus. If they are all negative, there is no problem of distancing or contagion,” said
Gravina.
“I hope that everyone will
be able to play in their own stadium, if that is not possible we
will find other solutions,” he
added.
“It’s a complex moment for
our country, for the economy
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est Ham chief executive
Karren Brady claims the
W
Premier League’s return date is still

T

and for football, which is one
of the most important industries,” he said, adding that he
was confident “we will find the
right way”.
According to the Italian
press, Brescia and Torino are
the last two clubs to openly
oppose the resumption of the
league.
The city of Brescia is one
of the hardest hit by the pandemic which has killed nearly
23,000 people in Italy.

unclear despite hopes the topflight season can restart in June.
The Premier League said on
Friday that wrapping up the
remaining 92 fixtures remains their
goal, but the on-going coronavirus
crisis means no fixed schedule can
be drawn up yet.
Brady’s West Ham were perilously placed in the English top
flight when football was suspended, sitting above the relegation
zone on only goal difference with
nine games remaining.
“Players will have been able to
retain some physical fitness at
home,” Brady wrote in her column
in The Sun on Saturday.
“But if social-distancing rules
are still in place, physical matchplay training will not be allowed —
you can’t tackle from two metres
away.
“So, how match-fit will players
be if the season commences, as we
all hope it will, by mid-June?”
With most clubs having nine
games left, it was reported that
Friday’s meeting of the 20 clubs discussed finishing the season in a 40day window.
There have been claims that
clubs were told domestic seasons
must end by July 31 and the 2020-
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League footballers will be putting
their EA SPORTS FIFA 20 skills to
the test in the inaugural ePremier
League invitational tournament.
A host of familiar faces are
going head to head as they represent their clubs in a knockout tournament from the comfort of their
own homes from 21 April.
The prize fund is being donated to the #PlayersTogether initiative, which was created by Premier
League players as a collective way
of generating funds for the UK’s
National Health Service and distributing them where they are
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;>B 0=64;4B) Major League
Soccer won’t resume before
June 8 the league said and is
exploring multiple scenarios
for completing the 2020 season.
The league is also discussing changes to player
compensation because of
the financial impact of the
coronavirus pandemic.
“We are seeking to
work collaboratively with
the
MLS
Players
Association to find a solution
that provides a safety net for all
players, opportunity to earn
full salary in the scenario where
all matches are played with
fans, and in particular provides
protection for the players at the
lower end of the salary scale,”
the league said in a statement on
Friday.
ESPN on Friday reported

ortuguese football star
Cristiano Ronaldo’s 90
P
million Euro transfer from

that the league has suggested
most of its players take as much
as a 50% pay cut in a shortened
season — depending on how
many matches must be cancelled.
Playing games without fans in attendance
could also affect the
extent of player paycuts, the sports site
reported, although to
what degree remains
unknown.
“MLS remains focused on
exploring a wide variety of formats for playing the entire 2020
season including pushing back
the MLS Cup into December or
later,” the league said on Friday.
“Based on the most recent
government guidance, we have
extended the moratorium on
matches until at least June 8.”
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Manchester United to Real
Madrid in 2009 is seen as a
landmark moment in both
clubs’ history.
While for Real Madrid
it marked the beginning of
the career of a player at the
Santiago Bernabeu who
would become their all
time highest goalscorer, for
United, it marked the end
of the team that many
regard as the best Alex
Ferguson had assembled
in his 26-year-long reign at
Old Trafford.
Ronaldo’s transfer saga
was however one that
stretched on for a long
time. Ferguson’s disdain
for Real Madrid’s tendency

to pay exorbitant fees to
buy the biggest player in the
world is one that he never
attempted to hide and it is
reported that he was even
ready to sell Ronaldo to
Real’s arch-rivals Barcelona
just to ensure that anyone
but the Madrid giants

would get his star forward.
According to AS, Real
Madrid had reportedly
agreed to pay Ronaldo’s
75 million Euro-payout
clause and Ferguson flew to
Portugal to cut off Madrid’s
bid directly. The Spanish
newspaper then says that
Ferguson went on to contact Barcelona and encourage them to make a bid for
Ronaldo.
In the end, however,
Ferguson knew of
Ronaldo’s desire to join
Real and this was key in the
transfer to go through.
Ronaldo’s fee was a
record that stood for four
years until Real broke it
again to buy Gareth Bale
from Tottenham Hotspur.
Unlike many other players
who have struggled to justify their record transfer

fees however, Ronaldo
would go on to become
one of the greatest players
in the club’s history. His
tally of a mind numbing
451 goals in just 438
appearances makes him
the highest goalscorer
overall in the club’s history. He is also the all-time
highest goalscorer for them
in LaLiga and the
Champions League.
Ronaldo and Ferguson
have expressed their admiration for each other a
number of times in the
years since. Ronaldo has
called Ferguson his father
in footballing terms while
Ferguson rated Ronaldo
as one of four players he
managed that he considers
truly world-class along
with Ryan Giggs, Paul
Scholes and Eric Cantona.
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dil Rashid has said it would be
“lovely” to play in the 2023
World Cup even though the leg-spinner will have turned 35 by the time
England defend their title.
Persistent shoulder trouble has
been a problem for Rashid, who
needed pain-killing injections while
helping England win their first men’s
World Cup title on home soil last
year.
Nevertheless, Rashid told
reporters in a conference call on
Saturday: “My aim is to play for
England as long as possible.
“We don’t know how long that
could be. Months, years, or whatever it is
“I have a vision in terms of
maybe achieving that, the 2023
World Cup would be lovely.
“If I stay fit, if my shoulder gets
stronger then I can hopefully play for
a long time.”
The Yorkshireman was an everpresent during last year’s World
Cup, although his 11 tournament
wickets came at an expensive average of 47.81 apiece.
But even though he wasn’t fully
fit, “top-drawer” England captain

that included Temba Bavuma and
Quinton de Kock.

A

Eoin Morgan never lost faith in his
leg-spinner.
“He knew the shoulder wasn’t
great, but he kept backing me,” said
Rashid.
“I went in there with a strong
mindset and did a decent job. That
shows when I am 100 percent everything else will hopefully work out
better.”
Rashid has, however, repeatedly taken important wickets, a quality he demonstrated again as he won
the man-of-the-match award for a
return of three for 52 against South
Africa in Johannesburg in February

‘TURNING POINT’
And with the next World Cup set
to be played in India, where pitches
traditionally favour spinners, Rashid
could be an even greater threat.
“South Africa was a big turning
point for me,” he said. “In South
Africa the shoulder was stronger.”
Looking ahead, Rashid said the
fact all senior cricket worldwide was
currently suspended because of the
coronavirus outbreak had not led
him to change his mind about
remaining a white-ball specialist
should the 2020 English season get
underway.
But Rashid, a veteran of 19
Tests, said he would “reassess” in
September, leaving open the possibility of a bid for a place in England’s
squad for the 2021/22 Ashes in
Australia.
“If I don’t make that decision of
playing red-ball and just sticking to
white-ball then there’s no Ashes or
whatever for me.
“But if I do, and I’m fully fit then
that’s something that I could look
towards but that’s something that I’ve
got to earn.”

Indian Arrows, the developmental side of the AIFF, will not
be relegated in any case.
Regarding the second division
league, the committee said it will
“wait for approval over regulatory matters from AIFF Executive
Committee and Asian Football
Confederation to understand the
feasibility of organising a shorter
duration tournament next season
for qualification to I-League 202021”.
The committee also recommended to abandon the various
youth leagues for which nearly
500 matches are yet to completed as the panel felt it would be an
injustice for kids and youth players to be compromising with
social distancing.
AIFF senior vice president
Subrata Dutta chaired the meeting, which was also attended by
general secretary Kushal Das and
I-League CEO Sunando Dhar,
among others.

ference which is insurmountable
by any other team even if all other
matches had been played and concluded as a normal course of
action,” the I-League Committee
said.
“With regards to the remaining clubs, and noting the concerns
expressed by many of them in
writing, the League Committee
recommended the remaining
prize money (apart from the
champion’s prize money) be
equally divided among the
remaining 10 participating clubs.”
The committee also recommended that there be no relegation from the I-League 2019-20
season, in a huge relief for the likes
of Aizawl FC and Neroca FC.
At the time of suspension of
the league, Indian Arrows were at
the bottom of the 11-team heap,
while Neroca (19 points from 17
matches) and Aizawl FC (16
points from 15 matches) were at
ninth and 10th, respectively.

eaturing India’s most revered cricketers, the BCCI
on Saturday uploaded a video to promote wearing masks in public places and help in the fight
against the COVID-19 pandemic, an initiative that
has been hailed by Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
The ‘Team Mask Force’ has been created to
spread awareness about wearing masks in public
places.
“TeamIndia is now #TeamMaskForce! Join
#IndiaFightsCorona and download @mygovindia’s
@SetuAarogya mobile application Mobile phone,” the
BCCI wrote on its Twitter handle.
Hailing the move, the PM tweeted, “Among the
most important tasks today — be a part of
#TeamMaskForce. Small but essential precautions can
keep us all safe. Important to spread awareness about
it.”
The ‘Team Mask Force’ video has messages from
Virat Kohli, Sachin Tendulkar, Sourav Ganguly,
Smriti Mandhana, Rohit Sharma, Harbhajan Singh,
Harmanpreet Kaur, Virender Sehwag, Rahul Dravid
and Mithali Raj, all of them speaking about the
importance of wearing masks and following the
directives of the government in this fight.
“Being a part of India team is a matter of great
pride. But today we are going to create a bigger team,
Team Mask Force,” Indian captain Kohli said in the
video. Doing his bit, Tendulkar said, “Come on India,
make masks and become part of mask force. And
remember to wash hands for 20 seconds and maintain social distancing.”

F

needed most.
Among the players competing
in the tournament are Trent
Alexander-Arnold (Liverpool),
Todd Cantwell (Norwich City),
Ryan Fredericks (West Ham
United), Diogo Jota (Wolves),
Raheem Sterling (Manchester City)
and Wilfried Zaha (Crystal Palace).
The full line-up will be confirmed ahead of the draw for the
tournament, which takes place on
April 20.
The opening rounds feature
four matches per day. The semifinals and final will be televised live
on April 25.
PTI

21 campaign must start by the first
week of September at the latest.
But Brady is adamant difficult
questions over training, testing of
players, hygiene and medical protocols will need to be resolved first.
She questioned how Premier
League clubs could regularly test
players for the virus when the
same situation is not yet in place for
all NHS workers.
She also highlighted a potential
unfairness in some squads having
a number of players in self-isolation.
“Police officers will need to be
at games even if they are behind
closed doors as some supporters
will travel to the stadium, even if
they cannot come in to watch,” she
said.
“Everyone at the stadium —
and even behind closed doors this
is about 300-500 people — including security, staff, medical officers,
players, referees and media, will
have to have temperature checks,
fill out health questionnaires and
observe social distancing.
“Then there is the issue of
injuries. All this is manageable but
what if a player gets injured, where
do we send him?
“It can’t be to an NHS (UK
National Health Service) hospital
that is already under pressure and
private hospitals are carrying out
NHS procedures and not taking in
injured footballers. So then what?”
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American qualifying for the
2022 World Cup in Qatar, delayed
Sby outh
the coronavirus pandemic, will
begin in September, the region’s
governing body CONMEBOL has
said.
Last month, CONMEBOL asked
FIFA to delay the start of the qualification campaign as the first two
rounds of matches at the end of
March could not be played due to
football being suspended on the
continent.
“For the moment, the start fixed
by (FIFA) for its celebration is
September 4-8 in the format already
established,” said CONMEBOL on
Friday.
All 10 teams are due to play each
other home and away in a round
robin format. That amounts to 18
matches, far more than most other

continental federations organize.
The first two rounds need to be
rearranged but CONMEBOL said
any new dates would have to be ratified by FIFA.
And with the Copa America
being postponed until next year, the
opportunities to fit in an extra two
rounds of matches appear few.
As it is, two rounds of World Cup
qualifiers are due to be played on
June 3 and 8, 2021, with the Copa
now set to begin on June 11.
Meanwhile, CONMEBOL said
that no restart date could yet be fixed
for its flagship club competitions, the
C opa Libertadores and C opa
Sudamericana.
However, it reiterated its “determination” to complete the 2020 editions of both tournaments — the
South American equivalents of the
UEFA Champions League and
Europa League.
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ndy Murray admits that his
Roland Garros final defeat
A
in 2016 to lifetime rival Novak
Djokovic remains one of his
most shattering losses.
Djokovic triumphed in
Paris, 3-6, 6-1, 6-2, 6-4 to capture his first and only French
Open title.
On Friday, Murray and
Djokovic shared an Instagram
Live chat where they discussed
a rivalry which began in childhood and is still going strong in
their early 30s.
“If I could change one
result, I obviously would have
loved to win the Australian
Open or the French Open, but
as a challenge for me, because
clay was such a tough surface
for me throughout my career,”
Murray told the world number
one during the link-up.
“Just in the terms of the way
I played on clay it was the hardest one for me to adapt to.
“That would have been my
biggest achievement for me if I
would have won the French.
“Australia has been pretty

painful for me thanks to you
over the years. If I could change
one I would take the French
Open off you.”
Djokovic has long had the
upper hand on Murray.
He leads their head-tohead 25-11 and has 17 Grand
Slam titles to the Briton’s three.
However, Murray does
possess two Olympic Gold
medals from London in 2012
and Rio in 2016.
He defeated Djokovic in
the semi-finals in London on

his way to the title.
“I felt like a played well
overall, but you beat me in the
London Olympics in the semis,
7-5, 7-5,” Djokovic said.
“I still felt like we both
played very well, I felt the
quality of the match was pretty good, you were just better in
the decisive moments of the
sets.
“Of course I was devastated when I lost because it was
Olympic Games, but I was
happy with the way I played.”
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Q What is your role in Voot Select’s The
Raikar Case?
First things first. The series is a murder mystery. The story revolves around
who has done it and also talks about interpersonal relationship between the
family members of this big family. I play Yashwant Naik
Raikar, the head of the
family. He is like the epicentre of
the

family and what has happened in the family. He is of patriarchal mindset.
Q What made you say yes to the role?
Whenever, I take up any project, I
look for the story. I try and listen to the
story as an audience and that’s exactly
what I did with this one too. This story
is gripping, so much so that one just can’t
let go of it after watching one episode.
Today, people have a lot of choices,
there are so many platforms with so many
shows and if a series is making sit and
watch the complete series despite of the
so many distractions, this itself indicates
how engaging the story is. I am happy that
we are getting lots of messages from people that they loved the story. It makes me
even more happier that what I am likATUL KULKARNI
ing, the audience too is liking that.
Q You debuted with Bhoomi Geetha.
He is seen in films like Raees, The Ghazi
How did you come on board for
Attack and Section 375. He speaks with
that?
Musba Hashmi about his latest venture,
I was doing a play in Delhi, when I
The Raikar Case, what made him take
was studying in National School of
up the role and fondest memory
Drama (NSD) back then and we had a
in the industry
show in Bangalore. That’s when, Kesari
Haravu, director of the film saw me in the
play and offered me the film. That’s how

Talktime

hen the entire country is
home bound owing to the
current lockdown due to the
novel Coronovirus, what one can’t cordon off is the sudden cravings. Be it for
gol gappas, bhelpuri, samosas, garlic
bread or for that matter even momos,
people have started donning the hat of
a chef. All thanks to social media. Get
up, walk up to the kitchen, play a cooking video on any of the platform and
you are good to go.
One doesn’t even have to put too
much efforts in searching for these
videos as the moment one opens their
social media, hundreds of thousands
of such videos are ready to pop out of
the screen any moment. The craze of
cooking is on an all time high. Even the
laziest man on earth is out there in the
kitchen, preparing to satisfy his craving.
However, this is leading to stocks
running out far and wide. With baking being high on agenda, active dry
yeast has gone out of stock at major
delivery stations like Grofers, Big
Basket and even the local grocery
stores. “The demand has suddenly
peaked with not less than 20 yeast
packets being sold in a day. That was
my stock for the past eight months with
only once in a while people asking for
it,” said Babli of the Goel Stores in Hauz
Rani, Saket
From Mexican to Italian to baking
breads, making pizza dough from
scratch, to Chinese to regional cuisines
on the Indian platter, social media is
flooded with pictures and recipes by
users. “I cant remember the last time
I stayed home for so long that too without any cooks, maids or cleaners.
Obviously, this is the time to explore
and show-off your internet gained
cooking skills,” said Jilmil Dutta who
is home locked in Sarva Priya Vihar
due to the Coronavirus.
The deal is to cook something
exotic, and much like a restaurant.
From enchiladas, to Mexian roles and
guacomoli to pizza, pasta, lasania to litti
chokha, pav bhaji and dhokla, everything that people would order in or go
out to eat, is being made at home, much
to the delight of family members
working from home.
Besides all the exotica being dished
out from home kitchens, there is a
whole body of food and chores related jokes that have been regaling whatsapp users in these difficult time of
lockdown. “I feel my utensils have had
a litter,” said one overworked housewife, while the other said “I feel like this
virus is a conspiracy to make me learn
how to cook.”
The mostly working population of
urban women is now home bound and
ready to try her hand at things she
always wanted to but could never find
time to. “The usual dal chawal is not
my idea of cooking. I find it boring. So
I’ve been voraciously trying out my
hand at Internet recipes and have
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I got the project.
Q You have done a lot of varied roles.
What made you experiment?
Like I said, I go for the story and the
storyteller (director). This is the main criteria for me and then comes the role
ofcourse. This is the order I follow before
I take up any project.
Q How do you define acting and what is
your approach towards it?
In simple words, you pretend. You are
into the business of pretending things. It
is all about conviction. One has to convince people that you are that character
yourself and the story that you are telling
is true.
Q Your fondest memory in the industry.
The day I entered the industry has
been the most memorable moment for
me till date. I love doing films and am glad
that I have been a part of this industry.
Q Was there a moment when you have
to go out of you comfort zone?
Not really. My training in NSD comes
handy in this case. NSD teaches you in an
extremely professional manner. Also, acting is about getting out of your comfort
zone. You are never the character that you
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actively been discussing what comes
next with my Insta and Facebook
friends. A lot of time has been consumed doing this chore that is a
delight for a change,” Urmila Singh, a
highly placed and busy marketing
executive, says.
Such has been the increased intake
of food, that circumfrences have grown
and fat burning home remedies becoming a common feature. “Dear Tummy,
kya aapko pata nahin lockdown mein
bahar nikalna mana hai?. App kaisey
itna bahar nikal rahi hain?”.
Karan Dua, who runs a cooking
channel DilSeFoodie on YouTube,
Facebook and Instagram says his channel had never seen such a surge in
views. “I have been actively running
these channels and posting videos
since 2013, but it was not before the
lockdown phase that my channels saw
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a surge of about 1500 followers daily
and views counting in thousands, with
demands pouring in every day for new
recipes, to be precise easy ones,” he says.
It is not only baking or cooking that
everyone is running after, the latest
trend that people are falling head over
heels for is Dalgona coffee. “I came to
know about this trend through social
media where everyone was busy mixing coffee, sugar and water into a thick
foamy texture. I too decided to follow
the trend and made a video on the
same. I got immense appreciation for
the same,” Dua tells you.
Dalgona coffee is nothing but
what Indians are making since eternity. Take coffee powder, add some sugar
and one spoon water and whisk it for
five to seven minutes or until it turns
into a light-coloured creamy foam. Take
hot or cold milk in a cup or glass and

layer the foam onto it. A thick layer is
just as fine. The milk will remain in the
bottom half of the cup while the light
coloured foam will float on it. Your
Dalgona coffee is ready to serve.
Not to mention all the memes that
have been doing rounds on Dalgona
coffee. Someone is posting a picture of
a half-peeled potato and captioning it
‘Dalgona Aaloo’ while another one presents ‘Dalgona Kabootar’ and the most
hilarious of all is the ‘Dalgona Peg’ by
a Punjabi man.
One of the most watched videos of
Dua is the one in which he is teaching
people an easy way to boil water.
“Humour is welcomed by everyone.
That is why I decided to make this
tricky video which has garnered more
than 90,000 views. I engage my viewers with recipes and sometimes with
fun,” he says.
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OVID-19 is wreaking havoc across.
Factories, offices and shopping malls
remain shut, social distancing is the norm
and our daily lives have come to a halt.
Perhaps for the first time in their lives,
people are now forced to spend their time
at home. And while it may seem relaxing at the beginning, it will also be quite
agitating to be confined to the four walls
of your home. With outdoors no longer
an option, this provides an opportunity
to give ones balcony a plush makeover
during lockdown.
To make a balcony comfy, one must
consider the space that he/she has to work
with. It is also important to consider any
existing structures such as doors, walls,
flower beds and others as they will play
a part in how your space will look. It is
also essential to avoid cluttering your balcony with too many objects. Instead one
should look to build around a focal point,
only adding in necessary accessories
where needed. Creating a cosy nook in
the balcony isn’t difficult and can be done
by adding a simple pendant light or casu-

are playing, you are a different person.
Having said that, there is always something — a quality — of the character in
yourself . It is a combination of both. For
every character, you have to go out of your
comfort zone, may be physically or mentally. As an actor, it is my duty to do that
(go out of the comfort zone) and I am
trained for it.
Q A lesson learnt in the industry.
One thing that I have always told
myself is that my profession is not my life.
This profession is overwhelming — suddenly people start recognising you. So one
thing that you must learn is to never take
yourself too seriously because of the
name and fame that comes with this profession. It is a big no-no. The key is to stay
grounded and not think too much about
being into this profession.
Q What are your upcoming projects?
I am writing the script for Laal Singh
Chaddha, Aamir Khan will be playing the
role. I will be acting in a series — City of
Dreams, Nagesh Kukunoor will be directing it. Then I am doing a show for Netflix,
it is a Bahubali prequel. That’s all for the
time being.
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ooks that
are lying in
the drawers —
bring them
out for the
stack. Cushion
covers lying
packed
—
bring them
out for a freshn e s s .
Expensive art
pieces only
meant for parties — time to display them for
yourself. Move that furniture around for your
evening zoom hangouts. Opening up the picture frame gifts and start planning a gallery wall.
Create a space for family because everyone is
in it together. De-clutter the spaces because minimalism will be the new normal. These small
changes can help make your space look bigger,
fresher and more personalised. These spaces
should reflect the person inhabiting them to
infuse positivity and creativity

B

ally placed candles making it a perfect
spot in this weather to savour with a glass
of wine. And finally, one must have comfy
seating, as this will be the only place
where one can get some fresh air, at least
temporarily.
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ith our surroundings
remaining static due to
the lockdown, each day seems
monotonous with a mundane
setup at home; this not only
dissolves one’s productivity but
also impacts their psychological stability. To break this
monotony, a refreshing home
styling curriculum is quintessential. The rearrangement of
furniture in order to alter the
perception of a space is ideal to
start with; enhancing the circulation pattern, augmenting
the corners with art, rearrangement of existing art can help in
rejuvenating the space while
birthing a new hobby during
these tough times. Creating layers through fabric and soft
furnishing such as throw cushions helps in adding drama in
the visual scape. Bold display of
2^dacTbh)APWd[1P]bP[P]S0\Xc0da^aP?Pac]Tab souvenirs and sculptures helps
320Va^d_ in tying the spaces together. To
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enhance the home workspaces,
creating a stimulating context
through colour coded books,
organised documents and
uncluttered surroundings is
crucial.
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Y What is your film about?

This is my directorial debut horror film for YouTube. I usually do comedy sketches for the channel. But I wanted to do something different. Horror as a genre on YouTube has not exactly been
explored much. There have been horror-comedies but not pure horror. I wanted to experiment and therefore the always say that 26minute short film.
Y How tough was it to work in the genre?
I used to always say that it was easy to deal with this genre.
But when I started exploring it, I realised that it was not as easy.
What one thinks is going to be scary need not necessarily be scary
when you get it down on the screen. I understood it was not as
easy as it looks and one had to go that extra mile to make things
scary. But as I explored more, it became easier. I definitely learnt
a lot with this movie.
Y India doesn’t make as good horror films. Where is the gap?
I would say that we have had our fair share of good horror films.
There was Bhoot by Ram Gopal Varma. Then there is a film by
Pawan Kripalani — Phobia — starring Radhika Apte. There are a
few directors who have done some good work. Some of our horror films have sex and romance and we deviate and loose track of
the story. When we concentrate of the story, we do a better job.
Y How did your comedy journey begin?
I have done Civil Engineering. Like any other person in
Mumbai, I wanted to be an actor as well. My father would tell me
that I needed to wise up and realise that there are millions of people who wanted to be one and I should give up my dream. I used
to watch vines and thought that India had so many topics why not
make something on those topics that were fun. From vines I
switched to Insta to Facebook to finally YouTube and became a
career.
Y Is it possible to make a career in comedy today?
I think it is tough because the genre is getting saturated. One
has to do something out-of-the-box to stand out make good money
from it and go places.
Y Have Indians learnt to laugh at themselves?
Indians get offended easily. Todd Philips director of Joker and
Hangover series stopped making comedies because he felt that people get offended easily. People need to understand that there are
people who love to joke around. Just because one made a joke about
a serious issue, it doesn’t mean that we are making of the issue at
hand. It is meant to be taken as a joke. I have been roasted many
times for my jokes. You are a bad comedian if you can’t take a joke
on yourself. Sometimes people cross the line which should be avoided.
Y Can you share a few instances where you were roasted?
I have been roasted by 18-19 year olds. I think they are just
being teenagers. Once they are past this phase, they will understand things better.
Y What is keeping you busy?
For now, it is comedy. It is my comfort zone. But I am looking to explore murder-mystery as a genre. It will take time to put
it out on paper but hopefully it will be a short film as well. One
day I hope I can make a full-length movie as well.
Y Where do you get inspiration from?
It is all around me. Have you ever tried to make a video of people on Holi day with faces covered with colour? I make content
from what is around me. I made a video on the face of people with
colour on their faces and it went viral. One just has to sit with paper
and pen and one will get content. Sometime, it gets exhausting since
I am looking for content. But I really down get down to making
it till I am convinced that it is good to go.
Y What was your parents’ reaction when you quit?
They have always been supportive of what I am doing. They
were worried for me because they felt what I was doing was not
going to go anywhere. But they settled don once my popularity rose.
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ew sociological trends have had a
bigger impact on state of the world
today than immigration. Look around
and you see its effects everywhere.
Countries across the globe are
becoming melting pots. Populaces in nation
after nation are becoming distinctly more
diverse. Colleges and universities the world
over are becoming more international, with
increasing immigrant representation on
campus. Doctors and other professionals are
increasingly from immigrant backgrounds.
Major companies are now being run by
immigrants from other countries. Even
Olympic athletes and other sports stars often
hail from countries other than those they
represent. You can see evidence of diaspora all
around the world.
Why is this so? How did immigration
become such a predominant trend in the
world? To understand immigration, you have
to first understand the immigrant. Who,
exactly, is an immigrant? Well, look in the
mirror. Do you find yourself in a city or town
other than where you grew up? Did you
happen to move to a better place for a better
livelihood, or living conditions, or environment
for you and your family? Did you adapt to new
conditions, new environments, new neighbours
and communities, perhaps even a new
language, to make your transition more
effective, and to fit in better? If you did, you are
an immigrant at heart! You already understand
and appreciate where the immigrant spirit
comes from, what the underlying motives are
behind it, and what makes for a successful
immigration experience.
Immigration is nothing but this spirit
playing out across national boundaries. This is
and always has been the clarion call of
immigration to people at large. The quest for a
better life. For safety. For real emancipation.
Fur the well-being of future generations. For
greener grass. These urges and aspirations are
as fundamental as life itself. Pure Darwinian
adaptation and evolution at work. These are
such powerful motivations that they propel
immigrants to take leaps of faith, sometimes
even taking inordinate risks, to make it to their
promised lands.
From time immemorial, the world has seen
many flavors of what can broadly be termed
immigration. There was immigration in small
trickles. There was immigration en masse.
There was immigration that was largely
peaceful, and immigration that entailed the use
of overwhelming force. You could look at the
mega invaders and conquistadors of the past,
and classify them in two categories — those
that invaded and ravaged and left, such as an
Alexander the Great and a Genghis Khan, and
those that stayed and built societies, such as the
Aryans and the Moghuls in India. Then there
were the European colonizers — English and
French and Dutch and Spanish — colonising
entire continents from Asia to Africa to South
America. They were propelled by the
immigrant spirit too, just happened to have
sufficient economic and military might to take

charge by force. And then there were people
forcibly brought to foreign lands to serve as
slave or bonded laborers, for instance in the
Caribbean and Fiji, and of course the United
States of America.
These were all different flavours of
immigration. They all entailed mass
movements of a people from their native land
to another, and they brought with them their
own variations of motivations, dynamics,
trajectories and assimilations. The underlying
factors, however, were always the economic,
social, lifestyle and political empowerment and
emancipation of the groups in power.
While there were many trials and
tribulations, and triumphs and tragedies
associated with immigration, one of the great
success stories is often considered the United
States of America. It is a country that is proud
to call itself a nation of immigrants. It was
founded in its current form by the most famous
group of immigrants in the world who left
what they believed to be the tyranny and
persecution of the British monarchy to create a
new nation founded on profoundly democratic
ideals and principles. Ever since, America has
opened its doors to immigrants from around
the world, and become a beacon of hope and
prosperity for the world that has attracted
millions of immigrants to its shores.

any other countries also saw significant
M
rises in their immigrant populations
during this time. Many of the colonies of the
European powers, such as India, Pakistan,
Algeria, Senegal, Mexico, and Brazil saw large
swathes of people moving to their respective
colonial lands. After the collapse of the Soviet
Union, Eastern Europe saw a surge of
immigrants moving westward in search of
better lives. Economic hardships in Central and
Latin America saw significant immigration
towards the prosperous North. And war-torn
suffering and economic hardships saw
poignant and sometimes tragic immigration
from Syria and the Middle East into Europe
and elsewhere.
While immigration has been a global
phenomenon for centuries, in the last forty
years it has seen a decided acceleration. The
biggest reason for this is the consumer
revolution and ensuing consumer
empowerment brought about by the instant
access to information and connectivity now
afforded to billions of people around the globe.
This has enabled unprecedented visibility and
exposure to life in more prosperous countries
with substantially elevated standards of living.
Ironically, while the world has gotten better
connected, it has also undergone a substantially
widening economic disparity, with an everdecreasing minority of the population
possessing an ever-increasing proportion of
societal wealth. This further reinforces the gap
between haves and have nots, propelling the
latter to venture out to foreign lands to seek
better lives.
So extensive has global immigration been
that it is starting to become a victim of its own

success. The increasing scale of immigration
and its after-effects are now starting to create
significant social, economic and political
stresses. While the motivations to immigrate
remain as pure and profound as ever, these
stresses are now beginning to create fault lines
in destination countries. As the influx of
immigrants gets larger and larger, receiving
countries are beginning to grapple with its
impacts and implications. Economic hardships
of the local populace are beginning to get
attributed to immigration. Crime and scarcity
of public resources are often blamed on
immigrants who are portrayed as using up
national resources and not adhering to the laws
of their adopted lands. Loss of cultural identity
and conformity, including dilution of national
languages and religious values are often pinned
on immigrants. Drugs and diseases often have
fingers pointing at immigrants too. A case in
point is the current novel Coronavirus,
increasingly attributed to immigrants from
China carrying it to their adopted countries
and regions.
These fault lines have given rise to massive
nationalistic movements around the world.
Starting with the modern mecca of
immigration, the United States, significant
forces are now questioning the merits and
modalities of immigration, while others are
questioning their ethics and moralities. There is
a dramatic retrenchment of immigration
policies at work, in particular when it comes to
illegal immigrants, who while driven by the
exact same motivations, haven’t yet found the
time or resources or circumstances to come in
via the legal route.
Emboldened by this credible challenge to a
wide-open immigration policy posed by the
flag bearer of immigrant nations, other
countries are following suite. In the United
Kingdom, one of the biggest motivators of the
Brexit movement was the disenchantment and
even perceived threat from immigrants. Even
in the most progressive and pro-immigration
nations of the world, such as France, Germany,
and the Scandinavian countries, the tide of
immigration beliefs and policies has been
turning, with the emergence of conservative,
nationalistic forces and political power.
What happened here? How did we go from
a laissez faire, open door immigration mindset
to this dramatic push back and retrenchment
towards nationalistic orientation?
To understand this, you have to go back to
the core dynamic of the immigration
experience itself — on all parties. Being an
immigrant is a bit like being a guest. There are
ways to be a good guest and ways to be a bad
one. For instance, you show up as invited under
the guidelines established by your host. If you
show up unannounced via the backdoor you
won’t be as welcome! Also, the host will
appreciate and incorporate you more if you
bring a skill or talent, and add something to the
party. If you are going to bring the party down,
or worse, disrupt it in any way, you will clearly
not be welcome.
Similarly, as an immigrant, you have to

bring some expertise or quality considered valuable in your
adopted country. This will automatically draw appreciation
and accommodation from the host nation. You have to fit in
with your new home and community. Everyone appreciates
and even enjoys new thinking, a different point of view
coming from a different vantage point, and unique cultures
and customs. But within the fabric of a society, so it can be
woven into the mosaic, and enrich all parties, not rip or
ruin the fabric. Fundamentally, immigration implies a
change of venue, but not a change in socio-economic
parameters and work ethics. You still have to endeavor and
compete. You still have to create and add value — in fact
more so than in your native land. Immigration is not just a
way out, it also has to be a way in.
ike any successful association, immigration is about
L
forming a win-win partnership between the immigrants
and host nations. There has to be a positive outcome for
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each side for immigration to be successful and viable in the
long term. Immigrants have to find a higher, safer quality of
life and standards of living. They have to feel like they
belong, assimilating while at the same time being able to
preserve their cultures and traditions.
But concurrently, their host nations and communities
have to realise some benefit from having immigrants there
too. They have to have their quality of life and standards of
living enhanced too. They have to have their jobs
completed, or other purposes served. They have to see
immigrants making an effort to integrate and assimilate
themselves into their communities, to enhance them rather
than disrupt or undermine them.
At this juncture in human history, the fate of the
immigration wave hangs decidedly in balance. The forces of
nationalism and self-preservation are forcing a re-think on
the societal costs and benefits from immigration. And of
course, all the calculus around it is now being thrown in
complete disarray because of the novel Coronavirus
pandemic. Borders are being closed, lockdowns are being
enforced, and economies are winding down. Travel
worldwide has slowed down to a trickle, and in many places
even come to screeching halt. Immigration has largely been
shut down, and there is a strong undercurrent brewing to
be self-sufficient and reduce reliance on foreign companies
or workers. Immigrants are now much more hesitant to
travel, and countries are much more reticent to accept
them. In certain regions, the immigration wave has truly
reversed, with intra-national workers trekking back to their
native lands from major metropolises to escape the health
and economic distress. There is also extreme concern about
local economies and the livelihoods of local workers, with a
heavy emphasis on employing local workforces, thereby
pushing immigration opportunities further into the
background. 2020 is quite a shock wave to the immigration
system.
What then is the prognosis for immigration in the
months and years ahead? Will the current Coronavirus
crisis and the nationalistic self-preservation forces throttle
the flow of immigration around the world? Or will the
historical forces of the economic emancipation trump
these? How will the Coronavirus pandemic impact
immigration in the long term? These are fundamental
questions facing governments and societies around the
world, with profound implications on the shape of the
world to come. Time will tell which path is chosen by the
world, and history will judge if it was a path well chosen!
The writer is the author of The Consumer Revolution:
Tipping the balance of power published by
Sage Publications India
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hat was how Malayalam literary critic, M Satheesan,
described the momentous
occasion when Jnanpith
Award Committee conferred
the biggest literary prize for the year
2019 upon Akkitham Achuthan
Namboothiri late last year.
Akkitham, as he is popularly
known, is South India’s one and only
Maha Kavi (great poet) whose works
have played a major role in demolishing
and destroying orthodoxy and conservatism associated with the Brahmin
community — to which he too belongs.
Aged 94, he is the last surviving social
reformer, who revolutionized the lives
of not only the Namboodiri households
but even that of people belonging to
lower strata of the Kerala society.
“I would like to be remembered as
an astrologer,” remarked the nonagenarian, when he learnt of the award.
“My forte has been astrology, a science.
I learnt scientific astrology. Poetry is
only a hobby. I scribble occasional
thoughts that came to my mind,” he
said, from Devaayanam, the poet’s
mana (traditional Namboodiri house)
at Kumaranalloor in Kerala’s
Palakkadu district. Despite his age, the
poet is alert and well in control of his
faculties.
Powerful with words, Akkitham set
the state’s cultural and political platforms ablaze with his revolutionary
poems in 1950s and 1960s. He had forecasted the collapse of Communism and
disintegration of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republic (USSR) way back in
1970s. He has not written much of poetry in the last two decades as he has been
busy with translation of Sree
Mahabhagavatham, the great purana of
Bharata, into Malayalam.
“We could not have asked for more.
I rate this as literature at its peak,” said
Rameshan Nair, a poet and long-time
associate of Akkitham of the translation.
Nair himself is the winner of 2019
Sahitya Akademi Award for poetry.
Akkitham’s friends including Jeevan
Kumar, editor, Yajnopaveetham and Prof
K P Sasidharan of Kozhikode feel the
award should have been conferred upon
poet at least two decades ago.
“Akkitham is a natural poet. The new
age writers are light years behind him.
They are yet to pen down lines which
would get engraved in our minds,” said
Prof Sasidharan, former head of the
department, Malayalam,
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Guruvayurappan College, Kozhikode
and Kerala’s leading literary critic.
The author of The Epic of the 20th
Century, the best poetical work to
emerge in Malayalam literary landscape
sans any media blitzkrieg was his humble self when we caught up with him.
“Everything is decided by God.
Daivadheenam Jagatsarvam! Nothing
belongs to us. Everything is pre-des-

tined,” he said, pointing to the sky.
“All aberrations in our educational
system began the day Nehru decided to
make Hindi the national language. Had
Sanskrit been the national language, the
country would have been much richer
in terms of knowledge,” said Akkitham.
He attributes his powerful expression to his knowledge of Sanskrit and
Sanskrit literature. “The great poets of

yesteryears, namely, Ulloor S
Parameswara Iyer, P Kunhiraman Nair,
Kumaran Aasan, Vallathol Narayana
Menon, Edassery Govindan Nair,
Olappamanna Subramanian
Namboodirippadu, Vailoppilli
Sreedhara Menon were all Sanskrit
scholars. Their works had originality in
them and they wrote literature unparalleled anywhere in the world. Where do

we find such writers now? Sure, novelist
M T Vasudevan Nair fits the bill. But
others do not have that power to move,”
said Akkitham.
Even as the grand old man of
Malayalam poetry laments the missing
spark in the Malayalam literature, he
points that literature — be it poem,
novel, short story or drama — is an
ongoing process. “What Valmiki and
Kalidasa wrote were based on their own
world of experiences. Every person on
this earth has his/her own universe of
experiences and they should be able to
realise the same. Remember the old
Persian saying: ‘You fool, look into the
heart and write!’,” he points out.
A rebel and reformist at heart,
Akkitham played a major role in getting
rid of some of the outdated and irrelevant traditions prevailing in the
Namboodiri community. Re-marriage of
Namboodiri widows and Namboodiri
women going out for work were
unthinkable and unimaginable even
during the early years of the 20th century. He, together with V T
Bhattathirippadu and E M S
Namboodirippadu (the first chief minister of Kerala), worked overtime and
made use of all platforms and avenues
to end the social evil and dogmas in the
community.
The poet blames the complacency
which had set in the Namboodiri community as the reason behind these social
evils. “We ourselves are to blame for the
same as the Namboodiris were financially sound, up in the social hierarchy
and had nothing to worry about. But
when they hit a low in life and faced difficulties, they had to change and permanently at that,” said Akkitham.
The same was the case with the
oppressed classes who were denied
opportunity to learn Sanskrit, Vedas and
Upanishats for centuries. Akkitham led
the social revolution which turned the
prevailing customs upside down and
threw the doors opened for people from
the lower strata to learn the great Indian
system of knowledge and tradition. “I
was totally against the practice of
Brahminism by an exclusive class.
Nothing should be denied to the people
of this great land in the name of religion, caste and class,” said Akkitham.
The Sri Ramaswamy Temple at
Kadavallur near his hometown is a
standing monument of Akkitham’s
tenacity. The annual anyonyam (an
intellectual debating event) on Rig

Veda held in the months of NovemberDecember sees vedic scholars from all
over the globe assembling at
Kadavallur. Only the best scholars
graduate as champions. The age-old
vedic debate contest is held under the
supervision of Kadavallur Anyonya
Parishath and is described as the only
event of this kind taking place anywhere in the world.
Akkitham who has authored thousands of poems in his 94 years (and
counting!) and who was described as
‘Left of the Centre’ writer suddenly
became a persona non-grata for the
comrades when he questioned and challenged the social evils being practiced
by the Marxists. The CPI(M) is known
for its ideology of physically annihilating the enemies. This was unacceptable
to the poet in Akkitham who questioned the practice in his works like The
Legend of the 20th Century and other
poems.
The poet blames the inertia that has
set in the governments which ruled
India since 1947. “The first thing they
(the governments) should have done
was to ban religious conversion. Besides
the creation of Pakistan by tearing apart
India, the unbridled freedom given to
the foreigners to convert Hindus to
other religions played havoc with the
soul of the country. Mahatma Gandhi
was against religious conversions. It is
sad that we failed to read what was in
the heart of Mahatma,” said Akkitham,
while addressing the Gandhi Peace
Foundation delegates at Kozhikode in
Kerala. “Even a Gold Vessel cannot
cover the power of truth,” he went to
quote from a shloka.
Akkitham Achuthan Namboothiri is
not enthusiastic about discussing poetry,
any longer. “My mission as a poet is
over. It is my passion in astrology which
sustains my energy and spirit. Now it is
for the younger generation to take off
from where me and my colleagues left.
The world of literature is vast and is in
an ever-expanding mode. So, there is lot
to write and a lot to speak… It is an
Akshaya Paatra, which is eternally overflowing. Those who are keen to write
poems and stories can derive unlimited
spirit and energy from it. But please
remember, don’t write just for the sake
of writing. If you do that, it will never
be literature,” advises the poet before
rounding up our session.
True, such legends are rare to come
by. We are lucky to have him among us.
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he Bajpai apartment at 209
Sullivan Place in Brooklyn
became a gathering place
for Indian émigrés and their
nationalist and political activities-a hotbed for the
Independence Movement. Ragini
was by now resigned to her husband sharing his roof and his
purse with indigent political
refugees from India. He was
working full time for his political
mentor, Lala Lajpat Rai, the
nationalist leader and champion
for Indian Home Rule. As councillor of the Indian Home Rule
League, Bajpai had been thrust
into the centre of nationalist
activities. From the time it was
founded in New York in 1915 by
Lala Lajpat Rai, the Home Rule
League had attracted the attention of British Intelligence agents
operating in America. Its office at
1400 Broadway was constantly
under surveillance. Radical
nationalists, in an ultimate act of
opposition to Britain, had sided
with Germany during World War
I. Several Indians, and American
sympathizers of Indians, like Dr
Taraknath Das, Sailendra Ghosh
and Agnes Smedley, suspected of
being a part of a “German-Hindu
conspiracy” and a “HinduBolshevik clique,” were picked up
and deported or imprisoned at
the jail known as the Tombs in
downtown Manhattan.
Young India, a monthly journal brought out by the more
moderate League, was now being
used successfully to lobby
Congressional support for India’s
cause in Washington. Quarrels
which frequently arose between
more militant factions of Indian
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groups and institutions were usually arbitrated by Bajpai, who had
a reputation for being a brilliant,
fair and kind mediator.
Ragini, married to Bajpai
now for almost ten years, had
established herself as a respected
authority on Indian dance and
music. In 1928 she wrote
Nritanjali, the first book on
Indian dance to be published in
English. Based on her studies of
The Mirror of Gesture by Ananda
Coomaraswamy, some translations from the Natya Shastra and
her own dances, this small book
simply and eloquently sought to
unravel the spiritual complexities
and intricacies of the classical
Indian dance vocabulary for the
uninitiated. Critical acclaim of
the book had made a name for
her both in America and in
India.
She believed dance and

music, one of the finest phases of
Hindu life, must not be allowed
to remain unknown to the world.
“The world should know of it,
and the great masters should
ponder over the possibility of its
revival and renovation for the
whole world… Some people who
love Hindu music and dancing
must give their lives to it. I love
India and I am trying to find the
beauty of my life through Hindu
music and dancing to which I
have consecrated my life.”
She came to understand that
Indian dance was an act of worship and not for entertainment.
“Sadly enough, to us the phrase
Oriental dancing has pretty generally brought up little else than
the picture of the ‘danse du
ventre’ which was for many years
the particularly spicy feature of
every carnival or fair from Maine
to California,” wrote John

Martin, dance critic of The New
York Times; “…it is, therefore, a
happy circumstance that there
should be a few devotees like
Ragini who are able not only to
perform the classic dances but
also to write about them in such
a form that we of the West may
acquire some appreciation of
them before they disappear from
the earth.”
And The Dancing Times,
London, wrote: “It is difficult to
study dancing of all arts, from a
book: yet expert guidance, accurate description, and careful
explanations… are offered in this
valuable volume by Sri Ragini. It
carries its own commendation
upon every page being the work
of an artist for artists.”
Ragini was now sought after
among both wide and select circles of the public for her lively,
illuminating programmes of
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Indian dance and music.
Audiences responded enthusiastically to her interpretations of
ancient and modern dances of
India’s gods and goddesses. With
structured rhythmic development, graceful hand gestures and
facial expressions, she communicated to audiences the charm and
vivacity of the divine flute player,
Krishna, and his beloved, Radha.
She toured the country with
two colourfully costumed North
Indian musicians who accompanied her dances. In 1928 she
booked this “Trio Ragini” into
the Booth Theatre on Broadway
for a series of performances
which sold out. The New York
Times described the performance
as “an exotic evening of East
Indian Music at the Booth

Theatre last night, marked by
half lights of subtle atmospheric
suggestion and by highlights of
appealing lyric beauty-the songs
and dances of Ragini won her
audience with simple truth of
graceful interpretation rare to
be seen in the theatre. Several of
Ragini’s numbers had to be
repeated, beautiful plastic poses
accompanied by sinuous serpentine movements of the arms
and hands.”
Her husband, meanwhile,
had given up a lucrative job
with a pharmaceutical company
in order to devote his time to
Lala Lajpat Rai and the freedom
movement, often travelling
across the country to raise
funds for the cause. For Ragini
this led to a variety of experiences since she was constantly
devising ways to augment her
income. She appeared in
Carnegie Hall in a prologue to
The Light of Asia, Himangshu
Roy and Devika Rani’s film based
on Edwin Arnold’s poem on the
life of Buddha. The film received
a lukewarm reception, but
Ragini’s brief song and devotional dance, invoking Shiva, created
a stir. “Sri Ragini is a native of
India,” wrote one American critic, “she is as naturally imbued
with the traditions of her country
as any other artist who ever
entered this country… Ragini
Devi has a truly beautiful voice, a
mysterious manner of intoning
her songs, and with a sensuous
style of dance to add to the
atmosphere.”
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ast year in October, two groups of nations debated the grave accuL
sations of Uyghurs’ human rights violations in Xinjiang. This
episode revealed a global divide on the abuse of basic rights of the
ethnic community, particularly Muslims, in China’s western province.
It also highlighted the long arm of influence of Bejing’s money, muscle power and diplomatic influence across the world.
Xi Jinping regime’s carefully constructed narratives around the
so-called “vocational training centres” in Xinjiang came to light last
year via a leaked report in the Western media. For Beijing, these large
camps are voluntary vocational training centres where people imbibe
job skills before returning to their native places. However, according to the media reports, these heavily fortified camps are designed
to turn the Uyghurs and other Muslim minorities into good citizens
who can learn and speak Mandarin. China is running these re-education camps since 2017. And the fact is that these repressive camps
for the Muslims are meant for cultural genocide and brainwashing.
However, China strongly rejects the accusations and calls it as an internal affair of the state.
Xi is a dab hand at manipulating his power and authority to consolidate his position within and outside the party. He is fast changing the global power order as well. Thus he has been rightly described
as the reincarnation of Chairman Mao. With the gradual decline of
the global liberal order, China has broadened its soft power and
strengthened its position around the world. Also, America’s anticipated drawdown from many troubled and hotspots is directly encouraging China to gain a foothold in the global power structure.
The authorities in Beijing apprehend that with a global Islamic
terror spiral, Xinjiang might turn into China’s Libya or Syria soon.
In fact, China’s fear about separatism and terrorism, particularly about
Islamic jehad, is quite understandable. And it’s real, not imaginary,
in that province. The state intelligence officials and secret army data
reveal that the Uyghur separatist groups and Islamist militants are
backed by foreign nations, including the US. As the popular
Government propaganda goes, the only intention of the outsiders is
to destabilise China, particularly Xinjiang. Once it happens, i.e. the
Islamic fundamentalists gain a firm ground, this will plunge the
province into a year-long civil war. And the Communist leadership
in Beijing has long been haunted by this fear. Hence, it is adopting
best of its strategies against the radical elements and has put the entire
region under surveillance.
However, is it justified to restrict the basic minimum freedoms
of the locals in Xinjiang? Should all the Uyghurs pay the price for
some of its compatriots raising the banner of revolt against the mainland?
Human rights are fundamental liberties. And imposing curbs on
such basic rights is a grave crime. But then the Communists occupying the power corridors of China since 1949 have scant regard for
fundamental rights and freedoms of anyone, not even the dominant
Han ethnic ones.
What China says about Xinjiang is entirely different from what
appears in the Western media and elsewhere. Particularly, “Global
Times”, the only daily tabloid published by the Chinese Communist
Party, offers the world a purely nationalistic perspective on the Xinjiang
issue. To this newspaper, the Western reporting on Xinjiang and
Uyghur is full of double standards. These media outlets report only
the results, but sincerely fail to report underlying reasons, background
and processes that led to the actions of Beijing in Xinjiang. For the
party mouthpiece, the reporting about Xinjiang “vocational education and training centers”, as it calls, is nothing but misleading headlines, groundless accusations, obscure interviewees and double standards. The paper admits that such malicious campaign in the West
seriously damages the image of China. It also highlights that the
selective use of pejorative words such as “camps” instead of vocational
education and training centres reminds one of Nazi concentration
camps that existed during the Second World War to eliminate the
Jews in Germany. Unlike the Nazi concentration camps, these education centres aim to minimise the actions of those who try to involve
in committing crimes and particularly engaged themselves in terror
activities.
Last year on October 1, while delivering his maiden speech on
the occasion of the country’s 70th Independence Day celebration at
the Tiananmen Square, Xi emphasized that ‘No force can shake the
status of our great country; no force can stop the Chinese people and
the Chinese nation from marching forward’. Dressed in a traditional Mao suit, he reaffirmed that China is on its way to achieve peaceful rise, steered by the Communist Party, the People’s Liberation Army
and unity of its people, based on One China principle. This reminds
the people of Hong Kong, Taiwan, Tibet, Macao and lastly, Xinjiang
that Beijing will not allow any force to violate the territorial integrity of greater China at any cost. The country has displayed indigenously developed intelligent weapon system (HSU 001), quantum
computing, artificial intelligence and big data. In fact, the entire power
show was simply to indicate that China can deter the US and its allies
in any future conflict. Henceforth, in no uncertain terms, the separatists in Xinjiang and an external campaign accompanied by massive funding would really find it difficult to shake Beijing.
However, a constant pressure on the Uyghurs and other minorities in Xinjiang would send a negative signal to the outside world.
If it’s a peaceful rise, China must see to it that its people are guaranteed the basic minimum fundamental freedoms and rights. Else
the Uyghurs would become soft target for the global jehadi networks
such as the Islamic State, Al-Qaeda, Boko Haram, etc. China’s rise
will not be peaceful as it will be countered by both its immediate neighbours and the existing dominant powers around the world. Hence,
while chasing the grand “China Dream”, and One Belt One Road, Xi
must be extremely careful not to raise another boiling point like Hong
Kong, Taiwan, Tibet and South China Sea in Xinjiang. While curbing the major terror game plans instigated by the Islamic radicals,
Beijing should see to it that the ordinary Uyghurs and the rest of the
locals remain faithful to the mainland. Re-education camps, the way
it is conducted, may add anti-China feeling in this western province
of the country. Restricting the movements of millions of Uyghurs may
be counter-productive. The carrot and stick policy of the Communist
power elite towards the minority Muslims may turn Xinjiang into
another Syria or Libya of China. It’s better for Xi and China to lie
low while handling the wounds of the Uyghurs.
(The writer is an expert on international affairs)
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he unprecedented loss of life and
T
wealth due to spread of Covid-19
has taught numerous lessons to the
entire world, and India in particular.
The highly revered model of economic
growth based on international trade,
consumerism and overexploitation
of nature has failed to sustain itself.
In such times, the complete
dependence on the vagary of market,
and above all the withdrawal of
Government from the basic public services may prove extremely fatal.
The worst-ever crisis faced by
mankind has exposed the ugly face of
private sector. Rather than rehabilitating the infected patients, private
doctors have closed their ‘service’ to
avoid self-infection. Private firms
producing essential drugs, masks,
and sanitisers have raised the selling
prices of these necessary goods.
Most private firms are giving
their workers pink slips, instead of
helping them to survive in the same
cities during lockdown. Private schools
and colleges are not ready to offer their
buildings, either for quarantining
infected individuals or to accommodate migrant labours.
However, the purpose of the writing this article is to show that how
BSNL, a public sector unit which
Government is planning to sale, is
helping the country during crisis.
Since prevention is the best cure
for Covid-19, when most of the means
of communication are on hold, mobile
phones could be the most effective tool
to create awareness among masses.
That is why the Department of
Telecommunication issued an advisory
to all telecom companies to provide
awareness related to Covid-19 through
caller tune.
Unfortunately, most of the private
telecom companies did not pay any
heed to the advisory for a long time
as they were aware of the possible loss
of profits earned through caller tunes.
Moreover, BSNL and MTNL were the
first ones to start spreading awareness
through caller tune. They also
announced extension of validity period of their prepaid mobile services till
April, 20 and in addition offered C10
additional talk time even after zero
balance to ensure connectivity.
Now the question arises: Can we
measure the awareness campaign by
BSNL to stop further spread of Covid19 and help the poor by giving free talk
time merely in terms of money?
Sadly, the Government has been
arguing for long disinvesting in BSNL
just on the basis of monetary losses,
ignoring its possible usefulness at the
time of crisis.
However, the opponents of disinvestment, are citing many reasons for
the losses in BSNL i.e. lack of corporate governance, accountability and
incentive mechanism, slow decision
making, unaggressive market policy,
less aggressive market skills, unhealthy
practices adopted by private players,
Government interference, nepotism
and bribing of government officials by
rival private players in delay of
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schemes.
Further, there are some institutional reasons as well, which are
responsible for the damage caused to
BSNL. The use of BSNL’s infrastructure by rival private players at a negligible price and strategic blunder of
transferring unqualified employees
at the time of formation of BSNL are
the strategic institutional reasons for
its failure. Cheap mobile internet
connections to politicians and
Government employees also drained
its resources.
Looking back at the history, we will
find that BSNL stood as a top performer among all PSUs in 2003 but
came down to be the worst one by 2014.
In the first half of the 2000s, the
main reason for its increase in profit
was the expansion of telephonic services all over the country. It was in the
later half that BSNL started losing its
monopoly due to tough competition
given by private players despite the fact
that its landline infrastructure reached
the remotest areas. By 2010, the company was caught up in heavy losses
and bore the same fate in the following years as well.
However, despite availability of
mobile number portability and expensive services provided by the BSNL,
customers have not hitherto abandoned
it. Unlike private players, BSNL does
not indulge in offering various deceptive schemes just to attract customers.
It is due to the transparency of
BSNL that despite poor marketing,
customer share is falling at a slow rate.
Perhaps, public faith is still very high
in BSNL, that is why BSNL has added
around 9 lakh new mobile customers,
taking its total subscriber base to 11.62
crore till February, 2019.
It has happened at the time when
BSNL is still providing 3G services
while others have shifted to 4G.

Historically, BSNL has been institutionally damaged by the
Government itself. It can be understood by an information obtained
through RTI from Alwar district
office of BSNL which reveals that on
January 1, 2015, there wasn’t even a
single employee at the post of lineman
and mechanic who had any
degree/diploma in science or technology.
While
the
same
for
JE/JTO/SEO/SDE and DE/DGM/GM
were 71 per cent and 25 per cent
respectively. This was simply because
when BSNL was founded, a lot of nontechnical employees of Department of
Telecommunication were transferred
to BSNL. More so, majority of them
were absorbed in technical positions
i.e. lineman, phone mechanic, engineers and managers.
Since the nature of technology used
in telecommunication is highly volatile
and fast changing, the technically
qualified staff finds it difficult to comprehend or communicate the problems
at hand to the senior officials who are
not technically qualified. Even the
employees at lower levels of a technical work, like a lineman, also faces trouble when dealing with the public.
Moreover, a lot of Government
policies have directly or indirectly disfavoured BSNL. For instance, only Jio
or other private players’ connections
were provided to farmers and students,
under Digital India scheme.
Even TRAI has also favoured Jio
by allowing it to run its free scheme.
Similarly, BSNL was deliberately not
allowed to participate in the auction
of 4G. Though, BSNL was made a separate company but it could never free
itself from Government, especially
DoT in its decision making. Its social
obligations are very high. Whenever
an MLA or an MP demands network

in an area where number of households are very less, where private players are not interested, and the ratio of
profit to cost is as low as 0.001 per cent,
the Government resorts to BSNL.
Similarly, BSNL is made to continue landline phone services in some
areas where it is completely unprofitable for them. Such restrictions cannot be imposed on private players.
A look at the previous trend in oil
corporations, Navratana companies,
railways and airports shows that the
announcement of privatisation came
soon after the huge investment was
made in the improvement of their
infrastructure. There is an apprehension among BSNL employees that its
massive investment in the Bharat
Fiber scheme (to connect all the panchayats with internet network) may
also meet the same fate or may be sold
to Jio.
Interestingly, a lot of loss of BSNL
is due to outstanding due on Reliance
Jio which is C167.97 crore.
Thus, the outbreak of Covid-19 has
provided us the opportunity to rethink
our policy to disinvest in PSUs. One of
the reasons why India has been comparatively less affected from Covid-19,
despite all odds like high density of
population, poor education, delay in
preventive measures, mass movement
of casual labourers and return of high
number of infected persons from
abroad, is due to India’s massive “public” infrastructure in health, banking,
telecommunication and transport.
Once all public sector units are sold,
it will be difficult to rebuild them, and
India will not be able to cope with similar kind of crisis in the future.
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(Anish Gupta teaches economics at
Delhi University. Shaveta Kohli teaches economics at Central University of
Jammu.)
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he coronavirus pandemic has
T
changed the contours of world politics. The outburst of US President
Donald Trump against World Health
Organization’s alleged mishandling
of Covid-19 is loud and clear. Besides
accusing WHO of hiding the outbreak
and delaying decision to declare it a
pandemic, Trump also blamed China
for letting the virus travel around and
ravage the world.
While China is leaving no stone
unturned to gain supremacy in world
hierarchy, Covid-19 has proved a
hurdle in its path. Moreover, Islamic
clerics have declared the Wuhan
tragedy is a punishment for China’s sin
against the Uyghur Muslims. When
coronavirus afflicted dozens of Islamic
countries, Islamists issued fatwa that
mosques are the safest place against
the virus.
Seen in this perspective, some
Islamic clerics accused the Indian
Government of plotting social distancing as a ploy to malign and weaken the Muslim community.
A transnational Islamist movement Tablighi Jamaat, by holding
large gatherings in Malaysia, Pakistan
and Indonesia caused the virus to
export to multiple countries, from
Southeast Asia to West and South Asia.
Its four-day gathering of 16,000 at the

Sri Petaling Mosque in Kualampur at
the end of February spread the disease
to six Southeast Asian countries. Its
March congregation in Lahore attracted up to a quarter of million participants and ended up as the largest viral
infection in the world.
The videos and audios doing the
rounds showed Jamaat clerics say,
“There is a virus but more than 70,000
angels are with me and if they cannot
save me, who will?”
In Delhi, the Emir of Tablighi
Jamaat, Maulana Saad, had slammed
the lockdown and social distancing
rules as a conspiracy against Muslims
to gather for religious purpose. “This
(lockdown) is a plan to end amity
among Muslims, alienate them from
each other. Social distancing is a conspiracy against Muslims,” the Maulana
had said.
Some radical Islamic clerics believe
the virus has been sent by Allah to punish disobedience and sins of mankind.
Islamic State pointed out that Covid19 is good for Islam. It also said if a
natural calamity can cause this much
harm, jehadis can cause destructions
using man-made methods.
It seems the Islamists have turned
a deaf ear to the teaching of Prophet
Muhammad: “Cleanliness is half of the
faith done... If you hear of an outbreak

of plague in a land, do not enter it; if
the plague breaks out in place you are
in, do not leave that place.”
Tablighi Jamaat has been accused
of spreading coronavirus in India
after it held a congregation in Delhi
during the time the Kejriwal
Government had imposed Section 144
restricting gathering to five persons at
a place only.
Media reports claimed that many
of the Tablighis were infected with
coronavirus, but they hid information
about it and sneaked into different
parts of the country, thus increasing
the Covid cases many times.
The moot question is, was it a
deliberate attempt? Tracing Tablighi
Jamaath history and its major activities for almost three decades, one finds
mixed results. While it has not been
found involved in anything illegal
directly, the way the Tablighis defied
the health instructions of the
Government, it is clear that they did
it intentionally.
Also, there are various reports
which put Tablighi Jamaat in a bad
light. The organisation exists in more
than 150 countries with 60 to 70 million Muslim followers. In the British
town of Dewsbury, Tablighi Jamaat
functions as regional headquarters
coordinating activities throughout

Northern Europe. In Asia, Tablighi
Jamaat has a great following in
Indonesia, Malaysia, Bangladesh,
Pakistan, and Thailand.
However, despite their ostensible
pious Islamic works, some of their
actions are hidden in the religious
garb. They have been accused time
and again. Secret US documents
released by Wikileaks in 2011 revealed
that some al-Qaeda operatives used
Tablighis to get visas and fund their
travel to Pakistan. Al-Qaeda used
Tablighi Jamaat to facilitate and fund
the international travels of its members. In nutshell, it created an amicable environment for the recruitment
of jehadi.
Tablighi Jamaat was banned in five
Central Asian states in 1995 to 97 for
its involvement in terrorist activities.
As the world is struggling to find
a solution to the Covid pandemic, it
is high time authorities looked into the
intension of the Tablighis because of
whom the virus has affected many
thousands in India. Also, onus is on
the Muslim community and Islamic
scholars to find out the truth and support the cause of the humanity.
(The writer is senior faculty member, MMH College, Chaudhary Charan
Singh University, Meerut)
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H^dfX[[QTUd[[^UeXcP[XchP]S^_cX\XbcXRPQ^dccWT
UdcdaTCWTbT_^bXcXeTcW^dVWcbfX[[aTU[TRc^]h^da
WTP[cWPbfT[[CWXbfTTZh^dPaT[XZT[hc^UX]Sh^dabT[U
X]PWXVW[TeT[^Ub_XaXcdP[_TPRTP]SSXbR^eTaWP__X]Tbb
fXcWX]H^dPaT]^fPccWPc_^bXcX^]fWTaTh^dRP]
\T]c^a^cWTabP]SbWPaTcWTb_XaXcdP[X]bXVWcbcWPch^d
WPeTVPX]TS?a^UTbbX^]P[[hh^dPaTcahX]Vc^VTcPW^[S
^Uh^dabT[UBX]RTcWTRdaaT]cbRT]PaX^Xbd]UPe^daPQ[T
h^dUX]Sh^dabT[UbcPV]PcTSH^dPaTSXbbPcXbUXTS1T
RPaTUd[PbcWXb\Ph[TPSc^ST_aTbbX^]5^[[^f
\TSXcPcX^]P]SbT[UeXbdP[XbPcX^]cWPcfX[[WT[_h^dVTc
X]c^dRWfXcWcWTfXbT_Tab^]fXcWX]>]cWT_Tab^]P[
Ua^]ch^d]TTSc^QT[Xcc[TR^\_a^\XbX]VP]SP
Va^d]STS_Tab^]

CWXbfTTZh^dfX[[UX]ScWTfXbS^\P]SbcaT]VcWfXcWX]
h^dabT[Uc^bc^_b^\TQPSWPQXcbH^dfX[[bcPacf^aZX]V
^]V^^SWPQXcbc^X\_a^eTh^daWTP[cW[TeT[1TaTPShc^
UPRTb^\TWPaScX\TSdaX]VcWXbcaP]bXcX^]FXcWcWT
^dcQaTPZ^UcWTeXadbh^d]TTSc^cPZTV^^SRPaT^U
h^dabT[U?WhbXRP[TgTaRXbTXb_PacXRd[Pa[hX\_^acP]c]^f
?a^UTbbX^]P[[hh^dfX[[QTbcaTbbTSU^ah^daY^QCWTST[Ph
X]h^daT]STPe^dabfX[[^][hTbRP[PcTh^daf^aaXTbFWX[T
f^aZX]VUa^\W^\TS^]³cSXbR[^bTh^daf^aZX]V_[P]bc^
P]h^]TCWTfTTZfX[[P[b^QaX]Vb^\TUX]P]RXP[
R^]bcaPX]cb2daQh^dab_T]SX]VP]SP]P[hbTh^da]TTSb
>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]caT[h^]h^daX]bcX]RccWP]h^da
R^]bRX^db\X]SBcPhPfPhUa^\cWT^[SU[P\TPccWXb
cX\T

CWXbfTTZh^dfX[[S^PbT[UP]P[hbXbP]SRWP]VTh^da
bch[T^U[XeX]VU^aQTccTaWTP[cWP]SP]TeT]QTccTabcPcT^U
\X]SH^dbcX[[WPeTc^X]ca^b_TRcP]Sd]STabcP]ScWT
Q^ShP]SXcb]TTSbH^da_^bXcXeTT]TaVhfX[[X]b_XaTh^d
c^UX]ScWTaXVWcbT`dT]RTP\XSbccWXbRWP^b1TRPaTUd[
PQ^dccWTWTP[cW^UP]T[STa_Tab^]X]cWTUP\X[h>]cWT
RPaTTaUa^]ch^dPaTUX]SX]Vh^daa^dcX]T^Uf^aZUa^\
W^\TeTah\^]^c^]^dbCWXbXb\PZX]Vh^daTbc[TbbP]S
h^dPaT[^bX]V\^cXePcX^]H^d]TTSc^bcPhX]c^dRWfXcW
h^daR^[[TPVdTbeXacdP[[hc^T]bdaT_a^SdRcXeXchX]h^da
cPbZH^daf^aaXTbfX[[VTcSXbb^[eTSPbcWX]VbfX[[UP[[X]
cWTaXVWc_[PRTCWXbfTTZh^dPaT[XZT[hc^VXeTP]ScPZT
X]PaT[PcX^]bWX_CWXbXbPeTahaT[PgTS_WPbT^]cWT
_Tab^]P[Ua^]c

;dRZh]d\QTa (
;dRZhR^[^da1[PRZ
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa '
;dRZhR^[^da1a^f]
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa $
;dRZhR^[^da 3PaZ6aTh6aTh
;dRZhSPhBPcdaSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^dfX[[QTd]STabcaTbbSdTc^ePaX^db
aTPb^]bH^d]TTSc^QTVT]c[TfXcWh^dabT[UB\P[[
cWX]VbfX[[\PZTh^dP]VahCWTbTUadbcaPcX^]bP]S
f^aaXTb\PhRPdbTP]X[[TUUTRc^]h^daWTP[cW8cXb
PSeXbTScWPch^dZTT_h^dabT[UQdbhX]Ud]PRcXeXcXTb
aPcWTacWP]WdacX]Vh^dab^d[fXcWP]VTaP]Sb^aa^f
0[[^fh^dabT[Ub^\TaTbc?a^UTbbX^]P[[hh^dfX[[UTT[Pc
TPbT=Tf^__^acd]XcXTbPaT^]cWTRPaSbDcX[XbTh^da
cX\TX]R^\_[TcX]V_a^YTRcbP]ScPbZbb^cWPch^dWPeTP
bT]bT^UbPcXbUPRcX^]X]h^daWTPacCWXbXbPV^^ScX\T
U^aPacXbcbcWThfX[[S^fT[[P]SVTcaTR^V]XcX^]
AT[PcX^]bWX_fXbT[XUTXbQTPdcXUd[;XeTcWT\^\T]c
C^VTcWTa]TbbP]SfPa\cW^UcWTUP\X[hfX[[ZTT_h^dX]P
RWTTaUd[b_XaXc

H^d]TTSc^R^\T^dc^Uh^daX\PVX]Pahf^a[S
^cWTafXbTXcfX[[WPeTPQPSX\_PRc^]h^daWTP[cWC^QT
X]V^^SWTP[cWh^dbW^d[S[XeTX]cWT\^\T]cP]S[XbcT]
c^h^daQ^ShCT\_cPcX^]bPaTTbRP[PcX]VP]Sh^dPaT
^eTafWT[\TSH^d]TTSc^aTU^Rdb>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]c
h^dWPeTcWTZ]^f[TSVTP]S\^cXePcX^]c^ZTT_V^X]VX]
cWXbWPaScX\TH^dPaTP]X]cT[[XVT]c_Tab^]P]ScWPc
\PZTbh^db\PacFXcW\P]hY^QbQTX]V[PXSP]S\P]h
_T^_[T³bbP[PahaTSdRTScWXbXb]^cPV^^ScX\TU^acW^bT
fW^PaTcWX]ZX]Vc^bfXcRWY^QbCW^bTX]PRaTPcXeTUXT[S
cWXbXbPcX\TfWT]h^dabdVVTbcX^]bP]Sf^aZfX[[QT
P__aTRXPcTS>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dPaTbT]bXcXeTP]S
eTah5^aVXeX]VP]S[XeX]V[XUT^]PUaTbW]^cTXbcWTZTh
U^aPWP__hUP\X[h

7TP[cWfXbTcWTfTTZS^Tb]c[^^ZV^^S1TeTahRPaTUd[
PQ^dch^daWTP[cWPbfT[[PbUX]P]RTb<TSXRP[Tg_T]bTb
RP]RaTPcTPQXVW^[TX]h^da_^RZTcCWXbcT]bX^]XbbT[U
X]SdRTSH^d]TTSc^WPeTPQP[P]RTSP]SSXbRX_[X]TS
a^dcX]TU^acWTb\^^cWUd]RcX^]X]V^Uh^daQ^ShP]S[XUT
<TSXcPcX^]fX[[WT[_>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dfX[[aTP[XbT
h^da_^cT]cXP[bP]S\PZTPSTRXbX^]QPbTS^]XcH^dPaT
UX[[TSfXcWW^_TP]S_^bXcXeXch8]eTbcX]STeT[^_X]VP
WXSST]cP[T]cfXcWX]h^dH^dabZX[[bP]SRaTPcXeXchPaT
d]\PcRWTS4g_TRcP__aTRXPcX^]Ua^\h^dabT]X^ab>]P
_Tab^]P[[TeT[h^daRP[\P]STPbhV^X]VPccXcdSTfX[[
ZTT_h^dX]PV^^S\^^SP]Sh^dfX[[bcPhR^]]TRcTS
fXcWh^da[^eTS^]Tb5T\P[TbXcXbPSeXbTScWPch^dcadbc
h^da_Pac]TaP]SS^]³c_dc\T]cP[_aTbbdaT^]cWT\

;dRZh]d\QTa ""
;dRZhR^[^da FWXcT
;dRZhSPhFTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa!"
;dRZhR^[^da 6aTT]
;dRZhSPh Bd]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa $
;dRZhR^[^da ?da_[T
;dRZhSPhFTS]TbSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^da_WhbXRP[\T]cP[P]ST\^cX^]P[
fT[[QTX]VfX[[ST_T]Sd_^]h^da^dc[^^Zc^fPaSb[XUT
CWTbTXbbdTbPaTQ^cWTaX]Vh^dP]SaT`dXaTh^da
X\\TSXPcTPccT]cX^]H^dRP]WP]S[TcWT\TUUXRXT]c[h
5^[[^fa^dcX]T\TSXcPcX^]c^bTTZh^daX]]TabcaT]VcW
ATPSV^^S[XcTaPcdaTbRaX_cdaTcWPcfX[[X]b_XaTh^dP]S
\^cXePcTh^d>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dfX[[R^\_[TcT
X\_^acP]cf^aZ3dTc^cWT_P]ST\XRQdbX]TbbTbPaT
VTccX]VPUUTRcTSCWXbRP]RaTPcTf^aaXTbaT[PcTSc^
f^aZU[^fP]SY^QbTRdaXchBcPhPfPhUa^\R^]UdbX^]b
2[PaXUhXUP]hR^]UdbX^]PaXbTbR^]RTa]X]Vh^daY^Q1T
aTP[XbcXRcWXbR^d[SQTcWTaXVWccWX]VPbfT[[PbcWT
WPaSTbccWX]VPc_aTbT]cC^dVWcX\TXbX]SXRPcTSX]
h^da_Tab^]P[[XUT;TcV^^Uh^daP]gXTcXTbP]Sf^aaXTb

H^dfX[[UPRTRWP[[T]VTbcWXbfTTZB^\TWTP[cWSXPV]^bTb
cTbcbPaTd]R[TPaCWXbbcPcT^UR^]UdbX^]P]SUTPafX[[QT
UadbcaPcX]V<TSXcPcX^]P]SPb_XaXcdP[_PcWfX[[f^aZ
\PVXRP[[hP]SWT[_X]aT[XTeX]Vh^dabcaTbbH^dfX[[UX]S
fPhbc^WTP[h^dabT[U2PaTTafXbTcWXbfTTZXbV^^Sc^
X]R^a_^aPcTb^\TRaTPcXeXchX]h^daf^aZF^aZX]VUa^\
W^\TfX[[VXeTh^db^\TcX\Tc^X]eTbcX]PRcXeXcXTb[XZT
SaPfX]V_PX]cX]V^afaXcX]V^aP]h^cWTaPRcXeXcXTbcWPc
P[[^fP[Xcc[TRaTPcXeXchH^dfX[[eXacdP[[hR^]]TRcfXcWb^\T
^[SPbb^RXPcTbcWXbfX[[QT]TUXch^dX]cWT[^]Vad]CWXb
fTTZh^dWPeTP_^bXcXeTRWP]VTX]h^da_Tab^]P[[XUT
2^d_[TbS^]³cWTbXcPcTc^Tg_aTbbh^daUTT[X]VbP]Sb_TPZ
h^da\X]SH^dfX[[b_T]ScX\Tc^aTbc^aTUP\X[hcaPSXcX^]b
P]SRd[cdaT

CWTfTTZXbUX[[TSfXcWb_XaXcdP[fXbS^\6XeTP]ScPZT
^Ub_XaXcdP[X]bXVWcbfX[[\PZTh^dUTT[PcTPbTH^dPaT
PfPaTcWPcX][XUTb\P[[WTP[cW_a^Q[T\bZTT__^__X]V
d_cWTaTU^aTh^d_^bXcXeT[hUPRTh^daWTP[cWXbbdTb
FXcWbca^]VSTcTa\X]PcX^]cWTbTXbbdTbRP]QT
aTb^[eTS>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dPaTT]Y^hX]Vh^da
f^aZUa^\W^\TbRWTSd[TCWXbXbVXeX]Vh^db^\T
cX\Tc^X]Sd[VTX]h^da_PbbX^]^aW^QQXTb3Tb_XcTP[[
cWTbTh^dPaTPaTb_^]bXQ[TT\_[^hTTP]SSTP[fXcWP[[
cWT_aTbbdaTbc^R^\_[TcTPcPbZVXeT]H^dPaTX]h^da
bT]X^a³bV^^S[XbcP]Sh^dWPeTPRWXTeTSXcfXcW
STSXRPcX^]P]SR^]UXST]RT>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^d
fX[[_^bbTbbPRWPa\X]V_Tab^]P[XchcWPcfX[[PccaPRc
_T^_[TTb_TRXP[[hcWT^__^bXcTbTg

;dRZh]d\QTa (
;dRZhR^[^da HT[[^f
;dRZhSPh CWdabSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da <dbcPaS
;dRZhSPhBPcdaSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa
;dRZhR^[^da6^[ST]
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^dPaTUX[[TSfXcWT]TaVhP]SbcP\X]P
7TP[cWXbX\_a^eX]VDbTh^daT]TaVhX]R^]bcadRcXeT
f^aZbCPZX]VWdVT[XUTRWP]VX]VSTRXbX^]bfXcW^dcUd[[
R^]bXSTaPcX^]\XVWc]^cQTPbWTP[cWhPccWXbcX\T
CWTaTU^aTPe^XSWPbcT>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ccWTfTTZ
bTT\bc^QTV^^SH^dfX[[QTaTR^V]XbTSU^acWTXSTPb
VXeT]U^acWTfT[UPaT^UcWTR^\_P]hSdaX]VcWTbTWPaS
cX\Tb?T^_[TPa^d]Sh^dfX[[P__aTRXPcTh^dP]S
U^[[^fh^d>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ccWTaTXbP_^bXcXeT
PdaPPcW^\TH^dfX[[T]Y^hcWTfPa\cWP]SPUUTRcX^]
^U]TPaP]SSTPa^]Tb2^]RTa]P]Sd]STabcP]SX]V^U
h^da_Pac]TafX[[bcaT]VcWT]h^daQ^]SX]V4eT]cWT
Tg_aTbbX^]b^UVT]Ta^bXchP]SZX]S]TbbUa^\cWT\fX[[
QTbX]RTaTP]SVT]dX]T

H^dfX[[UTT[PRWP]VTX]h^da^dc[^^Zc^fPaSb[XUTH^da
R^]RTa]P]STUU^acbU^aV^^SWTP[cWfX[[]^f_Phh^daXRW
SXeXST]Sb8]cWTfPZT^UcWT_P]ST\XRQaTPZ^dch^dfX[[
]^fQTTeT]\^aT_PacXRd[PaPQ^dcWhVXT]TP]S
R[TP][X]TbbPa^d]SCWXbfTTZh^dfX[[\PX]cPX]P
_^bXcXeT\X]SbTccWPcf^d[ST]WP]RTh^da_Tab^]P[Xch
CWXbfX[[WT[_h^dc^\PZT_T^_[TPa^d]Sh^dUTT[
R^\U^acPQ[TP]SPcTPbTDcX[XbTcWTcX\TP]Sh^da
b_XaXcdP[Z]^f[TSVTc^QaX]V_^bXcXeTRWP]VTX]^cWTa
_T^_[T³b[XeTbc^^?a^UTbbX^]P[[hcWTfTTZXbV^^S
CWX]VbfX[[QTX]U[^fP]S\dRWQTccTacWP]QTU^aT0
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e have been homebound for
more than three weeks now.
Those working from home
would be fully engaged as usual, in fact,
relieved of spending hours commuting to
their workplaces. A large majority, however, would be just engaged in attending
to usual chores of life. Not knowing how
to spend the spare time would be making
them restive. Why not turn the forced
isolation into an opportunity? How?
Let us invent ways and means to use
the time constructively. Those having
some creative passion should revive
them, otherwise neglected because of
occupational engagements. Thirty five
years back, I was without any work for a
year. I spent the entire time learning
Astrology, which is now giving returns.
Again, post demonetisation in 2016,
there was hardly any work for a long
stretch of time, which I utilised completing my book, expected to be published
sometime next month.
Those having no idea on how to use
this period constructively, I will advise
them to try getting better empowered by
working upon their mind-self, step-bystep. Remember, mind is the prime
mover of a being. All actions out in open
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originate in mind. First arises a desire,
which leads to corresponding thoughts,
which when gravitate further in mind,
translate into action, with related bearing in terms of fruits of actions thereto
— pleasant or frustrating. Mind, thus,
ideates and then drives through the
functional mandate of a being. It is again
the mind, which responds or reacts to
external stimuli, whether intelligently or
unmindfully, depends on how individual
mind is framed, which varies from person to person. Remember, we are all
born unique, each manifesting varying
mind-trends.
It is pertinent to note here that mind
is driven by a sense of duality, which
makes it a double-edged weapon, carrying negative implications no less than its
creative abilities. If rightfully used, it
could add quality and value to life. It is
on this strength that we have evolved
thus far out of our primitive stage. But
when inadvertently or unmindfully used
negatively, it may not simply prove selfdefeating but could unsettle even societal balance and harmony. Hence the
need to orient our mind so that its creative side plays to our advantage.
In terms of the process to be fol-

lowed, first, one needs to relax the mind.
Remember, more the physical efforts,
higher would be the produce. When it
comes to mind, its chemistry works just
to the contrary. More the mind is
relaxed, its creative ability multiplies.
Remember, human mind is fragile which
continuously keeps flirting with
thoughts, many of them inconsequential
and even negative. That makes the mind
restive, not allowing much of scope for
processing thoughts objectively. It is
something like a wild monkey unmindfully hopping from one branch of the
tree to the other. It is said that human
beings attend to nothing less than 60 to
70 thousand thoughts every day. It is
only during 45 to 50 minutes of deep
slumber that the mind is at rest. Even
during dream stage, one keeps attending
to thought impressions picked up during
waking state. So, the first calling is to
bring one’s monkey like mind in check.
But for which, it would be difficult to
pursue the steps to follow.
The process is quite simple. Lie
down on your back on a hard surface,
say a yoga mat or a carpet. Close your
eyes and turn your attention inward. Let
loose the mind — let the thoughts flow
in and out unhindered. Train your mind
to remain disengaged from the thoughts
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playing within mind. Remember, it is
only when you pay attention that you get
affected. You won’t get affected if the
street dogs would be barking. Not an
easy task. Never try to forcefully stop
those thoughts. Otherwise, they will
continue chasing you from within.
Instead, keep making auto-suggestion to
the mind by internally saying: ‘Neti,
Neti’, which means I don’t care these
thoughts. Over a period of time these
thoughts will go out of reckoning, and
you may feel relaxed.
The other day, when I was giving
this lesson to someone, he asked: “How
can such a simple process reign in the
ever-active mind?” “Well, when you get
into the process, you may realise that it
is not as easy as it looks. In fact, your
mind will be flooded with volumes of
thoughts, difficult to bear with, which
will make you restive. It is only after a
while that you may relatively feel
relaxed, and that too, provided you let
loose your mind.” I responded.
The issue continues...
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